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STANDARD OF REVIEW
The standard of review in this appeal is an "abuse of discretion" or "presumption
of correctness'5 standard. The case law cited by the Respondent to that effect is proper.
The issues raised go to the adequacy of the Court's Findings of Fact and whether they are
supported by the evidence.
DETERMINATIVE LAW
§78-45-7.5(1) OJ.C.A. 2007 as amended): As used in the guidelines "gross
income" includes prospective income from any source, including earned and non-earned
income sources which may include salaries, wages, commissions, royalties, bonuses,
rents, gifts from anyone, prizes, dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest, trust income,
alimony from previous marriages, annuities, capital gains, Social security benefits,
workers' compensation benefits, unemployment compensation, income replacement
disability insurance benefits, and payments from "non-meanstested" government
programs. (Uniform Civil Liability for Support Act §78-45-1, U.C.A.)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I.

NATURE OF THE CASE

1.

The Respondent appeals the District Court's findings of Fact and Order

establishing child support. Respondent disputes the Court's Findings which impute
income to her and also cites certain technical deficiencies. The Respondent also objects
to the Stipulated Special Master's orders and the Trial Court's denial of Respondent's
motion to modify those or discharge the Stipulated Special Master altogether. The

visitation issues are still pending pursuant to Respondent's Petition to Modify and
Stipulated Special Master Orders which anticipated a visitation evaluation.
II.

THE COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS

1.

The predecessor Montana case was registered as a foreign decree in Utah

by Petitioner February 5, 2004.
2.

The Montana Court entered a "Final Decree of Dissolution of Marriage"

May 14,2001.
3.

Just prior to the Utah Fourth District Court accepting jurisdiction, the

Montana Fourth District Court entered its final Order December 30, 2004 which
established parent time, certain parental rights and child support consistent with the
recommendations of the Court Appointment Special Master Liz Dalton, Esq., which were
adopted by the Montana Court.
4.

There have been numerous and unrelated motions, objections, hearings and

orders since the Utah Court acknowledged and accepted jurisdiction over this case
pursuant to the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Enforcement Act Januairy 28, 2005.
5.

The Utah Court's Order of July 11, 2005 acknowledges the parties'

stipulation for the substitution and appointment of Special Master, Sandra Dredge, Esq.
pursuant to the discrete authority of the stipulated Special Master Order of August 25,
2005.
6.

The Respondent filed her "Verified Petition for Modification of Decree of

2

DivorceJ < >ctoher 1»\ 200 J ,i I „i( I

i ( , • ( Kvn , M»1, MI h the lYinl ( Vim

Following an incident during Thanksgiving 2006 the Special Master entered
her "Safety Plan" within the authority of the stipulated Special Master Order which was
followed by other Special Master Orders which continued to addre^
the children pending a "pare L
The parental visitation evaluation was completed on the March 17, 2008,
almost a year following the Evidentiary Hearing appealed from.
n

The Petitioner filed his "Motion for Child Support „ 111 d I) (11 c i I'.,ji 11«* I"' \1 •
f f

November.

"Motion for Review of

Special Master Order" dated March 2, 2007 were heard by Judge Anthony Schofield
April 9, 2007 in an Evidentiary Hearing.
10.

The Evidentiary Hearing resulted in a partial stipulai

i

elements pertaining to i hilil .upp< HI I Mich .is ill i* Petitioner's income. I he stipulation and
the ( tun I ruling which adopts the Special Master's Orders are incorporated in an Order
signed and entered June 12, 2007.
11.

Judge Anthony W. Schofield separately entei

Support" May 3 I 'nil '

In. 1 111» 111.1 n I 111, detailed Findings regarding the Respondent's

income at various times and also sets forth the calculations for child support based upon
income and other circumstances.
12. • The Appellant filed her Notice of Appeal, appan 11 u!' . i (> i 11" 11 i 1111 i \uh f i i 11

3

Judge's "Ruling on Child Support" even though that Ruling contemplated formal and
final Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and a corresponding Order which were to be
prepared, filed and entered at a later date. The Appellant's Notice of Appeal is dated July
10, 2007.
13.

The Child Support Order and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

were prepared, served on the Respondent, and, after her objection to the form was
disposed of, were finally entered November 8, 2007.
14.

The Appellant did not appeal the Child Support Order entered November 8,

15

The Petitioner moved for dismissal of the appeal because the visitation

2007.

order is not a "final order" inasmuch as the underlying proceedings have continued, and
are yet to be disposed of to this date and no appeal was taken from the Child Support
Order but, rather, the "Ruling." That motion was denied and the matter is before the
Court of Appeals on the basis of the Appellant's Brief.
III.

DISPOSITION AT TRIAL COURT

The Trial Court entered its Findings regarding the parties' respective incomes,
performed calculations pursuant to the Utah Uniform Civil Liability for Support Act,
calculated past and unpaid child support as well as prospective support and denied the
Respondent's Motion to Modify or Amend the Stipulated Special Master's Orders.

4

^TEMENT OF FACTS
1.

This case was "transferred55 to the Utah Courts by virtue of Arne John

Jacobsen's (hereafter "Petitioner") "Notice of Registration of Final Decree of Dissolution
of Marriage; Findings of Fact, Conclusions al I iir. .md "' I'HILI I ient.tl AIIU'IIJIIK ill , In
landings i>n;!iii mi K
' HIH hismih ul \,A\\ .mil < rder and Parenting Plan; and Order from the
Fourth Judicial District Court of the State of Montana County of Missoula" dated
February 5, 2004. (Record on appeal [herein after "ROA"] p. 1 thru 70.)
2.

.

Fhe registration of the foreign Decivi" vv.r iu "iiipjinii"! I"V 1111 •' Vtltfirjlmn'

of (lir Mi uttaiiii ('led iis I i lite attachments to that registration. (ROA, p.66.)
3.

The parties were married June 27, 1982. The marriage was dissolved by a

"Final Decree of Dissolution of Marriage" May 14, 2001. They are the parents of two
children as follows: Jona John Jacobsen born M in h 'i i'w' i ig*1 i i ' mil <
' "" iniiiii" • • ••
Cliiii 1,-trohscii h („n. \upvJ
4.

I'll" 1998 (age 9). (ROA p.64 and 65.)

The Court acknowledged jurisdiction "...over this matter pursuant to the

Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Enforcement Act" by its Order January 28, K HI).
(ROA p.120 thru 122 j
5.

The posture of the case at the time the Utah Fourth District Court accepted

jurisdiction is best described in the Montana Court's Order of December 29, 2004
adopting and making final as the Court's Order the Special Master's Parenting I ! ir i| liall
December I J,-004 authored

*

• *s attached to the

5

Petitioner's "Motion for Discovery Protective Order and Court Supervised Scheduling
Conference as Exhibit ' B . ' " (ROA p.142 thru 174, Addendum "A" p.l thru 10.)
6,

The Special Master Parenting Plan of December 13, 2004 followed the

Court's Order of November 18, 2004 which suspended Minnie LaRue Jacobsen's
(Appellant and hereafter "Respondent") parent time. The Montana Court's Order of
December 30, 2004 also adopted the Recommendations of Special Master Liz Dalton and
transferred the matter to the Fourth Judicial District Court, Utah County, Utah, for further
proceedings. (Exhibit "C" "Motion for Discovery Protective Order and Court Supervised
Scheduling Conference" ROA p.132 thru 140.)
7.

The Essence of the Special Master's Parenting Plan was the creation of a

"extreme parallel parenting plan" which "requires minimal parental communication."
(Special Master's Parenting Plan December 13, 2004, ROA p. 173.) The same Parenting
Plan acknowledged the Petitioner's role as the primary residential parent subject to
specific parent time for the Respondent. The Parenting Plan was very particular as to
exchange times and locations, automatic pick-up order, a telephone schedule, a "backpack
rule," and other particulars designed to minimize interaction and conflict.
8..

In spite of all of this the parties continued to experience conflict often

played out through litigation both in Montana and in Utah.
9.

February 14, 2005 Elizabeth A. Dalton in her capacity as Special Master

filed her "Special Master's Report and Recommendation." Therein she notes that on

6

£)ecem(3i

,

,,

Renting Plan, referred to above. She

also notes as follows: "During the four year history of this case, LaRue has filed over 90
i

litigation motions, discovery requests and objections. She has filed two Montana
Supreme Court Appeals. On September !{K 2004, Hh'H 'nuii, n» in vxh ininliiiMiv nine.
required I ,nHm: l< « IMIMIII n "ill Speonf h 11 1«T I i' I Dillon prior to filing anymore
pleadings.9 cIt is time for this protracted litigation to end and for both of the parties to
devote their time and economic resources to the benefit of the children.'" ( R Q A p.486
thru 490, Addendum "It p. I i ifim in I
1<

111,1; litigalK rii

'oarental warfare," the Utah Court appointed

Sharon White as Guardian ad Litem on March 12, 2005.) (Minutes, Order to Show Cause,
ROA p.49 land 492.)
11.

Within 60 days of the final Montan.

200 I dhn I, (In- Kt-spiiiiiiilniiiil mu i nl, liii, imr in 1 luh, to modify the Order on February
7, 2005. The Petitioner filed his Motion to Dismiss March 7, 2005. (ROA p.565 thru
570.) This Petition was dismissed July 11, 2005.
12.

Among other things, the Respondent expressed exIiTtiie dissalisljiilitiii with

Ms 11'iilloini' s pcrlnrmiiiur of her Special Master duties. ("Supplemental Affidavit of
LaRue Thomas in Support of Motion for Order to Show Cause" ROA p.590 thru 599.)
13.

While still Special Master Liz Dalton authored another "Special Master s
j

Report and Recommendatioj
7

*

:^

^:

homas

participated in treatment or an intervention plan:
"Without intervention, Ms, Thomas is likely to place the
children at risk: at this time Ms. Thomas is not participating in any
treatment or intervention plan. Without treatment or intervention,
Ms. Thomas may continue to disobey Court orders and create anxiety
for the children. She is likely to continue her pattern of custodial
interference by failing to return the children after a time-share block
or attempted to remove the children illegally from Mr. Jacobsen's
custody. She is likely to solicit statements from the children and
other evidence that promote her litigation agenda. " (Special
Master's Report and Recommendations, March 15, 2005, ROA
p.611 thru 615, Addendum "C" p.21 thru 28.)
14.

The Respondent filed a Motion in the Utah Court to set aside the Montana

Order of December 29, 2004 which Motion was filed March 28, 2004. (ROA p.880 thru
881.) Following the hearing of May 31, 2005 the Court entered its Order on July 11,
2005 which dismisses the Respondent's first "Petition to Modify the Final Montana
Order'* and denies the Respondent's Objection to the Commissioner's Recommendation.
(July 11, 2005 Order, ROA p. 1386 to 1388.)
15.

At the same time, the Order reflects that "....the parties have stipulated for

the appointment of Special Master, Sandra Dredge, Esq." Ms. Dredge was appointed by
stipulation due to the Respondent's dissatisfaction with Ms. Dalton in that same capacity.
The Order specifically provides as follows:
"5.

16.

The Special Master will function as contemplated by the
Montana Order and the 'extreme parallel parenting plan'
adopted in that Montana Order." (Order, July 11, 2005 1J5,
ROA p. 1387)

The Court entered its "Order," after negotiation and stipulation, further
8

defining the scope M ilie Speuul Mii^ei «. mki .iml mil ui<

N npn^t ,i:> }(MIS (RUA

Idendum "D" p.29 thru 38.) This Order was approved by counsel for both
parties and the Guardian ad Litem. The Order was prepared by Sandra N. Dredge,
attorney at law and Special Master herein and represents the negotiated an
terms M tin; S|>n i.il I" blister's i<"ilt; jinl .mllmnl „' Tlir, "l ' nin is reflected as the
"Stipulated Order" submitted to the Court by the Respondent's attorney August 5, 2005.
The Respondent filed her "Verified Petition for Modification of Decree of
Divorce" October 27, 2005 along with 19 attached exhibits constituting p
ol llic RUA, Hi is IN lili I'll 11 Ml a!

" .1 i il tuts mil hi

resolved by any final Order. It

is III this context (as well as the events surrounding Thanksgiving 2006) that a visitation
evaluation has been performed.
18.

In the midst of this continuous litigation the c /iiiiiis of Clunk ^in itf» '(HI i>

OL i J i ii re 11 • "i (11 e 11 hit v e in: s u I It • 1 11 I S i n I< ' i al Masters Orders w h i c h w e r e ultimately upheld by

the Court, imposing parent time restrictions.
1(>

Furthermore, given the Respondent's pending Petition to Modify, and as

stipulated by the parties, a visitation evaiuatioi i \ v • u t it 11 n ne rl < i k n i <A . i» L n i ni 11 \ n ei n 111111 !\ I m 11
17.2O0K,
20.

The Petitioner filed his "Motion for Child Support and Other Relief on

November 16, 2006. (ROA 2342 thru 2344, Addendum : • ,
11.

This Motion was also IIOHI (in, huiyy „"v

9

-<

t thru 44.)
-

rt07

and is the

procedural basis for the remaining portions of the Respondent's appeal (ROA p.2342 thru
2344).
22.

The Petition is supported by Petitioner's detailed Affidavit which

demonstrates that the parties had operated under the February 14, 2005 Special Master's
Report and Recommendation which set child support but only up to and through August
2005. (The Special Master's Report and Recommendation, February 14, 2005 p.4 thru 5.)
The Special Master's Recommendation was for the Respondent to pay child support in
the amount of $369 per month commencing August 1, 2005 as well as other financial
relief associated with health insurance and out of pocket medical expenses. The
Respondent agreed to pay this support but only paid $2,500 leaving a balance of $1,500
thru August 2005 (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Regarding Child Support,
Addendum UN" f2.)
23.

The Respondent has paid no child support since August of 2005.

24.

On December 1, 2006 the Special Master filed her "Safety Plain Pending a

hearing in your Court." (ROA p.2354 thru 2356, Addendum "F" p.45 thru 52.) This
Safety Plan was in response to the circumstances of November 21, 2006 thru November
26, 2006. Prior to filing the "Safety Plan" the Special Master issued Order of the Special
Master on November 28, 2006 suspending the Appellant's visitation. (ROA p.2349 thru
2350, Addendum "G" p.53 thru 56.) In essence, the Respondent refused to return the
children as called for under the parallel parenting plan and, when the parenting exchange

10

took place, "I

Ill children n i , i | 1 ""dii'ita) <n I ii I«u 1> <

i ii* r\iug h* >(<TH 'H> if1"!

completely traumatized." Ihe Special Master and Melissa, a member of her staff,
listened to the events that transpired that night by phone and spoke with the officers, both
parents and the children. (Special Master's Safety plan, December
11

i

III

M? r - )

Special Master siibmiltnl i Ii mil In r '< liiilni mi! Special Master" .

December 21, 2006 referring to the "seriousness of the events that transpired over the
Thanksgiving holiday." The subsequent Special Master Order acknowledges the previous
Order for a "parental visitation evaluation" as well as the Respondent's failur
lacililiik Ihe sunn Ik piiyiii(p. lliii' poilnm 4 llir In 1 , M hilu ml Special Master, December

21, 2006, ROA p.2363 thru 2364, Addendum "H" p.57 thru 60.)
1:

In anticipation of the Court's Evidentiary Hearing and any challenge to the

Special Master, the Special Master filed her "Recommendations ml tin Npa,ul I,\l«i4ui °
IK <) \ p : 4 I'IK

I ; 1, \ ddendum

thru 66) and her "Affidavit of Sandra N.

Dredge" dated February 7, 2007 (ROA p.2396 thru 2427, Addendum "J" p.67 thru 100.)
i

wherein she fully explains the necessity of the Special Master Safety Plan and any
temporary restrictions on the Respondent's parem
I V Special Master filed a subsequent Affidavit encapsuling the recent
events leading up to the temporary suspension of parent time, the necessity of a parent
time evaluation and so forth which Affidavit is filed February 22, 2007. (ROA p.2472
thru 2!>24, Addendum

28.

On March 2, 2007 the Respondent filed her "Motion for Review of Special

Master Order." (ROA p.2542 thru 2547.)
29.

The Petitioner's Motion for Child Support and Other Matters came before

the Honorable Anthony W. Schofield April 9, 2007. Testimony and evidence was taken,
the Court entertained argument on matters noticed for hearing and other matters as well
and accepted the parties' stipulation.
30.

Judge Schofield entered his Ruling May 31, 2007. (ROA p.2572 thru

2576, Addendum "L" p. 157 thru 164.) Therein the Ruling contemplated: "...an
appropriate Order." That Order was entered, following the Respondent's Objection to its
form, November 8, 2007. The Respondent did not appeal that Order.
3T.

The Appellant has appealed the "Ruling on Child Support" which resulted

in the Findings, Conclusion and Order Regarding Child Support which were not entered
until November 6, 2007. The Appellant also appeals the Trial Court's denial of her
Motion to review the Special Master's Orders or replace the Special Master altogether,
(ROA p. 2580 thru 2582, Addendum "M" p. 165 thru 170.) The June 12, 2007 Order also
finds and acknowledges that the Special Master has performed her duties in a consciences
and reasonable manner. The Court found no breach by the Special Master amd
furthermore adopted the Special Master's Recommendations and Special Master's
Orders. Out of necessity, due to the Respondent's failure to comply with the evaluation,
the Court also augmented the Special Master's authority "to allow her to suspend

12

visitation until the evaluation is complete

u I'lilci, niinir I M t.i n " fm i I lt.it I iiiii* i

•»pecil u-all s.onlemplates the completion of the evaluation, the receipt of inputfromthe
Special Master and Guardian ad Litem and "at that point, the Special Master or Guardian
ad Litem may request an additional hearing if necessary."
i2,

The Court subsequently entei i:t 1 111 . Il 11111111 > s t >M ..ic( rim 11 > m 11 I 11 "in»11. 11 I

yarding Child Support and Order Regarding Child Support and Judgement on
November 8, 2007. (Addendum "N" p. 171 thru 186.)
33.

The Respondent did not appeal the Order Regarding Child Support and

Judgement.
34.

The Respondent's Notice of Appeal was filed July 10, 2007 and reflects her

appeal of the June 12, 2007 Order and the ruling, which contemplated a final Order along
with Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.
•35.

Because llic lira IHUI mi ippi Il \ it1, u,i miofr ,;is of the Notice of Appeal,

subsequent filings do not appear on the record. Addendum "O" (p. 187 thru 214) is the
Docket reflecting post-Notice of Appeal filings including the entry of the Child Support
Order.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The inadequacies of the Respondent's Brief make it difficult to respond in any
traditional sense under the Rules. Additionally, the appeal itself is dubious because the
underlying lower court orders are not final or wen; iml .ippealal il ill

Ill iMi.itn

issues of the appeal are still before the lower Court. At the time of the hearing, a
visitation evaluation was underway but not completed. The Respondent did not appeal
the child support order. Rather, she appealed the ruling which contemplated formal and
further findings of fact and conclusions of law.
Even if the appeal is properly before the Court, the failure to marshal evidence
makes it impossible to challenge the many, unsupported, statements or the Respondent's
Brief Instead, the Petitioner has attempted to marshal the evidence which supports the
Court's findings in order to demonstrate that the findings are adequate and supported by
the testimony and evidence.
The lower Court properly imputed income to the Respondent. She was
unemployed at the time of the child support hearing. The explanation for her
unemployment was her medical condition. However, no competent evidence was
introduced to establish any disability or impairment. The Court relied upon competent
evidence and testimony, some of it from the Respondent herself, to establish her
qualifications, work history, and prevailing wages. The Court then gave the Respondent
the benefit of the doubt by imputing income only at or on a part-time basis
The Respondent's parental rights and time have not been terminated. They were
modified according to the Special Master's "Safety Plan" to protect the best interests of
the children. This was necessary because of the bizarre and corrosive circumstances of
Thanksgiving 2006. Those events were the culmination of years of acrimony and

14

"parental warfare" (a term used by Domestic Relations Commission Thomas R. Patton in
the course of these proceedings). In order to resolve the issues which are framed for a
further Court decision, below, a visitation evaluation was in processes at the time of the
evidentiary hearing. That evaluation was not completed until almost a year after the
hearing. This was due in part at least to the Respondent's own failure to facilitate the
evaluation process.
Under the circumstances described by the testimony of Special Master, the Safety
Plan is reasonable and necessary.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE APPEAL CHALLENGES THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDINGS
AND CONCLUSIONS REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT AS WELL
AS THE TRIAL COURT'S RATIFICATION OF THE STIPULATED
SPECIAL MASTER ORDERS. HOWEVER, THE APPELLANT'S
BRIEF IS NOT SUSCEPTIBLE TO A NORMAL RESPONSE
BECAUSE OF ITS IRREGULARITIES.

It is difficult to respond to the Appellant's Brief for the following reasons:
1.

The Respondent makes reference to facts in her "Statement of the Case/'

"History of the Case" as well as the "Statement of Issues and Standard of Review."
However, none of these factual references complies with Rule 24(e). Without references
to the original record or even the Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing April 9, 2007 it is
burdensome if not impossible to test the reliability of these factual statements. Therefore,
the Respondent has taken special care to set out a reliable statement of facts referencing
the record as required.
15

2.

The Respondent's "Statement of Issues and Standard of Review"

acknowledges that the issues raised on appeal challenge the Trial Court's Findings of Fact
Regarding Child Support. The Respondent also challenges the exercise of the Trial
Court's discretion in denying the Respondent's motion to modify or amend the stipulated
Special Master's Safety Plan and other orders. As such, the Respondent should have
marshaled the evidence which separated the Court's Findings. Migliore v. Migliore.
2008, UT App. 208, 124. Nevertheless, the Petitioner in this Brief will attempt to
demonstrate the factual basis for the Trial Court's findings and orders.
3.

The Respondent refers to laws that did not exist at the time of the

evidentiary hearing and the Court's Ruling. Sometimes, the references can be
rationalized with then existing law and sometimes the apparent statutory references
cannot. For instance, there are references to the Court's lack of jurisdiction under
"UFISA." (Brief of Appellant p. 13 122.) Assuming that the reference is to the Uniform
Interstate Family Support Act ("UIFSA," §78-45f-100, U.C.A. 1997 as Amended), it is
still unknown wherein the Respondent believes the lower Court erred in assuming
jurisdiction. The UIFSA terms regarding registration for purposes of modification and
enforcement, §75-45f-602, 603 appear to have been met in this case.
4.

The Respondent's various statements regarding the case and facts are

irrelevant and misleading. For instance, the Court has never entered an order terminating
the Respondent's parental rights. The Respondent cannot "establish" that fact because

16

there is simply nothing in the record which would show any termination of parental
rights. Giving the Respondent the benefit of the doubt, she has misunderstood the Special
Master orders and the Order of the lower Court which modified, but did not terminate, her
parent time or rights. Additionally, and by way of example, the Respondent states that
she "sought and was granted a temporary Civil Stalking Injunction against her exhusband, Arne Jacobsen and his wife, SuAnne Hoffman Jacobsen..." (Appellant's Brief,
p. 11 f 15.) While that "ex parte" order was granted, the Respondent fails to indicate that
at the time set for the hearing on the Temporary Order the Respondent voluntarily
dismissed those cases. Those matters are not of record in these divorce proceedings.
5.

In part, the appeal is not well taken because it is not an appeal of a final

order. While this matter was raised by way of the Respondent's Motion for Summary
Disposition, it is still a bar to the appeal as it relates to child support issues. The Notice
of appeal references the Trial Court's "Ruling." The Ruling contemplated a final order.
The final Order was entered almost four months after the Notice of appeal was filed. The
child support order was not appealed by Ms. Thomas.
6.

The appeal, as to visitation issues, is not from a final order. This was also

the subject matter of the Respondent's Motion for Summary Disposition but was not
resolved by the Order denying the motion. At the time of the evidentiary hearing before
the Trial Judge the issue of Respondent's parent time was in the process of being
resolved. The visitation issue was the subject of a visitation evaluation to which the
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parties stipulated but which had not been completed. One of the reasons the evaluation
was not completed was because the Respondent had not facilitated its completion by
paying the fee. (The Special Master's Order December 21, 2006, Addendum "H.") The
Respondent's parent time was placed at issue by way of her, still unresolved, Petition to
Modify referring to that matter as well as the Stipulated Special Master's "Safety Plan"
Order and subsequent orders necessitated by the Thanksgiving 2006 incident Therefore,
the controversy is far from settled in regards to any change in the Respondent's visitation.
Salt Lake City Corp. v. Lavton. 600 P.2d 538 (1979).
Even making allowances for the Respondent's decision to represent herself, the
Brief is so irregular as to not make it susceptible to a rational response and the appeal
should be dismissed for those reasons set forth above. (State v. Chavez-Espinoza. 2008
UT App. 191, TJ7, certain issues not considered on appeal due to inadequate briefing and
failure to marshal the evidence.)
The Petitioner will attempt to restate the issues and respond to the issues
that appear to be before the Court on this appeal as follows.
II.

THE TRIAL COURT'S CHILD SUPPORT FINDINGS ARE
ADEQUATE AND SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE.

For purposes of child support, gross income may be imputed. §78-45-7,5(6)(7)
(TJ.C.A. 2007). The imputation of income to a parent who would then owe child support
is proper when that parent is unemployed or underemployed. In this case, Ihe Respondent
was unemployed at the time of the hearing. She had been employed or received gross
18

income under the Uniform Act since the last child support order or stipulation had
"expired." Gross income for this purpose is defined very liberally by §78-45-7.5(1)
(U.C.A. 2007). This section includes "gifts from anyone" as a source of funds which
constitutes gross income for child support calculation purposes. The Respondent
generated both earned income and gift income since August 2005, when the last child
support obligation expired. The Respondent paid no child support after that time.
The "finding" of underemployment need not be made explicitly. It may be
implied. Logically, other subsidiary facts may also be discerned from the Findings and
the record. Anderton v. Anderston, 2008 UT App. 92, p. 1. The Uniform Act and case
law provides that the subsidiary factual basis for arriving at an imputed income amount
consists of earnings from employment opportunities, work history, occupation
qualifications and prevailing earnings. §78-45-7.5(7)(b) (U.C.A. 2007) and Hall v. Hall.
858 P.2d 1018 (UT App. 1993) at p. 1026.

I

It was acknowledged that the Respondent was unemployed at the time of the
I
hearing. Her explanation that this was a result of medical reasons was explicitly rejected
by the Court due to a failure of proof (Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Regarding Child Support 117).
The Court made detailed Findings regarding the Respondent's work history,
experience, qualifications and actual gross income for child support purposes.
While the Respondent paid no child support she received significant gifts in the
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form of checks payable to her and also in kind. The Respondent received not only cash
but the use of a residence. From July 2004 to August 2006 the Respondent received at
least $194,595 in cash and checks payable to her or on her behalf (Evidentiary Hearing
Petitioner's Exhibits 4 and 5). The Court's imputation findings can be summarized as
follows:
1.

The Respondent has significant experience and training making her very

employable.
2.

She has worked as a software sales professional making $50,000.

3.

She has been the beneficiary of $9,000 per month from July 2004 to July

2006 by way of gifts from Mr. Lokensgard.
4.

In spite of this "the parties' children received no support from their mom."

Most recently the Respondent has had a number of part time consulting jobs including
one under a contract providing for $45,000.
5.

The Respondent has the experience, training and employment connections

to be employed as a technology consultant and to earn not less than $50,000 per year.
Notwithstanding the failure of proof, the Court imputed only part time income and
employment, $25,000 per year, or $2,083 per month. (Findings of Fact Regarding Child
Support f7 thru 19.)
The Court went on to establish and decide child support based upon the
Respondent's income during two periods of time: August 2005 thru August 2006 and
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from September 2006 until the present. Because the Petitioner's income changed during
that period of time, child support, since August 2005, was calculated for three separate
periods. (Conclusions of Law Regarding Child Support and Order Regarding Child
Support, ^3 and 2 respectively.)
The Respondent cites the Court's failure to solicit and receive completed child
support worksheets. However, this is simply due to the fact that the Court completed
those calculations itself and there was no need for child support worksheets. The Court's
child support calculations take into consideration every relevant factor for purposes of
child support.
The Court's Findings are fully articulated and they are supported by the record.
The following is a partial marshaling of the testimony and evidence that the Court relied
upon in making its findings:
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Citations to Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing April 9, 2007
Page

Line

41
42
43

19-25
1-25
1-18

Summary of Testimony
11071 North 5020 West Highland, Utah home.
p.41 line 23 owns w/ Keith Lokensgard
p.42 lines 7 - 1 0 states she has an interest in the home even though
not on title
p.42 lines 13-20 states how she has equitable interest in the home
through an LLC set up by Lokensgard
p.43 lines 1-12 states she has 50% equity in original down
payment of $40,000
p.43 lines 13-18 states she received $20,000 from severance pay
w/ Utah State University

45
46

11-25
1-11

Utah State University Employment
p.45 lines 11 - 25, states she was in charge of business/marketing of
3GB owned by USU
p.45 line 21 job title Director of Strategic development
p.45 lines 23-25 started 09/2003, ended 04/2004
p.46 lines 1-11 salary, contract employee w/ benefits. $45K per
year
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46
47
47
48

13-25
1-5
19-25
1-12

Connections LLC
p.46 line 22 she is only principal of Connections LLC
p.46 line 24 - 25 located in Utah
p. 47 lines 2 -5 she is sole proprietor/employee; business set up for
the technology consulting w/ public school districts across U.S.
p.47 20-25; p.48 1-2 no longer owner of Connections LLC, status
expired in 2006
p.47 lines 5-12, did not work anywhere else while sole
proprietor/employee; all work ceased 2006

48
49
50
51

15-25
1-25
1-25
1-16

Synovia
p.48 lines 15-20 started/ended employment 02/2006
p.48 lines 21-22 contract employee
p.48 lines 23-25 paid $2,545 for time worked
p.49 lines 10-16 contract term 4 to 6 weeks
p.49 lines 18-22 paid per job, calculated out for weeks worked
p.50 lines 1-3 either $2,000 per week but maybe 200
p.50 lines 7-9 title assumed to be marketing or business
development
p. 15 lines 1-12 approached by employer

1

p. 15 lines 13-16 full time contract work

23

51
52
53

18-24
3-20
7-8

Radient Systems
p.51 lines 18-24 worked as consultant for Radient Systems
p.52 line 4 W-2 employee
p.52 6-9 paid $1,362
p.52 line 11 worked 3 to 4 weeks 08/2006
p.53 lines 7-8 IT Consultant title

1-25
1-25
1-25
1-15

54
55
56
57

|

Utah Interactive
p.54 lines 1-4 worked for Utah Interactive as Project manager
p.54 line 21 full time permanent job
p.55 lines 9-11 annual salary $75,000, took home $1,300

|

fhe Trial Court's Findings are sufficiently explicit to demonstrate how it arrived at
its Child Support Conclusions and Order. The findings are supported by the testimony
and evidence.
in

THE RESPONDENT'S PARENT TIME WAS MODIFIED
FOLLOWING THANKSGIVING 2006 IN ORDER TO PROTECT
THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN. THE STIPULATED
SPECIAL MASTER'S ORDERS, LATER ADOPTED BY THE
COURT, ARE REASONABLE AND NECESSARY FOR THAT
PURPOSE.

The Respondent objects to limitations placed on her parent time due to
circumstances that culminated on November 29,2006. In short, the Respondent failed to
return Savannah and Jona as previously arranged under the parties' parenting agreement
and court orders. Instead, it was necessary for the Petitioner to travel to Idaho November
24

29, 2006 in order to pick up the children at a meeting place which was arranged by
facilitation of the Special Master. Once there, the Respondent had so "poisoned" the
children that they were traumatized, upset and crying. The police report, appended to the
Special Master's Order, states as follows:
"Jacobsen drove to Idaho Falls to pick up Savannah and Jona.
Savannah was extremely upset and crying. She kept claiming her
father was going to 'murder her.'
I separated Thomas from the children and interviewed her. Officer
Killian interviewed Savannah and Jona. Thomas claimed her
husband had choked her in the past. I asked if he had been charged
with domestic battery. She stated that he was wealthy and 'bought'
his way out of jail time. I told her I could still find out if he had been
charged. She confessed she had never actually filed charges against
him. Thomas also claimed Jacobsen had committed arson and a
drive-by shooting. She asked if I would search his car to ensure he
did not have a firearm in the car.
|
Officer Killian said the kids calmed down after mom was removed
from the car." (City Police Crime Report, Case Number 200617489,
November 30, 2006, Addendum "F" p.50 thru 52.)
As an immediate and direct result of that incident, the Special Master, within the
discrete authority granted her by stipulation, imposed a "Safety Plan" intended to separate
the parties, restore peace and order and perform a "Parental Visitation Evaluation with
Dr. Jay Jensen."
The Special Master has offered considerable evidence and testimony that
demonstrates the magnitude of the Thanksgiving 2006 incident. (See Addendum "J,"
p.69 "Affidavit of Sandra Dredge" and Addendum "D" p. 103 "Affidavit of Sandra
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Dredge.")
Thereafter, it was necessary to augment the Safety Plan with additional
Recommendations and Rulings of the Special Master further ensuring the best interests of
the children. (See Addendum "H" p.59 "Order of the Special Master December 21,
2008" and Addendum " F p.63 "Recommendations of the Special Master.")
Following the Thanksgiving 2006 incident, it can be safely said thait the
Respondent was "her own worst enemy." She failed to facilitate the evaluation. She was,
consistent with her history, non-compliant with the Special Master's orders and Safety
Plan.
It is difficult to address much less resolve the type of parenting issues that the
Special Master and Trial Court faced, on appeal First of all, they are ongoing. When
presented to the Judge on April 9, 2007 the evaluation was not complete. It was not
completed until March 2008. The Trial Judge and Special Master face the same
predicament as this Court. There were repeated factual allegations but little evidence to
support the Respondent's claims. Luckily, one of the functions of the Special Master was
* to facilitate harmony. In the process, it was necessary for her to gather the different
perceptions of fact and evidence and make such recommendations and rulings as she was
empowered to make under the stipulated Special Master Order.
At best, the Respondent is challenging the Special Master's rulings as well as the
Court's ratification thereof based upon the Evidentiary Hearing of April 9, 2007, alleging
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that both abused their respective discretion. In the case of the Special Master it is the
equivalent of claiming that the Special Master acted in an arbitrary and capricious matter.
Whatever the standard, it is apparent that the Stipulated Special Master and the
Court had a reasonable basis to impose a Safety Plan on the parties and to seek additional,
expert input which was not available at the time of the Evidentiary Hearing before the
Trial Judge.
CONCLUSION
It is difficult to resolve the issues that the Respondent appears to have raised due to
the irregularities in the Brief of the Appellant. The appeal is both premature and flawed.
The Trial Court's Findings regarding income for purposes of child support are
specific and sufficient. They are supported by the record. The parenting issues are in the
process of being resolved in the District Court. The interim posture of the case at the time
of the April 9, 2007 evidentiary hearing justified the Special Master's Safety Plan as
ratified and adopted by the lower Court.
DATED THIS

/ & day of June, 2008.
^

ji^>^

A/>!h*c&^

FREDERICK N. GREEN
Attorney for Petitioner/Anpellee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a member or and/or employed by the law firm of Frederick N.
Green, 7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104, Sandy, Utah 84093, and that in said capacity and
pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of Ihe foregoing
BRIEF OF THE APPELLEE was served by
Depositing the same in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid and correctly addressed;
Hand delivery; and/or
Facsimile transmission.
upon the following on this \ ( P d a y of June, 2008:
Minnie LaRue Thomas
1885 Harvard Aye-^
Salt Lake Cjlyfltah 84
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Order August 25, 2005
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ADDENDUM "A"

0001

John W. Larson District Judge
Fourth Judicial District Dept. 3
Missoula County Courthouse
Missoula, MT 59802
(406) 25^-4773

i
2

FILED DEC 2 9 2034
s

^ i R L £ \! ^AU-?T'CLERK
By ?nn? M L-JTTY Dspuly

3

MONTANA FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, MISSOULA COUNTY
4

IN RE THE MARRIAGE OF
5

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,
6

Petitioner,

vs.

7

Dept. 3
Cause No. DR-01-69
ORDER ADOPTING MEDIATOR'S
PARENTING PLAN

MINNIE LARUE JACOBSEN.

8

Respondent.

9
10
11

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the attached Parenting Plan developed
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by Elizabeth A. Dalton, Esq., is hereby adopted and made final.

13
14

DATED t h i s M h day of December,

^

15
16
17

Jb,

,

<k)HN W. LARSON, District Judge
| COPIFS OFTHF FDRFGOING AA/pRF SFNTTQ-

18

|
19

Evonne Smith Wells, Esq., Wells & McKittrick
P. O. Box 9410, Missoula, MT 59807

20

2i
22 I

John C. Fillner, Esq., Fillner Law Office^
210 N. Higgins, Suite 336, Missoula, MT 59802
Clare Anderson, Esq., Guardian ad Litem

23

210 N. Higgins, Suite 302, Missoula, MT 59802

24

25

Liz Dalton, J.D., Special Master
11509 N. Granite Circle, Highland, UT 84003
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Order - Page 1

(10Q3

Elizabeth A. Dalton, J.D:
Divorce & Family Mediation
December 13, 2004
The Honorable John W Larson
District Court Judge
200 West Broadway
Missoula, Montana 59802
Re: Special Master's Parenting Plan, A
Montana Fourth Judicial District Court, Dept. 3
Cause No. DR-01-69
Dear Judge Larson
On June 18, 2004, the court appointed me to sewe as the Special Master for the abovereferenced domestic case pursuant to Rule 53 of the Montana Rules of Civil Procedure
As a Special Master, my primary responsibility is to serve the best interests of the
children, Jonah and Savannah Jacobsen The goal of this Parenting Plan is to create
peace for the benefit of the children children

Parenting Plan:
1 Extreme Parallel Parenting: I recommend that the court implement an extreme
parallel parenting plan A "parallel parenting" style of co-parenting ensures peace and a
consistent routine for children As parallel parents, the parents have the freedom to
establish completely independent households Parallel parenting requires minimal
parental communication Each parent is responsible for taking care of all of the
children's needs during his or her designated time-share blocks Each parent is
responsible for setting up a household which functions independently from the other in
every respect
2 Children's Therapist: To strvt the long-term best interest of the children, the parents
have agreed to appoint Dr Paul Jenkins as their children's therapist. Each parent is
responsible for working one on one with Dr Jenkins and setting up appointments for the
children as he recommends At the current time, he recommends that each parent set up
one appointment per month for the children Each parent should schedule appointments
during his/her own designated parent time It is important that the children have a
consistent therapist Dr Jenkins should remain as the children's therapist until each child
jeaches the age of majority
3 Children's Pediatrician: The parents agreed, based on my recommendation, to use
Alpine Pediatrics, located in Pleasant Grove, Utah, to provide medical care for their
children Each parent should make independent appointments, as needed Each parent
should inform his/her co-parent by email regarding the appointment's purpose and
outcome
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4 Hospital Visits If one or both of the children experience an accident or injurs7
requiring a visit to the hospital, the parent in charge should notify the other parent within
one hour of the accident or injur} For the best interest of the children, both parents are
expected to come to the hospital and work coopeiativel} togethei in making joint medical
decisions
5 Parenting Decisions The parents should resolve parenting decisions as follows
A Medical Decisions The parent in charge of a time-share block may make all
minor, routine, and non-emergency medical decisions That parent is
responsible for notifying his/her co-parent via email regarding any medical
visit, prescriptions ordered, and should provide any important health-related
information Both parents are responsible for participating in a joint decisionmaking process, with the help of medical experts, during a major medical
emergency or any medical procedure requiring a hospitalization
B Dental Decisions: Each parent is responsible for taking the children to one
ioutine dental exam each year and taking care of any follow-up treatment for
that visit LaRue is responsible for a summer, routine dental visit and followup care appointment (if needed), Aine is responsible for a fall or winter
routine, dental visit and follow-up care appointment (if needed) Both parents
are responsible for participating in a joint decision-making process, with the
assistance of their dentists, for all dental emergencies and orthodontic care
C Education' Arne, as the primary residential parent during the school year, is
responsible for making all decisions regarding school choice, school activities,
and other decisions regarding the children's education LaRue may make
suggestions and recommendations regarding education related issues to Arne
via email
[
D Day-Cave Each parent is empowered to make his/her own day-care decisions
in regard to his/her own respective parent time blocks
E Religious Upbringing: The parents may teach the children religious and
spiritual values as they deem appropriate
j
F ExtracurricuIar Activities: The parents are empowered to design and
implement then own extracurricular activities for the children within their
own respective time-share blocks Each parent may invite the other parent via
email to participate m a particular activity as that parent deems workable
6 Time-Share Plan' Arne shall provide a primary residence for the children The
following time-share plan is based on Utah's statutory parent time guidelines
A Odd and Even Year Calendars Every' two years (by October 1st), Arne shall
submit to the Special Master and his co-parent, LaRue, a two year time-share
calendar At my request, Arne has prepared and submitted to LaRue and me a
time-share calendar for 200S and 2006 based on the following guidelines
described herein I request that Arne prepare an updated set of calendars that
include exact exchange times and submit those calendars to his co-parent and
me by the end of December 2004 Each parent shall comply with these

calendars exactly No make-up or substitute time is permitted if LaRue
misses a time-share block opportunity
B Alternating Extended Weekends LaRue shall spend alternating extended
weekends, beginning Friday after school (3 1 0 p m ) until Monday morning at
the beginning of school ( S a m ) Hei weekend pattern shall begin Saturday
morning at 9 a m on Janaury 1, 2005 (That weekend accommodates New
Year's Eve for ArneJ The weekends then rotate and alternate thereafter
C \To-Muhveeh J'isits To minimize transitions for the children, the time-share
plan provides foi extended weekend time in lieu of mid-week visits
D Holiday Time Holidays shall attach to the alternating weekend schedule and,
thus, will be shared in a fair and equal manner from odd-year to even-year
The parents shall have the opportunity, puisuant to Utah's statutory parent
time guidelines, to spend time with their childien on their actual birthdays in a
alternating manner LaRue shall spend from 3 30 pm - 7 3 0 p m with the
children on her birthday every year The children may walk to Arne's home
following LaRue's birthday time-share block
E Summer Pursuant to Utah's statutory guidelines, LaRue may spend up to 4
weeks of extended time with the children Beginning in 2005, LaRue shall
spend the first two weeks in June and the first two weeks in July, including
three weekends This time shall be uninterrupted parent time
F Modifications by Special Master This plan is intended to be a "starting
place" for the parents and open for redesign as they successfully complete my
recommended intervention plan As the Special Master, I reserve the
opportunity to mediate and expand and modify the time-share schedule based
on the mutual agreements of the parents
7 Exchange Times and Locations
A Neutral Exchange Location The parents have agreed that when school to
school exchanges are not practical, they will exchange the children in the following
manner Each parent will designate a third-party to exchange the children at the
intersection of 5100 West and 11100 North in Highland, Utah LaRue's designate shall
park his/her vehicle on west side of 5100 West Arne's designate shall park his/her
vehicle on the east side of 5100 West The designated drivers shall remain in their
vehicles, except as it is necessary to assist the children out or into a vehicle
B School Year- LaRue (or her designate) shall pick-up and return the children
to school at the dismissal time and start time in connection with her weekend parenting
time If school is not in session, the children's time-share block with their mother begins
at 3 30 p m on Friday afternoon and ends at 8 a m on Monday morning, on alternating
weekends If school is not m session, LaRue must designate a third-party to exchange the
children at the specified exchange time at the neutral exchange location as described
above
C Sa nunci The children shall walk back and forth between their parents 5
homes The standard beginning time for a summer time-share block will be 9 a m Exact
exchange times shall be strictly observed when the children are walking from one home
to the other Neither parent is permitted to be in close proximity of the other parent but
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ma's supervise the children s safety LaRue has agreed to remain on the east side of 5100
West
D Sickness During the school \ear if a child is sick and a school exchange is
not practical the parent in charge will notify the other parent by phone of the sickness
and arrange for an exchange at the neutial exchange location at a specified exchange
time, confirmed by a phone call
E Holidays On LaRue1 s Monday holidays, the exchange time will be 6 30 p m
at the neutral exchange location Christmas Da\ exchanges shall occur at noon at the
neutial exchange location
8 Calendar Compliance To protect the best interests of the children, it is important
that both parents comply exactly with the time-share calendar LaRue shall retain legal
counsel on an on-going basis to assist her understand and appropriately follow the timeshare calendar
9 Automatic Pich-Up Order The Special Master may recommend an ex parte "pick
up1 order that permits law enforcement to take either parent into custody if they fail to
comply with the time-share calendar This order should cover any unauthorized pick-ups
of the children or a failure to deliver or return the children as scheduled
10 International Tiavel International travel by a parent with the children must be
preapproved by the Special Master If such travel is approved, the traveling parent may
request a letter from the other parent giving the traveling parent permission to travel
internationally with the children The traveling parent shall deliver, within 7 days, the
letter to the Special Master who will ensure permission is granted Detailed itinerary
information and contact phone numbers must be given to the Special Master at least 2
weeks prior to the departure date
11 Travel Itineuiries Each parent should provide to his/her co-parent a travel itinerary
for all out of state travel, including emergency contact phone numbers, one week prior to
traveling with the children
12 Internet Access It serves the best interest of the children, at an appropriate age, for
both paients to provide email accounts and for them and to give them open access to
these accounts at both of their homes
13 Telephone Schedule To ensure that the children have routine and predictable phone
contact with their parents, the following telephone schedule is imposed A parent may
telephone the children when they are spending time with the other parent on Sunday
evenings and Thursday evenings between 7 - 7 1 5 p m The parent may speak with the
children for up to 30 minutes The children have an absolute right to privacy during the
phone call If the parent calls later than 7 H p r n , the other parent is not obligated to
facilitate access b\ telephone Either parent may at then own expense provide the
children \\ ith a cell phone
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14 Impeccable Respect Both parents have agreed to not travel down the street(sj
adjacent to their co-parent's home Ajne has agreed to not walk or otherwise travel on
5020 West LaRue has agreed to not walk or otherwise travel on 11100 North and 5100
West To prevent conflict, neithei parent shall interact with the other paient's familj
members, house helpers or nannies or close friends On occasion, a parent may need to
interact with his/her co-parent's spouse or neighbors All such contact shall be brief and
limited to the specific issue at hand (typically concerning the children) As each parent
interacts with neighbors, that parent is stncth prohibited from discussing the divorce
issues or past marital history It is important that the parents have impeccable respect for
each other and honor each other's right to privacy No language in this paragraph is
intended to restrict LaRue's access to her LDS bishop If there is a specific need for
LaRue to interact with church leaders m Arne's immediate neighborhood, LaRue may
make a request of the Special Master to accommodate these special arrangements
15 School Programs, Sports Events, and Special Community Events: When attending
school programs, sports events, or other community events involving the children, each
parent should give the children permission to freely spend time with the other parent
during the special event No contact shall occur between the parents Each parent shall
sit in a seat that affords the other parent a comfortable distance away The children shall
leave with the parent "m charge" of the time-share block, unless another agreement is
confirmed via email
16 Back Pack Rule In the interest of the children, parents shall leave in the children's
backpacks all school notices, report cards, information on school activities, parties or
programs, information on school pictures, important school work, and other information
of interest to the other parent
17 Homework Rule. In the interest of the children, a homework folder shall be created
and be passed back and forth in their backpacks The parents should leave notes in this
folder in regard to what homework needs to be completed
18 Clothing and other Personal Items: All clothing, toys and other items from your
co-parent's household shall be returned at the next exchange Parents are encouraged to
write family names on clothing, coats, and other personal items All sports equipment
and clothing shall be placed in a duffle bag that can travel with the child between his/her
households
19 Children's Friends: The children will inevitably have friends in both of your
neighborhoods The children should be advised to not visit their other parent except with
your express approval
20 Problem Resolution Procedure: If a significant co-parent issue arises in the future,
follow this procedure
A Discuss the issue first with the Special Master,
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B The Special Master will first attempt to find a solution that is satisfactory to
both sides If there exists an impasse on the issue, the Special Master will
arbitrate a resolution
Financial Issues:
1 School Tuition You have previously agieed to pay for private school tuition in a
50/50 manner LaRue shall pay the obligations she owes to Ivy Hall Academy within the
next 30 days
2 Health Insurance and Uninsured Expenses Arne will provide health insurance for
catastrophic medical caie for the children at his expense Further, each party will pay
100% of all minor, routine, and ordinary health care related expenses incurred on behalf
of the children during their own respective time-share blocks Each parent is 100%
responsible for all expenses related to counseling appointments he or she sets up for the
children The parents shall share the costs of major uninsured medical and dental
expenses in a 50750 manner
3 Special Master I am willing to remain in this case as a Special Master and continue
to provide intervention services to promote collaboration between the parents A Special
Master is necessary to monitor compliance, to consult with attorneys and other
professionals, to provide co-parent coaching, and to assist in redesigning, if necessary,
and evolving the Parenting Plan forward I will be submitting a "intervention" contract
10 you for your review and signature by December 20, 2004
4 Child Support In mediation, the parents agreed that LaRue5 s child support obligation
through August, 2005, including any arrearage, would be the amount of $4,000 LaRue
has paid a lump sum of $2,500 to Arne in payment of her child support obligation
($1,500 was escrowed pending my decision on the proper allocation of tax exemptions
for '02 and '03) Pursuant to the parents' agreement, they have agreed to calculate child
support in August, 2005 with my assistance The parents agreed that I will mediate, m a
one on one manner, the appropriate child support calculation and resolve the issue by
arbitration
5 Tax Exemptions and Tax Exemption Dispute: Arne has agreed to give LaRue the
$1,500 she escrowed from her child support obligation through August, 2005 in
settlement of her claim for V2 of the tax exemption benefits for the children for '02 and
5
03 LaRue should communicate to me whether or not she agrees to accept this
settlement offer
Beginning in 2004, Arne will be assigned Jonah as a permanent tax exemption and
LaRue will be assigned Savannah as a permanent tax exemption
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Further Intervention:
The parents were successful in building trust and respect over the past 5 months
following their voluntary participation in Landmark Education and working with Dr
Jenkins In addition, LaRue received ''coaching" support from Dr Brad Chappell
I recommend that the parents continue to seek educational support in the Advanced
Course and the Communications Courses provided by Landmark Education My intent is
to provide "co-parent" coaching to serve the children's best interests and to promote
further collaborative co-parenting My intent is to further assist in liberalizing LaRue's
time-share schedule and support the evolution of more cooperative co-parenting.
Sincerely,

ElizabotyA Dalton, J.D.
Special Master
Cc Clare Anderson, GAL
Evonne Smith Wells
Dr Paul Jenkins
Dr Brad Chappell
LaRue Thomas and her counsel
Arne Jacobsen
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Elizabeth A. Dalton, J,D.
Divorce & Family Mediation
February 14, 2005
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The Honorable Thomas Patton
Domestic Relations Commissioner
Fourth Judicial District Court
125 N. 100 West
Provo, UT 84601
Re: Special Master's Report and Recommendations
Jacobsen v, Thomas
Civil No. 044400279
Dear Commissioner Patton:
On June 18, 2004, Judge John W. Larson of the Montana Fourth Judicial District Court,
Missoula County, appointed me to serve as the Special Master for the above-referenced
domestic case pursuant to Rule 53 of the Montana Rules of Civil Procedure. As a Special
Master, my role is to act as a fact-finder and to submit recommendations to the court.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND:
LaRue Thomas9 Appeal to the Montana Supreme Court Delays the Transfer of the
Case to Utah: On December 13, 2004, in Missoula, Montana, the parties stipulated to a
parenting plan (the Special Master's Parenting Plan, dated December 13, 2004,
"Parenting Plan") and agreed to transfer their domestic case to Utah. Despite her
agreement to work with the Parenting Plan, LaRue Thomas filed an appeal of Judge
Larson's order adopting the Parenting Plan. It appears that the UCCJEA prevents
acceptance by Utah of jurisdiction if there is an ongoing matter before the court of the
state who is conferring jurisdiction.
The Montana Court has Finalized Custody Arrangements: Judge John W. Larson
entered a divorce decree and a stipulated parenting plan on May 14, 2001. Immediately
following the entry of the stipulated parenting plan, LaRue began a pattern of noncompliance with the court ordered parenting plan. (pp. 2 - 3 , Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Order, October 29, 2002 "Findings of Fact 10/29/02"). In
response to numerous contempt motions brought by Arne and in light of LaRue's
inability to comply with the parenting plan, the court appointed Clare Anderson, a highly
respected family law attorney, as a guardian ad litem for the children, (p. 3, Findings of
Fact, 10/29/02).
After a lengthy investigation, the Guardian Ad Litem filed a report with the court and
recommended, among other things, that the children reside primarily with their father,
Arne Jacpbsen. The Guardian Ad Litem recommended that the parties participate in
parenting mediation. LaRue objected to the Guardian Ad Litem's recommendations. At
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the conclusion of a three day hearing, the court ordered that the parenting plan, stipulated
by the parties, be set aside, (p. 5, Findings of Fact, 10/29/02).
The court ordered the parties to mediate a time-share schedule, centered around the father
providing their primary residence. The parties worked with Dr. Philip Mamalkis, a
marriage and family counselor. The court found that "LaRue wishes to be with the
children at all times that she is available without respect to Arne's or the children's
schedules. She perceives that time with Arne or spent in school is time that she is being
kept away from the children." (p. 7, Findings of Fact, 10/19/02).
On October 29, 2002, the court adopted a Parenting Plan, designating Arne as the
primary residential parent. LaRue volunteered to pay a child support obligation in the
amount of $400 per month.
On June 18, 2004, the court appointed me to serve as a Special Master pursuant to Rule
53 of the Montana Rules of Civil Procedure. On December 29, 2004, the court adopted
my December 13, 2004 Parenting Plan, that was stipulated to by the parties, and ordered
that it be made final.
The Parenting Plan, adopted recently by the court, is an extreme parallel parenting plan.
The plan serves the best interest of the children by significantly minimizing transitions
for the children. It significantly restricts co-parent contact and interaction. The timeshare plan is necessary in light of LaRue's continued pattern of non-compliance with the
time-share calendar, her disruption of the children's school attendance and extracurricular
activities, and her propensity for litigation. Nevertheless, the Parenting Plain provides
LaRue an opportunity to earn more parenting time opportunities by her cooperative
participation in an "intervention" plan designed by my team of experts.
Mental Health Issues: After receiving testimony by various mental health professionals
regarding the mental health of both parties, the court determined that Arne Jacobsen is
mentally and physically healthy, (p 19, Findings of Fact, 10/29/02).
After hearing from a variety of mental health experts, including a therapist who treated
LaRue every week for one year, the court determined that LaRue Thomas lias a mixed
personality disorder with features of both narcissistic personality disorder and histrionic.
Furthermore, the court determined that LaRue has a tendency to engage in conflict and
that many of the conflicts are triggered by internal sources of distress for LaRue. The
court stated that her personality disorders are fairly resistant to change and that there is a
need for treatment and to continue treatment, (p. 19, Findings of Fact, 10/29/02).
One mental health professional did not find evidence in his mental health testing that
LaRue is either narcissistic or histrionic, (p. 20, Findings of Fact, 10/29/02).
As a result, I have requested that LaRue Thomas seek a mental health opinion and
treatment recommendation from Dr. Bruce Carpenter, at Brigham Young University. I
have requested that Dr. Bruce Carpenter evaluate LaRue by performing mental health
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testing and by examining her social history. I have requested Dr. Carpenter to interview
Arne Jacobsen in the context of his examination of LaRue. It is my understanding that
LaRue is cooperating with this evaluation at the present time. The evaluation is not
complete. It is important that the court and LaRue thoroughly and accurately understand
the realities of her mental health.
Based on my research, LaRue Thomas has demonstrated a historical inability to
cooperate with mental health, mediation, and legal professionals. She has been
uncooperative with three mediators, the Guardian Ad Litem and at times with me in the
role of the Special Master. Although she has the ability to initially appear cooperative,
she later rejects the opinions and recommendations of professionals. She has
demonstrated a pattern of intimidating these professionals by making rigid demands,
filing legal objections, and making burdensome discovery requests.
Since the court's findings in October, 2002, LaRue has voluntarily participated in
"intervention" strategies. During 2004, she has consulted with Dr. Brad Chappell as a
"life coach" and has participated in one Landmark Education program. While LaRue was
actively participating in "life coaching" as an intervention model, she experienced
success in mediating with her co-parent and in working with me as a family
interventionist. For a short time, she chose to not file litigation motions. She
experienced success in taking personal responsibility, forgiving the past, and
cooperatively negotiating an increased time-share with her co-parent.
Unfortunately, during the late Fall of 2004, LaRue returned to her former dysfunctional
patterns of behavior. On November 15, 2004, LaRue refused to leave my residence, after
a 4 p.m. appointment, until I "faxed" a time-share decision in her favor. With the
assistance of a personal friend of hers, she left my residence at 8:30 p.m. that evening.
She treated the children's therapist, Dr. Paul Jenkins, in a disrespectful manner and has
disrupted the children's therapy process by scheduling numerous appointments with Dr.
Jenkins either alone or with her attorney.
She has returned to her pattern of ignoring the time-share calendar and disrespecting the
children's schedules. This fall, she failed to pick up Jonah from school on two occasions
and injured the school principal with her vehicle during an attempt to illegally remove the
children from school. The court ordered a suspension of LaRue's parent time on
November 18, 2004 and requested me to set up a supervised parent time schedule for
LaRue. As recently as January 18, 2005, she failed to return Savannah, who was ill, to
Arne's custody and failed to take Jonah to school, as was required by the Parenting Plan.
On that day, LaRue failed to return any of Arne's phone calls. My intervention was
necessary to arrange for the children's return.
Propensity to Litigate: During the four year history of this case, LaRue has filed over 90
litigation motions, discovery requests, and objections. She has filed two Montana
Supreme Court appeals. On September 29, 2004, the court, in an extraordinary move,
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required LaRue to "consult with Special Master Liz Dalton prior to filing any more
pleadings."
Despite the court's instruction, LaRue has failed to consult with me and has filed a new
round of litigation and discovery requests in Utah. Her propensity to litigate and her
failure to comply with stipulated agreements has resulted in significant economic harm to
the children and to Arne Jacobsen. My understanding is that the Montana case files are
four feet high. The legal expenses for each party have exceeded $100,000 each.
It is time for this protracted litigation to end and for both of the parties to devote their
time and economic resources to the benefit of their children.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Enforcement of the Parenting Plan: In my opinion, this case is in an enforcement
mode. LaRue has no grounds or evidence to reopen the custody or time-share issues.
Since the court adopted the December 13, 2004 Parenting Plan (six weeks ago), there has
been no substantial change in the circumstances of this case.
2. Sanctions for Future Non-Compliance: Arne has worked cooperatively with the
Montana Guardian Ad Litem and with me, in the role of a Special Master. LaRue has
demonstrated a clear pattern of non-compliance with court ordered parenting plans and an
unwillingness to cooperate with recommendations of court appointed officers of the
court. She has received numerous admonishments from the bench and from numerous
mental health and legal professionals. I recommend that if her behavior wairrants
sanctions in the future, parenting time be suspended or supervised. She should be
ordered to immediately pay legal fees, professional fees, perform community service, or
serve jail time.
3. Automatic Pick-Up Order: In light of LaRue's history of illegally picking up the
children and not returning the children after a parent time block ends, I recommend that
the court enter an order empowering Arne to pick-up the children from LaRue, if she fails
to comply with the time-share calendar plan, with the assistance of law enforcement.
4. Intervention: In connection with the Order to Show Cause hearing on whether or not
LaRue's parenting time should be permanently suspended, LaRue agreed to participate in
certain intervention work designed by my team of experts, Ron Zeller, Dr. Brad
Chappell, Dr. Paul Jenkins, and myself. My team of experts has an accurate view on
LaRue's self-sabatoging behaviors. Our intervention strategy is designed to assist her
transform her dysfunctional behaviors and restore trust with her co-parent. I recommend
that LaRue immediately begin this intervention plan. To date, LaRue has not signed an
intervention contract with me.
5. Child Support: The parties have negotiated an interim child support agreement
through July 31, 2005. Based on income figures stipulated by the parties, I am
submitting a child support worksheet. I am recommending that beginning August 1,
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2005, LaRue Thomas pay a child support obligation in the amount of $369 plus XA of any
out of pocket costs for Arne Jacobsen to maintain health insurance for the children. At
present, Arne is paying $172, out of pocket, for the children's health insurance premiums.
I recommend that LaRue make her monthly child support payment and health insurance
contribution ($455) to the Office of Recovery Services beginning August 1, 2005.
6. Future Special Master Services: Afterfilingthis report, there is no need for a Special
Master, pursuant to Rule 53 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, to assist the court in a factfinding role. However, it will assist the court for me to remain in the role of a time-share
calendar arbitrator and to assist the parties with major decision-making. A domestic
relations commissioner or district court judge can adjudicate all future enforcement
issues.
7. Relief from Discovery Litigation: In light of LaRue's history offilingin excess of 90
litigation motions and her propensity to overburden professionals, appointed by the court,
byfilingonerous discovery requests, I request the court restrict herfromfilingany
discovery litigation against me without the court's written approval.
8. Payment of Fees: Arne is current in paying my special master fees. LaRue is not
current in paying her Vi portion of my special master fees (see attached statements). I
request that the court require LaRue to pay my fees in a timely manner.
I respectfully submit this report and recommendations to the court.
Sincerely,
lizabeth A) Dalton, J.D.
Special Master
Cc: Ron Wilkinson
William Jennings
Rick Green
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DISTRICT COURT

IN THE

COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

)
CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET
(SOLE CUSTODY AND PATERNITY)
Civil No

MOTHER

FATHER

COMBINED

1. Enter the # of natural and adopted children of this mother and father for
whom support is to be awarded.
2a. Enter the father's and mother's gross monthly income. Refer to
Instructions for definition of income.
2b. Enter previously ordered alimony that is actually paid. (Do not enter
alimony ordered for this case).
2c. Enter previously ordered child support. (Do not enter obligations ordered
for the children in Line 1)
2d OPTIONAL: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the Children in Present
Home Worksheet for either parent.
3. Subtract Lines 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a This is the Adjusted Gross Income
for child support purposes

'^/i

S0^MSS2SO

4 Take the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the number of children in Line
1 to the Support Table Find the Base Combined Support Obligation. Enter it
here
5 Divide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in Line 3 by the
COMBINED adjusted monthly gross in Line 3
6 Multiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to obtain each parent's share of
the Base Support Obligation.
7. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD. Bring down the amount(s) from
Line 6 or enter the amount(s) from the Low Income Table per U.C.A.
78-45-7.7. The parent(s) without physical custody of the child(ren) pay(s)
the amount(s) al 1 12 months of the year.
8. Which parent(s) is the obligor?

ZK

Mother

Father

Both

9. Is the support award the same as the guideline amount(s) in line 7? ()Yes ( ) No
If NO, enter the amount(s) ordered: $
(Father)
$
(Mother) and answer number 10.
10.

What were the reasons stated by the Court for the deviation?
( ) property settlement
( ) excessive debts of the marriage
( ) absence of need of the custodial parent

(
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STATEMENT
Highland Education, LLC
To: LaRue Thomas
Re: Special Master Fees for December 22, 2004
Date: December 22, 2004
December 7, 2004—Meeting with Arne, Meeting with LaRue and Bill Jennings, 4 hours
December 8, 2004—Meeting with LaRue, Ron Wilkinson, and Bill Jennings, 3 hours
Email and telephone communications, December 1 - 22, 2004, 2 hours
Correspondence with the Family Academy, 1/2 hour
Preparation of Parenting Plan, 6 hours
Telephone conference on December 13, 2004 and revisions of Parenting Plan, 2 hours
Review of 2005-07 Time-Share Calendar, % hour
Billing rate: $200 per hour

Total due: 18 hours, $3,600
Each client pays 50%: $1,800, payable to Highland Education, LLC, within 30
days
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STATEMENT
Highland Education, LLC
To: LaRue Thomas
Re: Special Master Fees for January 1, 2005 - February 14, 2005
Date: February 14, 2005
Email monitoring and communication with co-parents, 2 hours
Email communications with LaRue and her legal team, 2 hours
Email communications with Arne and his attorneys, 2 hours
Extensive and frequent telephone conversations with Ron Wilkinson, 4 hours
Conversations and meetings with Arne and his attorneys, 4 hours
Research and preparation of Special Master's Final Report and Recommendations, 4 hours
Other billable hours waived, in light of extensive litigation expenses.
Billing rate: $200 per hour

Total due: 18 hours, $3,600
Each client pays 50%: $1,800, payable to Highland Education, LLC, within 30
days
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March 15, 2005
The Honorable Thomas Patton
Domestic Relations Commissioner
Fourth Judicial District Court
125 N. 100 West
Provo, UT 84601
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Re: Special Master'sjisport and Recommendations
Jacobsenj^o TJttomas]
Civil No.\04440027i
Dear Commissioner Patton:
On June 18, 2004, Judge John W Larson of the Montana Fourth Judicial District Court,
Missoula County, appointed me to serve as the Special Master for the above-referenced
domestic case pursuant to Rule 53 of the Montana Rules of Civil Procedure. As a Special
Master, my role is to act as a fact-finder and to submit recommendations to the court.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND:
The Montana Court has Finalized Custody Arrangements: Judge John W Larson
entered a final Order on or about December 30, 2004 setting forth a Parenting Plan to
govern the parties. The Parenting Plan is an extreme "parallel parenting" plan that
promotes peace for the children by minimizing transitions and establishing a primary
residence for the children.
The Parenting Plan Serves the Children 9s Best Interests: In my role as a Special
Master, I serve as a child advocate The Parenting Plan provides stability and routine for
the children. Dr. Paul Jenkins, the children's therapist, supports the Parenting Plan See
attached email, dated March 7, 2005 from Dr. Paul Jenkins. The plan establishes clear
guidelines to minimize conflict between the parents. The Plan includes a two year (oddyear and even year) time-share calendar pattern to provide clarity.
The Parenting Plan establishes Arne Jacobsen as the primary residential parent. During
my intervention in this case, Mr. Jacobsen was fully cooperative, willing to share time
with his co-parent, and willing to make generous accommodations in regard to his coparent's requests. On the other hand, LaRue Thomas has demonstrated a self-serving
"confusion" and been unwilling to cooperate with court ordered time-share plans. She
has created anxiety and confusion for the children by refusing to accept and work with a
final custody plan.
Nevertheless in October, 2004, when Ms. Thomas was engaged in "intervention work,"
she experienced success in negotiating with her co-parent and experienced his
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willingness to generously share time-share opportunities with her. It serves the
children's best interest for Ms. Thomas to reengage in intervention work arnd recreate that
success and its resulting peace.
No Significant Change in Circumstances: Since the court entered its order finalizing a
Parenting Plan on or about December 30, 2004, there have been no significant changes in
circumstance. The courts in Montana provided Ms. Thomas a generous opportunity to be
heard and to make modification requests. In Montana, Ms. Thomas spent four years
filing over 90 motions and/or pleadings asking for relief In Utah, she is continuing her
pattern of filing motions and detailed affidavit testimony requesting the same relief she
sought in the Montana.
In addition, the guardian ad litem in Montana, Clare Anderson, generously listened to
Ms. Thomas' complaints and requests for modifications. As the Special Master, I have
spent numerous hours listening to Ms. Thomas' complaints and acknowledging her
requests.
The Parenting Plan serves the best interests of the children and provides Ms. Thomas a
successful pathway through participating in intervention opportunities to increase her
time with the children.
Ms. Thomas' Affidavit Misrepresents Many Relevant Facts: Mr. Jacobsen has been the
children's primary residential parent since October 29, 2002. Ms. Thomas inaccurately
alleges that the children's time-share arrangement has been close to 50/50. (Affidavit of
LaRue Thomas, February 7, 2005, hereinafter referred to as "Affidavit", paragraph 12).
Her inability to follow court ordered time-share arrangements has actually resulted in her
losing time with the children, including mid-week opportunities and in having the
Montana court suspend her parent time with the children in November, 2004.
In violation of the last court ordered parenting plan, Ms Thomas unilaterally enrolled the
children in Highland Elementary at the beginning of the 2004-05 school year. On August
24, 2004,1 instructed her to immediately remove the children from Highland Elementary
to minimize the children's anxiety and confusion. The children were scheduled to begin
school at Ivy Hall Academy the following Monday morning. Ms. Thomas misrepresents
that she enrolled the children in public school based on her consultations with Dr. Jenkins
and myself. Affidavit, paragraph 125.
Ms. Thomas misrepresents that the parties reached a co-parent agreement on or about
November 17, 2004 with the assistance of Dr. Jenkins and myself. (Affidavit, p. 31). At
that time, the parties were in settlement negotiations but did not design a final agreement.
Ms. Thomas sabotaged any hope of my mediating an agreement with her co-parent by
illegally attempting to remove the children from school on November 17, 2004 and
injuring the school principal with her vehicle in her attempt to drive away with the
children.
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Because of Ms. Thomas' custodial interference on November 17, 2004,1 consulted with
the guardian ad litem in Montana. The guardian ad litem requested and obtained an order
from the court that suspended Ms. Thomas' parent time The court allowed Ms. Thomas
to have supervised visitation under my direction. I recommended to Ms. Thomas' counsel
that she voluntarily submit to a psychological evaluation and treatment plan.
On December 8, 2004,1 met with Ms. Thomas and her counsel. Ms. Thomas
misrepresented that I believe that Mr. Jacobsen wants her "completely out of the
children's lives." Affidavit, paragraph 75. My belief is to the contrary. I believe that
Mr. Jacobsen is reasonably accommodating and willing to honor the children's
relationship with their mother.
On December 13, 2004, the parties, their counsel, the Montana guardian ad litem and
myself collaboratively designed the Parenting Plan, currently ordered by the court. The
Plan provided Ms. Thomas an opportunity to participate in a treatment and intervention
plan. Her participation in such a plan was designed to assist her restore trust and
increase her parent time opportunities. At this time, it is my understanding that Ms.
Thomas does not desire to participate in further intervention work. She prefers to seek
the relief she desires through litigation options.
I believe Ms. Thomas has demonstrated bad faith by agreeing to the December 13, 2004
Parenting Plan in court and thenfilingnew litigation in Utah to reopen custody. Her
actions show her unwillingness to follow-through on stipulations and respect court
orders. Further, her continued pattern of initiating litigation places the children at risk.
Without Intervention, Ms. Thomas Is Likely to Place the Children at Risk:
At this time, Ms. Thomas is not participating in any treatment or intervention plan.
Without treatment or intervention, Ms. Thomas may continue to disobey court orders and
create anxiety for the children. She is likely to continue her pattern of custodial
interference by failing to return the children after a time-share block or attempting to
remove the children illegally from Mr. Jacobsen's custody. She is likely to solicit
statements from the children and other evidence that promote her litigation agenda.
During my tenure as a Special Master, I was concerned about the following incidents.
On her own accord, Ms. Thomas enrolled the children in a public school. She had the
children place a telephone call to their father to tell them of their preference to attend this
public school. I believe Ms. Thomas set up the children to make this call and to make
statements that promoted her self-interest.
During the Fall of 2004, Mr. Jacobsen experimented with providing Ms. Thomas the
opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities in a rotating manner. Ms. Thomas
failed to pick-up Jonah from school for an extracurricular activity on two occasions,
causing him anxiety and distress. On another occasion, she cancelled the opportunity
because she was out of town.
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Following one of the incidents where she left Jonah at school, Ms. Thomas excused her
behavior by telling me that she had a serious, chronic illness that had flared up and left
her bedridden for several days. I was concerned that this serious illness may also affect
her ability to care for the children.
As recently as Tuesday, January 18, 2005, Ms. Thomas failed to return the children to
Mr. Jacobsen's custody pursuant to the court ordered Parenting Plan. Instead, she took
the children to Dr. Paul Jenkins. It appeared to me that she failed to return the children
(and did not take them to school) in order to have the children make statements to Dr.
Jenkins that promoted her litigation agenda. With Ron Wilkinson's assistance, I was
successful in returning the children to Mr. Jacobsen's custody without the need of court
assistance.
The children in this case are young and impressionable. They want to please their mother
and want her to be happy. Ms. Thomas sends a clear message to everyone that she will
only be happy if she is awarded custody or a 50/50 time-share with the children. Unless
the court terminates the litigation, initiated by Ms. Thomas, she is likely to continue to set
up the children to make statements that serve her personal interests.
It is possible in this case for Ms. Thomas to learn to accept the court's final order and
learn to cooperatively work with her co-parent. As she restores trust by complying with
court orders consistently over time, her co-parent has demonstrated his willingness to
increase her parent time opportunities.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Enforcement of the Parenting Plan: In my opinion, this case is in an enforcement
mode. Ms. Thomas has no grounds or evidence to reopen the custody or time-share
issues. Since the court adopted the December 13, 2004 Parenting Plan (2 lA months ago),
there has been no substantial change in the circumstances of this case.
2. Sanctions for Future Non-Compliance: Ms. Thomas has demonstrated a clear pattern
of non-compliance with court ordered parenting plans and an unwillingness to cooperate
with the instructions of court appointed officers of the court. She has received numerous
admonishments from the bench and from numerous mental health and legal professionals.
I recommend that if her behavior warrants sanctions in the future, parenting time be
suspended or supervised. She should be ordered to immediately pay legal fees,
professional fees, perform community service, or serve jail time.
3. Automatic Pick-Up Order: In light of Ms. Thomas' history of illegally picking up the
children and not returning the children after a parent time block ends, I recommend that
the court enter an order empowering Mr. Jacobsen to pick-up the children from Ms.
Thomas, if she fails to comply with the time-share calendar plan, with the assistance of
law enforcement.
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4. Child Support: The parties have negotiated an interim child support agreement
through July 31, 2005. Based on incomefiguresstipulated by the parties, I am
recommending that beginning August 1, 2005, Ms. Thomas pay a child support
obligation in the amount of $369 plus Vi of any out of pocket costs for Mr. Jacobsen to
maintain health insurance for the children. At present, Mr. Jacobsen is paying $172, out
of pocket, for the children's health insurance premiums. I recommend that Ms. Thomas
make her monthly child support payment and health insurance contribution ($455) to Mr.
Jacobsen, or if necessary, to the Office of Recovery Services beginning August 1, 2005.
5. Obligations to Ivy Hall Academy: Ms. Thomas is currently restricted from visiting
the children at their school, Ivy Hall Academy. The school has expressed a willingness
to work toward giving Ms. Thomas the opportunity to visit the children at school if she
will fulfill certain conditions, including paying her past due financial obligations to the
school and paying the medical and legal expenses of Mrs. Susan Kirby, the school
principal. I am recommending that Ms. Thomas pay these obligations (or if necessary,
reimburse Mr. Jacobsen) to demonstrate her good faith.
6. Relief from Discovery Litigation: In light of LaRue's history offilingonerous
discovery requests to harass court appointed professionals, I request the court restrict her
fromfilingany discovery litigation against me or Dr. Paul Jenkins without the court's
written approval.
7. Payment of Fees: Mr. Jacobsen is current in paying my special master fees. Ms.
Thomas is not current in paying her lA portion of my special master fees. I request that
the court require Ms. Thomas to pay my fees within 30 days.
I respectfully submit this report and recommendations to the court.
Sincerely,

ChnL
Elizabeth A. Dalton, J.D
Special Master
Cc by hand delivery and email, 3/15/05: Ron Wilkinson
William Jennings
Cc by email and mail, 3/15/05: Rick Green
Rick Smith, Guardian ad Litem
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liz@highlandeducation.com
From:

Paul [paul@youthreclamation.com]

Sent:

Monday, March 07, 2005 2:42 PM

To:

JonahandSavysMom@aol.com; Arne Jacobsen

Cc:

Liz Dalton; Paul H. Jenkins

Subject: Clarification and Update
Dear clients,
I can see from some of the communication that I have received that there is some lack of clarity regarding my
position on a number of issues related to the children. Also, I have now received a copy of the order from the
Montana Court signed by Judge John W. Larson on December 29th which finalizes the parenting plan submitted
by Liz Dalton.
I am pleased that a resolution has been reached regarding the parenting plan. I have reviewed the plan, and fee
that it is a reasonable and workable solution for your children. I am in support of adopting this plan in the interes
of discontinuing the fight (my number one issue as the children's therapist). Please accept and adopt this plan ir
the spirit of helping your children to have a healthy and adaptive adjustment.
In my previous e-mail correspondence, I expressed my concerns that the children had been missing their mothei
This was an issue that arose following a period of disruption to the regular schedule after the "incident" at the
children's school in which Mrs. Kirby was injured. I initially reported that the children were not overly concerned
about the incident itself, but the resultant disruption to their schedule with their mother and the dynamics
associated with it created considerable stress for the children. I indicated in my letter that I wanted to see "a
visitation schedule for the kids that helps to secure them that they will have regular and frequent contact with the
mother while maintaining a stable home base with their father." I feel that the parenting plan which has been
ordered will accomplish this objective. I also see no need to impose any undue restriction or need for supervisioi
between the children and either of their parents. If I am called to testify in this case on behalf of the children and
my role with them, I will come down in support of the parenting plan as it has been ordered. I will strongly defenc
each of you as good parents with much to offer for the development and happiness of your children, who need
each of you in their lives. I want to maintain my position as the children's therapist.and as a consultant to each o
you as parents regarding the children. Because of this, I will not be making spedfic recommendations about hov\
you divide up the time. I am satisfied that many varieties of parenting plans can and will work, and I see yours as
a reasonable approach.
I hope that this clarification is helpful to you as you reach a resolution to some long struggles. Please let me kno>
how I can help you move closer to the peace that you and your children deserve.
Sincerely,
Paul H. Jenkins, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist
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I CEfFHRUHATTHISySAflWECOPYOF
AN ORIGINAT5SeWC(E^" ON FILE IN THE
FOURTtWtraCIAL DISTRiCT^OUBX UTAH
COWITY, STATE OF UTAH
DATE

Z^SJDS
Jfc-

DEPUTY COURT CLERK

SANDRA N. DREDGE, No. 5947
Attorney at Law
226 West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo,UT 84604
Telephone (801)371-0306

IN THE FOURTHJUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
UTAH COUNTY STATE OF UTAH
ARNEJOHNJACOBSEN,
ORDER
Petitioner,
vs.

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,

Case No.: 044400279
Commissioner: Patcon
Judge;

Respondent
It is hetebv, ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:
1.

Hie Court has suggested and the patties have stipulated fox the appointment
of a Spedal Master, Sandra Dredge, Esq.

2.

Pursuant and subject to the Decembet 13,2004 parenting plan and the release
of Ms. Liz Dalton as Spedal Master, Ms. Sandra Dredge is appointed to act as
Special Master in this matter in accordance -with provisions of die December
13,2004 parenting plan, attached hereto and incorporated by this reference.
This appointment is based upon the stipulation of the parties and the expertise
of Sandra Dredge (hereinafter, "Spedal Master11)-

p. 2
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The parties shall fully cooperate with the requests oFMs. Dredgp in
performing her role as Special Master. The parties shall explicitly follow die
requests made by the Spcdal Master including, but not limned to, scheduling
and conflict resolution.

4.

The Special Master may:
A*

Modify parent time on a temporary basis.

B.

Make decisions resolving conflicts between tiie patents which do not
affect the Court's exclusive jurisdiction to determine fundamental
issues of custody and visitation consistent with the above.

G

Make decisions regarding possible conflicts the parties may have on the
following issues and such decisions are effective as orders when made
and will continue in effect unless modified or set aside by a court of
competent jurisdiction:
1)

Parentrimeon a temporary basis;

2}

Dates and times of pick-up and delivery tor parent lime;

3)

Method of exchange and transportation;

4)

Recreation, after-school and enrichment activities;

5)

Participation in visitation (significant others, relatives, etc);

6)

Participation by patents in their children's activities, including
religious, familial, educational, extra-curricular activities, physical

; 24 2005 2:55PM
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examinations, etc,;
7)

Participation by parents and/or children in intervention
services, including conferences or parent training, psychiatric at
psychological services, psychotherapy (including selection of a
(hetupist for the children when die parties cannot agree), and
alcohol and drug monitortng/testing;

8)

To the extent necessary to comply with medical prescription,
decisions regarding health care, surrogate care and education.
NOTE: This sub-paragraph (4(8)) may be later reviewed by the
court at die request of either party to assess the needs addressed
therein.

9)

The Special Master may ask the Court to initiate an Order to
Show Cause on its own Motion.

5.

The Special Master may utilize consultants and/or assistants as necessary to
assist in the performance of the duties contained herein.

6.

Decisions of the Special Master, by their very nature, are often made m citcum
-stances involving severe time constraints, and, possibly, emergencies;
therefore, these decisions may be made orally, but in a fashion communicated
to both parries. They arc binding when made. In such an event these

0033
decisions should be communicated to che parries hy a confirming letter as welL
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The Special Master may communicate with the parties' child or children
outside the presence of the parties. Ihc Special Master may also communicate
with the therapists who are treating the parties* If the Special Master is of the
opinion that the information or notes generated by its communications with
the children and/or with the children's therapists contain information which
may be harmful to rhe child or which may be damaging to the child's relation
with his/her therapist or with either parent, the Special Master may withhold
such information. If either parent wishes to review such information, such
review can only be allowed upon noticed morion, after in camera review of tbe
information or notes by the Court, in consultation with the Special Master. If,
after such review, the Court agrees with the Special Master that the divulging
of such information could be harmful to the child or damaging to the child's
relation to his/her therapist or either parent; the Court may order that such
information need not be divulged,

8.

Upon presentation of this order to any agency, hospital* organization, school,
individual or office including die following. Human Services, child care
agencies, public or private institutions and facilities, medical and mental health
professionals, kw enforcement agencies and the Attorney General, the Special
Master shall have the authority m inspect and receive copies of any records,
notes, and electronic recordings concerning the children that are relevant to

Q
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The proceedings filed under these sections, without the consent of the children
or any individuals or agency who having control of said children* These
Individuals or organizations are also hereby released and ordered to
communicate openly and freely with the Special MasterThe parties shall cooperate with the Special Master including providing all
reasonable records, documentation, and information requested, and if
unavailable, shall sign any and all releases for records and information
requested.
The parties are required to split die costs? of the Special Master equally.
The Special Masters fees are: $150.00/pct hour. Time spent in interviewing,
report preparation, review of records and correspondences* telephone
conversation, travel, court preparation and any other time invested in
connection with serving as Special Master will also be billed at the hourly rate.
The Special Master's fee fox court appearances and settlement conference is
$150.00/per hour while in court and at the settlement conference, and
(150.00/per hour travel time to and from the Special Master's officeThe Special Master shall have the right to allocate payment of fees at a
percentage different from that listed herein, if the Special Master believes the
need for service is attributable to the conduci and/ot intransigence of one
party.

n n
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The Special Master may require an advance deposit and/or retainer for
services to be rendered if parties are not paying their bill in a timely fashion.
The Special Master may also require pie-payment of services.

14.

The Special Master shall be reimbursed for any expenses incurred associated
with the role of the Special Master, These costs may include, bur arc not
limited to, the following: photocopies, messenger service, long distance
telephone charges, express and/or certified mail costs and excess postage to
foreign countries, parking, tolls, mileage, and travel expenses, and word
processing;

15.

The Special Master may suspend services based upon the failures of either
party to maintain theirfinancialobligations. Notice of suspension of service
will be filed with die court Any time and costs associated with ensuring that
die party maintains theirfinancialobligation will be charged to the party who
caused the suspension of services.

16.

Any objection to The Special Master's bill must be brought co its attention in
written form within thirty (30) business days of the billing date; otherwise, the
balling shall be deemed agreed to.

17.

In the event that arbitration proceedings or legal actions become necessary to
enforce any provision of this order, (he non-prevailing party shall pay
attorney's fees and costs as may be incurred*
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The Court reserves jurisdiction in the family law action to enforce the
provisions of this stipulation.

19.

In the event that either parlyfailsto provide 24 hour telephone notice of
cancellation of my appointment with the Special Master, such parly shall pay
all of the Special Master's charges of such missed appointment at the full
hourly rate, at the Special Master's discretion.

20.

Neither party may initiate court proceedings for the removal of the Special
Master or bring to the Court's attention any grievances regarding rhc
performance or actions of die Special Master without meeting and conferring
with the Spedal Master in an effort to resolve the grievance. In the event no
resolution is reached, the parties and the Special Master shall attend a judicially
supervised sctdetnent conference on the court's regularly scheduled settlement
conference calendar prior to any action being undertaken.

21.

The parties herein agree that the Special Master and all others are permitted to
communicatefreely-with each other. Additional signed releases for records
and/or information will not be required*

22.

Neither party stall cotaplain about die Special Master or his staff to any
licensing board without first meeting and conferring: with the Spedal Master in
•

an effort to resolve the grievance. In the event no resolution is reached, the
patties and the Special Master shall attend a judicially supervised settlement
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conference on die court's regulady scheduled settlement conference calendar
prior to any party taking any action against the Special Masiocr or its sfca££
23.

The Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine if eiriier or both parties
and/or the Special Master shall ultimately be responsible for any portion of all
of die Special Master's time and costs spent in responding to any grievances
and die Special Master's attorneys fees, if any.

24.

The Special Master may resign any time it determines the resignation to be in
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FREDERICK N. GREEN (1240)
Attorney for Petitioner
7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Telephone: (801)401-0185
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,

PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR CHILD
SUPPORT AND OTHER RELIEF

Petitioner,
vs.

Civil No. 044400279

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

Commissioner Thomas R. Patton
Judge Anthony W. Schofield

The Petitioner respectfully moves the Court for an Order establishing child support, for a
judgement representing the Respondent's arrears and for other relief.
This Motion is filed conditionally. Should the Court determine at its Hearing on
November 20, 2006 that the child support ruling is properly before the Special Master then this
relief, and perhaps the other relief sought herein, may be deferred for the decision of the Special
Master. Otherwise, the Petitioner prays as follows:
1.

For an award of child support to be calculated on a sole custody child support

worksheet, imputing income to the Respondent in an amount not less than $10,000 per month.
Child support should not be less than $400 per month pursuant to the previous Order of the

0041

Special Master. The child support award should be retroactive to a period of time no later than
August 2005.
2.

For an award of past due and unpaid child support pursuant to the Petitioner's

Affidavit of November 15, 2006.
3.

For an award of past due and unpaid medical insurance and out of pocket expense

contributions according to the Petitioner's Affidavit of November 15, 2006.
4.

For a Judgement equalizing the parties' responsibility for and payment of private

school tuition for the children pursuant to Petitioner's Affidavit of November 15, 2006.
5.

For such other and further relief, including an award of attorney's fees, as the

Court may deem proper.
DATED THIS &

day of November, 2006.

%

^

&

&

€^t^

^FREDERICK N. GREEN
Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a member or and/or employed by the law firm of Frederick N.
Green, 7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104, Sandy, Utah 84093, and that in said capacity and
pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR CHILD SUPPORT AND OTHER RELIEF was served
upon the following on this /(P day of November 2006:
Sandra N. Dredge
DREDGE LALLATIN & MELENDEZ, LC
226 West 2230 North, Suite #100
Provo, Utah 84604

)Q U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
TP Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

F. Richards Smith
32 West Center Street, #205
Provo, Utah 84601

\C U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
y^ Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

LaRue Thomas
11071 North Mountain Shadow Lane
Highland, Utah 84003

N£>

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission

^P E-Mail

3
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DREDGE & LALLATIN, LC.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
226 WEST 2230 NORTH, SUITE 100 • PROVO, UTAH 84604 • (801)371-0306

°&05 2m
4TH DISTRICT
STATE OF WAH

December 1,2006

UTAH COUNTY

Judge Anthony Schofield
125 North 100 West
Provo, Utah 84601
Re:
Case No.:

Jacobsen v. Thomas Safety Plan
044400279

Dear Judge Schofield,
I am concerned with escalating incidents and problems during the exchanges of the
Jacobsen children over the past few months. I have worked with all parties involved in an
attempt to resolve these problems and continue visitation between Ms. Thomas and her children.
However, due to the events that have transpired over the past week I have temporarily suspended
Ms. Thomas's visitation. I have consulted with Rick Smith the Guardian ad Litem, and Paul
Jenkins, the children's therapist, both of whom agree that there are legitimate safety concerns for
these children at this time. The following is a brief summary of the most recent exchange of the
children:
Recent Events
Ms, Thomas had Thanksgiving visitation scheduled from Tuesday, November 21,
2006 at 4:00 P.M. until Sunday, November 26, at 7:00 P.M. On Sunday,
November 26, at 6:49 P.M., Ms. Thomas left a message with the Special Master's
office that she was having car trouble and would not make the scheduled
exchange of the children. At that time, Ms. Thomas assured the Special Master's
office that she had contacted afriendfromUtah who had agreed to pick up Ms.
Thomas and the children in Idaho and have them home by Monday. The children
were not dropped off at home on Monday. The Special Master and Rick Smith
GAL, spent considerable time trying to contact Ms. Thomas to ensure that she and
the children were safe. Ms. Thomas refused to provide the Special Master with
her address in Idaho.
The GAL had a messagefromMs. Thomas indicating that she had been to both
the Emergency Room in Idaho, and LDS Family Services because she thought the
children were being abused by their father. These visits took place during the time
that Ms. Thomas refused to contact the Special Master.
»i

On We<Jnesday November 29th the Special Master wasfinallycontacted by Ms.
Thomas), but only after Gary Weight, her attorney, strongly advised her to do so.

mm.

Ms. Thomas said she was in Idaho Falls, so the Special Master made
arrangements for Ms. Thomas and Mr. Jacobsen to exchange the children at the
Idaho Falls LDS Temple at 6:45 P.M. Both parties agreed they could be to the
Temple by this time and would refrainfromany kind of confrontation. When in
fact Ms. Thomas was in Montana and didn't reach the exchange place until 7:30
p.m.
•

The exchange didfinallytake place that night but not until after 9:30 P.M. Ms.
Thomas had involved Idaho Child Protective Services who later called the police.
Both children were returned to Mr. Jacobsen^s car crying hysterically and
completely traumatized. The Special Master and Melissa, a member of her staf£
listened to the events that transpired that night by phone and spoke with the
officers* both parents, and the children. I have enclosed the police reportfromthat
night and will include all affidavits with the petition to be filed at a later date.

•

Therefore, the Special Master has ordered the following safety plan pending a
hearing in your Court

Safety Plan

•

Ms. Thomas's visitation is temporarily suspended. There will be no contact with
JonahOTSavannah until further ordered by the Special Master.

•

Ms. Thomas is to refrainfromgoing to placesfrequentedby Jonah and Savannah.
This would include Artie and SuAnne's home, Ivy Hall Academy, Dr. Paul
Jenkin's office, and sports events or extracurricular activities the children may
attend.

•

There is to be no phone contact with the children until ordered by the Special
Master.

•

Jonah and Savannah are to continue regular therapy with Dr. Paul Jenkins. Dr.
Jenkins is aware of the events that have transpired and appointments are already
scheduled for the children to meet with him.

•

Ms. Thomas is to obtain a complete Parental Visitation Evaluation with Dr. Jay
Jensen at ACAFS as soon as possible. Ms. Thomas is responsible to pay the cost
of the evaluation.

•

Ms. Thomas is to continue treatment with Dr. Klein on a regular basis until she is
released by Dr. Klein and the Special Master.

•

The Special Master is to have open communication with Dn Klein, and Dr. Jensen
which \Vill include regular updates as to Ms. Thomas's progress, in understanding

0048

how heir behavior negatively effects her children and increases their fears.
After the Parental Visitation Evaluation is completed, Dr. Jensen will meet with
Ms. Thomas, the Special Master, and the GAL and visitation will be re-evaluated.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns .
Sincerely,

Sandra N. Dredge
Special Master

of

*

SND/mg
cc:

Rick Green
Gary Weight
Rick Smith, GAL
Dr. Paul Jenkins
Ivy Hall Academy
Fourth District Court
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FILE Dy
DREDGE & LALLATIN. L.C

MOV 2 8 2006/^

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

JL \

226 WEST 2230 NORTH, SUITE 100 • PROVO, UTAH 84604 • (801) 3 7 1 ® 3 ^ T £ O F U T A H '

UTAH COUNTY

November 28,2006
Arne Jacobsen
5191 West 11100 North
Highland, UT 84003
LaRue Thomas
11071 North Mountain Shadow Ln.
Highland, Utah 84003
Re:

ORDER OF THE SPECIAL MASTER

Case No.:

044400279

Dear LaRue and Arne,
The following is an Order of the Special Master:
The Special Master is ordering that LaRue's visitation be suspended until further
notice. Rick Smith has been contacted concerning this decision and supports the
Special Master in suspending visitation.
LaRue is ordered by the Special Master to immediately return Jonah and
Savannah to Arne.
LaRue is ordered to contact the Special Master as soon as possible to arrange a drop
off time and location for the children, and discuss the events that have taken place
since Sunday.

Sincerely,

Sandra N. Dredge
Special Master
SND/mg
cc:
Gary Weight
Rick Smith, G^L
Fourth District poust
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DREDGE & LALLATIN
A Limited Company

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
226 West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo, Utah 84604
(801) 371-0306
Fax: (801) 375-9081

FAX COVER SHEET
FAX NUMBER TFlANSMITriiL) TO: 429-1060
To: Fourth District pourt/ Judge Schofield
Of:
From: Sandra N. Diedge
Client/Matter: Jacopsen v. Thomas case # 044400279
Date: 11/28/2006

COMMENTS:

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This fax has been sent from|a law office. It may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use
of the person(s) named atjove. If yoa are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or
duplication of this fax b prohibited and that there is and shall be ao waiver of any privilege or confidence by your receipt
of this transmission. If you have received this fax ia error, please notify QS by phone and return lit byfirstclass mail.
Thank you.
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DREDGE & LALLATIN, L.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
226 WEST 2230 NORTH, SUITE 100 « PROVO, UTAH 84604 • (801) 371-0306

December 21,2006
AmeJacobsen
5191 West 11100 Nofrth
Highland, UT 840031

FILED

LaRue Thomas
11071 North Mountain Shadow Ln.
Highland, UT 84003
\

of the Special Master
400279
/
Dear Ame and
The Special Master was involved ina conference call on December 20*, between Rick
Smith, Rick Green,and Gary Weight to address the Special Master's concerns. During the
phone conference the following concerns where discussed: Parental Visitation Evaluation for
Ms. Thomas, therapeutic visitation, and supervised visitation between Ms, Thomas and the
children over the Christmas holidays. Following the phone conference the Special Master made
contact with Dr. Paul Jenkins, the children's therapist, as a result of this conversation the Special
Master set up a thenjpeuti c visitation at ACAFS for Ms, Thomas and the children at 3:15 pan. on
December 20th. This was the only time ACAFS had available for a therapeutic visitation between
now and December f9,2006.
Parental Visitation! Evaluation
The Special Master ordered a Parental Visitation Evaluation in the last order of the
Special Master.. As of today, Ms. Thomas has not secured this evaluation with payment,
or scheduled an appointment to begin the evaluation process. This evaluation needs to
be paid forland scheduled with ACAFS immediately. It has been three weeks since Ms.
Thomas was ordered to begin the evaluation process. Ms. Thomas has called ACAFS
onetime, b|ut during that call made no arrang^nents to pay the retainer in order to
commence the evaluation.
The Special Master is not willing to order any kind of regular unsupervised visitation
pending m completion of the parental visitation evaluation. However, the Special
Master is ajware that the children love their mother and it could be beneficial for the
children tojsee her in a therapeutic setting and then possibly a supervised visitation
setting over the Christmas holiday.
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An appointment was made for a tlKrapeufc
at
3:15 pjn and two supervised visitation sessions were scheduled for the following Friday
and Saturday in hopes that the therapeutic visitation would go well- Unfortunately,
because MsJThomas did not keep her scheduled therapeutic visitation appointment with
ACAFS, the! scheduled supervised visitation appointments were cancelled.
Because of the seriousness of the events that transpired over the Thanksgiving Holiday,
the Special Master was only willing to entertain the idea of two short supervised
visitation sessions between Ms. Thomas and her children after the completion of a
therapeutic session through ACAFS. Ms. Thomas did not make the scheduled
appointment even after confirming with her attorney that she would be there. Ms.
Thomas indicated at approximately 3:00 pan. that she was unable to make this
appointment due to lack of transportation, but that she could be there at 5:30 pan*
Unfortunately, as Ms. Thomas had been previously notified, there was not an
appointment available at 5:30 p.m. for a therapeutic visit
The Special Master is not willing to initiate another therapeutic visitation between Ms,
Thomas and her children until Ms. Thomas has made significant progress in following
the Special (Master's orders. This would include scheduling the necessary appointments
through ACAFS to complete the parental visitation evaluation, paying the $2,500.00
retainer required by ACAFS to begin the evaluation, and continuing Ms. Thomas' s
regular thedapy sessions with Dr. Nan Klein.
Following Consultation with Dr. Jensen, and die Guardian ad Litem, the Special Master
will order therapeuti'
ic visitation at ACALFS in conjunction with the Parental visitation
evaluation.
If you have any questions or concerns, Please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Sandra N. Dredge

SND/mg
CC: Fourth Disbjict Court: Via fex, etal
Rick Smith:
Rick Green
Gary Weight
ACAFS
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SANDRA N. DREDGE, No. 5947
Attorney at Law
22o West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo, UT 84604
Telephone (801)371-0306

IN THE FOURTIJ JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JACOBSEN,
Petitioner,
vs.
MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE SPECIAL MASTER
Case No. 044400279
Judge Anthony W. Schofield

The Special Master, Sandra N. Dredge, Hereby submits the following recommendations
to the Court.
1.

On December 1, 2006, the Special Master temporarily suspended Ms. Thomas's
visitation with her two minor children, Jonah (9), and Savannah (8), and
implemented a safety plan including specific requirements that Ms. Thomas
would need to comply with in order to restore her visitation (see SM affidavit).

2.

To date, Ms. Thomas has refused to comply with the Special Master's orders and
continues to generate litigation on this case.

3.

The Special Master's authority to alter visitation is limited to eight days a month.
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Because Ms. Thomas failed to initiate the parental visitation evaluation when
ordered, it is not likely the parental visitation evaluation will be completed before
summer begins.
The special Master continues to have great concern for these children. Therefore,
the Special Master requests that the Court adopt the Safety Plan as ordered by the
Special Master. Also that the safety plan would remain in effect until Ms. Thomas
fully complies with each requirement.
The following are the safety plan's requirements:
•

Ms. Thomas's visitation is temporarily suspended. There will be no contact
with Jonah or Savannah until further ordered by the Special Master.

•

Ms. Thomas is to refrain from going to places frequented by Jonah and
Savannah. This would include Arne and SuAnne's home, Ivy Hall
Academy, Dr. Paul Jenkin's office, and sports events or extra-curricular
activities the children may attend.

•

There is to be no phone contact until ordered by the Special Master.

•

Jonah and Savannah are to continue regular therapy with Dr. Paul Jenkins.
Dr. Jenkins is aware of the events that have transpired and appointments are
already scheduled for the children to meet with him.

•

Ms. Thomas is to obtain a complete Parental Visitation Evaluation with
Dr. Jay Jensen at ACAFS as soon as possible. Ms. Thomas is responsible to
pay the cost of the evaluation.

•

Ms. Thomas is to continue treatment with Dr. Nan Klein,on a regular basis
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until she is released by Dr. Klein and the Special Master.
•

The Special Master is to have open communication with Dr. Klein, and
Dr. Jensen which will include regular updates as to Ms. Thomas's progress
in understanding how her behavior negatively effects her children and
increases their fears.

•

After the Parental Visitation Evaluation is completed, Dr. Jensen will meet
with Ms. Thomas, the Special Master, and the GAL and visitation will be
re-evaluated.

This is our request of the Court,

Respectfully,

C^AAJJ)^

LA-

Sandra N. Dredge,
SPECIAL MASTER

3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify the 23 day of February, 2007,1 mailed a true and correct copy of the
rd

foregoing RECOMMENDATION OF THE SPECIAL MASTER to the following:
Fourth District Court
125 N. 100 W.
Provo, UT 84601
Gary Weight
43E.200N.
Provo, UT 84606
Frederick Green
7390 S Creek Rd. #104
Sandy, UT 84093

F. Richards Smith
32 W. Center St. #205
Provo, UT 84601
Arne Jacobsen
5191 West 11100 North
Highland, UT 84003
LaRue Thomas
11071 North Mountain Shadow Ln.
Highland, Utah 84003
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Sandra N. Dredge, No. 5947
DREDGE & LALLATIN, L.C
Special Master
226 West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo, Utah 84604
(801)371-0306

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,

*
*

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA N. DREDGE

Petitioner,
*
*

vs.
MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

STATE OF UTAH

*

Case No.:04440Q279/060403495
Division: 9
"
Judge Schofield/Judge Hansen
Commissioner Thomas R. Patton

)
:ss.

COUNTY OF UTAH)

I, Sandra N. Dredge, being duly sworn depose and say as follows:
1.

I was asked to serve as Special Master in this case by the parties' attorneys in July

2005. I have served as Special Master since August 2005.

n n n q

2.

There are two minor children of record between the two parties. They are Jonah

Jacobsen (age 9, D.O.B. 3/26/97.) and Savannah Jacobsen (age 8, D.O.B. 8/10/98).
3.

This has proven to be a very acrimonious, litigious case in which I have been

involved almost on a weekly basis.
4.

Over the past few months I have responded to escalating problems precipitated by

the parents every other weekend. Conflict is a regular occurrence when the parties
exchange the children.
5.

On the afternoon of Friday, November 10,2006 my office received an alarming

phone call from Ms. Thomas indicating that she and the children were staying at the
Crisis Center in Provo for the weekend.
6.

Ms. Thomas stated that her home had been broken into several times over the past

month, and she was in fear for her safety. Ms. Thomas indicated that she had been at the
Crisis Center since Monday, November 6, 2006.
7.

I immediately returned Ms. Thomas's phone call that Friday at 2:00 p.m. Ms.

Thomas maintained that her home had been broken into and she had arranged beds and
bedding for the children to stay at the Crisis Center for the weekend.
8.

I asked Ms. Thomas if she had called the police and filed a report on the break -

ins. She indicated that she had filed a report and was staying at the Crisis Center on the
recommendation of the responding police officer.
9.

Ms. Thomas told me that she thought Ame was breaking into her home, or that he

had hired someone to break into her home. Ms. Thomas stated that this was not the first
time Ame had tried to hurt her. Ms. Thomas also maintained that Arne had previously
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burned down her house in Montana and that he had also killed a man in a drive- by
shooting.
10.

The children were scheduled to be dropped off at Ms. Thomas's home at 4:00 p.m.

that same day. As a protective measure for the children, I temporarily held the exchange
of the children in order to contact the children's therapi?f and the Highland Police
Department.
11.

I consulted with the children's therapist, Dr. Paul Jenkins Ph.D., regarding the

impact that staying at the Crisis Center would have on the children. Dr. Jenkins insisted it
would be absolutely detrimental for the children to stay at the Crisis Center, or to
be exposed in any way to Ms. Thomas's fears or concerns of safety.
12.

My paralegal, Melissa Guercio, called the police station for details regarding the

police report. Melissa spoke with Janet, the victim's advocate, who informed Melissa
there had been no police report filed for Ms. Thomas's address other than a barking dog
complaint filed in October (See ATTACHMENT A).
13.

Janet informed Melissa that she had been contacted by Ms. Thomas earlier in the

week with complaints of harassment from her ex-husband and the Special Master's
office. Janet provided Ms. Thomas with referrals for community resources, including
legal services, that could help her resolve her concerns.
14.

Janet agreed to fax us a copy of all complaints or incident reports filed with the

Highland Police Station by Ms. Thomas over the last 3 months.
15.

I held a conference call with Ms, Thomas, Gary Weight, Ms. Thomas's attorney,

and later with Rick Smith, Guardian ad Litem. During this call I asked Ms. Thomas if she

0071
could arrange to have someone she trusted stay the weekend with her and the children in

her Highland home.
16.

Ms. Thomas was with a friend who agreed to stay the weekend with Ms. Thomas

and the children at her Highland home. Mike, Ms. Thomas's friend, joined the conference
call and confirmed he would be able to stay the weekend.
17.

I ordered Ms. Thomas not to discuss the alleged break in!s with the children or

cause any fears regarding their safety. All parties agreed to these terms and the conference
call ended.
18.

I also arranged for Jonah and Savannah to be dropped off at Ms. Thomas's

Highland home as soon as possible on that same day.
19.

On November 21,2006, Ms. Thomas notified my office by phone that she would

be spending the Thanksgiving weekend in Montana. My paralegal, Melissa, asked Ms.
Thomas to provide me with a written itinerary including contact information for the trip.
Ms. Thomas agreed to send this itinerary by e-mail before leaving the state.
20.

During my phone call with Ms. Thomas, she requested she be allowed to take

Jonah and Savannah to their appointment with Dr. Jenkins on November 21, 2006. My
understanding from Dr. Jenkins was that services with Ms. Thomas were suspended until
she paid her overdue bill at his office. However, at the request of Ms. Thomas, I made a
courtesy call to Dr. Jenkins to inquire if he would be willing to lift this suspension and
allow her to attend a session at his office. Dr. Jenkins informed me that he would not
make any exceptions to his policy concerning payment, but he would reinstate services
with Ms. Thomas as soon as her arrearage was paid in full.
21.

Ms. Thomas sent me an e-mail on November 23, 2006 that included a vague
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itinerary for her trip to Montana (see attachment B). Ms. Thomas indicated in this e-mail
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that she would be in Montana from Thursday, November 23rd, until Sunday, November
26th. Ms. Thomas was directed to return the children to Mr. Jacobsen by 7:00 pm on
November 26, 2006.
22.

On November 26th, 2006 at 6:46 pm., Ms. Thomas left a message on my after-

hours cell phone. She indicated that her car had broken down in Pocatello, Idaho and she
would not make it back to Utah for the 7:00 pm exchange of the children. Ms Thomas
indicated that she would be available to receive calls for one hour, but then would be out
of cell phone range. In this message Ms. Thomas also indicated that a friend from Salt
Lake City, Utah would be coming to get her and the children the next day and she would
get the children back to Salt Lake City by Monday night.
23.

My paralegal, Allyson Jenson, called me while I was out of town on vacation and

relayed Ms. Thomas's message to me at approximately 7:00 p.m. Sunday night, roughly
15 minutes after Ms. Thomas had left her message.
24.

I instructed Allyson to call Ms. Thomas back immediately and instruct her to have

the children back to school by Monday morning November 27, 2006. In that same
message I asked Allyson to tell Ms. Thomas that the timing of her phone call was highly
suspect and questionable. For that reason I would be requiring proof of charges for the
"car repairs59 to Ms. Thomas's broken down VW Passat. To date, Ms. Thomas hasn't
forwarded any proof that her car was broken down or repaired while she was in Idaho.
25.

The timing of Ms. Thomas's message was suspicious because, as a part of her

itinerary from earlier that week, she had indicated that she would be staying overnight in
Pocatello on Saturday November 25th as a halfway point on her trip home from Montana
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so the children would not have to make the entire trip in one day.
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26.

AUyson Jensen tried to contact Ms. Thomas every hour on the hour throughout the

day on Monday, November 27th, and resumed her attempts on Tuesday morning,
November 28th. Finally on Tuesday I instructed AUyson to leave a strongly worded
message of warning on Ms. Thomas's answering machine requesting that she contact the
Special Master immediately.
27.

My paralegal, AUyson, finally received a message from Ms. Thomas on Tuesday,

November 28,2006. In the message, Ms. Thomas indicated that she would only speak
with the Special Master or her attorney, Gary Weight, with regard to her and her
children's whereabouts. She also indicated that her attorney was aware of her
whereabouts and she was acting under his advoce by staying in Idaho and not releasing
information about her and the children's whereabouts. She stated that "her whereabouts
and the children's whereabouts is privileged information that she has been advised not to
divulge." She also indicated that she and the children "were in a safe place."
28.

My paralegal, Melissa, was able to contact Mr. Weight and discuss the children's

situation with him. Mr. Weight quickly informed Melissa that he did not advise Ms.
Thomas or support her in her efforts to withhold information regarding the children's
whereabouts from the Special Master's office nor did he support her in not returning the
children to their father. I later received documentation from the Eastern Idaho Regional
Hospital that was contrary to the information Ms. Thomas had provided in her messages
(see Attachment C). Not only was Ms. Thomas not in Pocatello like she had claimed, she
was also within cell phone rang during her visits to the emergency room, LDS Family
Services, and Child Protective Services.
29.

fl H ^

Melissa expressed the Special Master's and Mr. Jacobsen's concerns for the
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contact information for Ms. Thomas once he received it
33.

My office received a call from Mr. Jacobsen to inform the Special Master that he

was on his way to Idaho, and would stay in close contact with our office for updates on an
exchange location. My office did notify Mr. Jacobsen that we did not have an exact
location for Ms. Thomas, and we may be unable to reach her in order to schedule an
exchange. Mr. Jacobsen understood this, but wanted to do what he could to expedite his
children's return home.
34.

Rick Smith contacted Melissa after speaking with Gary Weight and informed her

that he believed the children would be home by Tuesday night and there was no need for
Mr. Jacobsen to drive to Idaho. My office contacted Mr. Jacobsen, who was already in
Ogden, and had him return home with the expectation that Ms. Thomas would have the
children to school the next day. Ms. Thomas did not return the children as negotiated.
35.

My office contacted Mr. Weight again on Wednesday, November 29th in hopes

that he could assist me in contacting Ms. Thomas or encourage her to answer my calls.
36.

After strong encouragement from Gary Weight, Ms. Thomas contacted me on

Wednesday November 29th in the afternoon.
37.

Ms. Thomas indicated that her car had been repaired and I instructed Ms. Thomas

to immediately return the children to Utah without any further incident.
38.

Ms. Thomas indicated that the children were terrified to come home because they

were afraid that their father would hurt them.
39.

I asked Ms. Thomas if the children had indicated that their father had hurt them
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before. Ms. Thomas said no, but they said Arne yells at them sometimes and it scares
them.
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40.

I assured Ms. Thomas that we had been in contact with Dr. Jenkins and the

children were already scheduled to see him the next week and that we would discuss this
issue with Dr. Jenkins at that time.
41.

Ms. Thomas informed me that the children will not discuss any of their concerns

with Dr. Jenkins because Dr. Jenkins is not trustworthy and he divulges to Arne what the
children tell him.
42.

I assured Ms. Thomas that Dr. Jenkins does not divulge information to Arne, and

once again demanded that Ms. Thomas turn the children over to Ame immediately.
43.

Ms. Thomas again said that she did not feel it was safe to bring the children home

to Ame. I strongly advised Ms. Thomas to return the children to their father, and told her
that she had not given me any information that would lead me to believe the children
were in any kind of danger. I expressed concern that Ms. Thomas was reporting that the
children were afraid of their father hurting them, yet there was no history of abuse.
44.

I asked Ms. Thomas if she had been in to see Dr. Nan Klein (Ms. Thomas's

therapist), but she said she had not. Ms. Thomas was very distraught and reluctant to
divulge her whereabouts or make a commitment to return the children.
45.

I informed Ms. Thomas that her visitation had been temporarily suspended

because of her unwillingness to follow the agreement to return the children to school on
Monday and refusing to return the Special Master's calls concerning the children's well
being.
46.

I informed Ms. Thomas this evasive behavior was not going to be tolerated and

o
there have been a lot of people very concerned for her and her children. At this point, the
children had missed three days of school and it would be the middle of the night or early
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morning before Arne could get to Idaho and return with the children.
47.

I once again insisted that Ms. Thomas divulge her whereabouts in order for me to

arrange an exchange of the children between Mr. Jacobsen and Ms. Thomas in Idaho.
48.

Finally at 4:10 p.m., Ms. Thomas indicated she was currently in the Idaho Falls

area and agreed to meet Mr. Jacobsen at the Idaho Falls Temple, in the south parking lot,
at 6:30 p.m. that same evening.
49.

I directed Ms. Thomas to transition the children without any incident or undue

stress to the children. I instructed Ms. Thomas to tell the children that they will be fine
and that their dad was coming to pick them up. I also instructed Ms. Thomas to remain in
her car during the transition and allow the children to get their belongings and go with
their father.
50.

At 5:30 p.m., Ms. Thomas called my office to inform me she would not be able to

make the 6:30 p.m. meeting time.
51.

After inquiring as to why Ms. Thomas could not make the scheduled exchange,

Ms. Thomas informed me she was at least 60 to 90 minutes away from Idaho Falls. Ms.
Thomas stated that she was still 100 miles outside of Idaho Falls.
52.

Once again Ms. Thomas's actions were highly suspect and questionable. I

informed Ms. Thomas that I would not be making any exceptions to this order.
53.

I reiterated to Ms. Thomas that she was ordered to exchange the children at the

Idaho Falls Temple by 6:30 p.m., as agreed to earlier in the day.
54.

My paralegal, Melissa, contacted Mr. Jacobsen and informed him that Ms. Q Q ^

Thomas may be late for the exchange. Mr. Jacobsen agreed to wait until Ms. Thomas
arrived with the children. Melissa also instructed Mr. Jacobsen to remain in the vehicle
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during the exchange of the children and allow the children to get out of Ms. Thomas's car
and proceed to his car.
55.

According to Mr. Jacobsen, Ms. Thomas arrived at the Idaho Falls Temple shortly

after 7:20 p.m. and parked about 20 feet away from Mr. Jacobsen's vehicle.
56.

Mr. Jacobsen remained in his vehicle for over ten minutes with the doors open

and his dome light on. Mr. Jacobsen contacted my paralegal Melissa on her cell phone
when Ms. Thomas refused to send the children to his car.
57.

Melissa suggested that Mr. Jacobsen pull closer to Ms. Thomas's car in order to

assure that she can see him.
58.

Mr. Jacobsen pulled closer to Ms. Thomas's car, but she still remained in her car

with the dome light off. Mr. Jacobsen remained in the parking lot with his doors wide
open waiting for the children for over an hour. During this time, Ms. Thomas continually
pulled forward and backward within sight of Mr. Jacobsen.
59.

Mr. Jacobsen remained on the phone with Melissa for most of the exchange. Mr.

Jacobsen told Melissa that the dome light would flicker on and off and he could see Ms.
Thomas on the phone, but he could not see the children.
60.

My paralegal, Melissa, contacted me shortly after Ms. Thomas arrived at the

temple parking lot. She filled me in on Ms. Thomas's behavior and I instructed her to call
Mr. Jacobsen back and tell him to remain in his car while I attempted to contact Mr.
Weight, and Ms. Thomas.
61.

I was able to reach Mr. Weight on his cell phone. I explained the situation and he

said that he would contact Ms. Thomas to find out what the problem was.
62.
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Mr. Weight called me back and informed me that Ms. Thomas still did not want to
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release the information concerning the alleged abuse to me, but would like to talk to me
and have the children talk to me. I agreed to call Ms. Thomas on her cell phone and asked
Mr. Weight to be available in case I needed his assistance later.
63.

Ms. Thomas answered my phone call and I could hear the children in the

background very upset. Ms. Thomas was very upset and said that she could not send the
children with their dad because he might hurt them. I assured Ms. Thomas that Mr.
Jacobsen was not angry, but that he just wanted to get the children back home so they
could attend school the next day.
64.

Ms. Thomas said she had proof that Mr. Jacobsen was a violent man and had

abused the children. Ms. Thomas adamantly stated that the children could not go with
their father or he would hurt them. Ms. Thomas insisted that Mr. Jacobsen had a gun and
was capable of hurting her and the children. When Ms. Thomas made these statements
the children became very hysterical and Savannah said that she was afraid her dad would
hurt her. I reminded Ms. Thomas that I had asked her earlier that same day if Mr.
Jacobsen had harmed the children and she told me no. I asked Ms. Thomas once again if
Mr. Jacobsen had harmed the children and she again told me no, but stated that the
children were afraid he would. Ms. Thomas then asked me to talk to the children. I agreed
to talk to the children in order to try and calm them down enough to get in the car with
their father.
65.

I talked to Jonah and he said he didn't want to go with dad because he was afraid

liis Dad would be mad at him. 1 told Jonah that his dad was not mad at him but Jonah still
said he didn't want to go with Dad. I explained to Jonah that he needed to get out of
Mom's car and go to Dad's car.
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66.1 then talked to Savannah who was very distraught and crying uncontrollably.
67. Savannah said she was afraid her dad was going to kill her and wanted to stay
with her Mom. I told Savannah that her Dad was not angry at her and that she needed to
get in her Dads car. Savannah was still crying uncontrollably and refusing to go with her
dad.
68. An Idaho police officer arrived as I was talking to Savannah. As Ms. Thomas was
explaining her view of the situation to the police office, the children continued to cry and
express their fears that dad was going to hurt them. (See Attachment D)
69.1 asked the children to hand the phone to the police officer. I spoke with the police
officer and explained who I was and what my role was as Special Master. I also notified
the officer that I had arranged for this exchange of the children earlier that day, and that
the children should have been returned to their father on Sunday November 26th.
70. The officer gave the phone back to Ms. Thomas and she hung it up and then
turned it off and I was unable to contact her after that.
71. Melissa was on the phone with Mr. Jacobsen during my call with the children, and
informed me that the officer had addressed Mr. Jacobsen in his car and asked if he had
any weapons in the vehicle at that time.
72. Mr. Jacobsen told the officer that he did not have any weapons in his vehicle and
asked the officer what was going on.
73. The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that his children were very upset and they were
scared he would hurt them if they went home with him. Mr. Jacobsen said that he had
never hurt his children and that he loved his children and just wanted to safely return Q Q g
home with his children. Mr. Jacobsen explained to the officer that he had Melissa from
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the Special Master's office on the phone with him and explained that this is a very
complicated divorce that required a Special Master.
74.

The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that he had spoken with the Special Master

and understood that the children needed to return to Utah with him.
75.

The officer went to Ms. Thomas's car briefly then returned to Mr. Jacobsen's car.

The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that he would be escorting the children to his car, but
asked if he could first search his car for a weapon.
76.

Mr. Jacobsen agreed to have the police officers search his car. Then they brought

the children to his car.
77.

Both children were crying uncontrollably when the police officers got them out of

the car. Jonah stopped crying immediately when he got into his dad's car and Savannah
calmed down and stopped crying within a few minutes of getting in her dad's car.
78.

Mr. Jacobsen said he was going to get the children situated and then drive to a

nearby Wal-Mart for supplies. Mr. Jacobsen hung up the phone with Melissa.
79.

A few minutes later Melissa received a call from Mr. Jacobsen's cell phone,

Melissa kept saying "Hello," but no one would respond. Melissa could hear the children
talking about games and what they wanted to do when they got home. Savannah and
Jonah were giggling and talking to Mr. Jacobsen without reservation or apparent fear.
80.

Mr. Jacobsen called again a few minutes later and informed Melissa that he was

going to purchase a few supplies to keep the kids comfortable on the way home. Mr.
Jacobsen put Melissa on the speaker phone and she said hi to the children and asked how
they were doing. Both children happily said hi and said they were fine. Mr. Jacobsen saiA n o i
he would call the next day and let the Special Master know how the children were doing.
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81.

As a result of these events, I suspended Ms. Thomas's parent time with the

children and ordered that she participate in a parental visitation evaluation at ACAFS and
to participate in ongoing therapy with Dr. Klein, her therapist. She was informed she
would not have parenting time until the evaluation was underway.
82.

Because of my concern for these children, my office set up a therapeutic visitation

session for Ms. Thomas and the children at ACAFS with Landon Poppleton. This was the
last appointment available until after Christmas. My office set the appointment and
relayed the information to Ms. Thomas, Gary Weight, Rick Smith, GAL, and Mr.
Jacobsen. We stressed this was the only time available, but at the last minute, Ms.
Thomas indicated she would not be able to make the appointment, as she had car trouble.
83.

Ms. Thomas has continued to ask me to reinstate her unsupervised parenting time

without complying with the directive to have the parental visitation evaluation completed.
She has made no arrangements to have the testing scheduled nor has she made any
payment arrangements with Dr. Jenkins1. ^€4/196^ *
84.

At this time, I do not believe it is in the children's best interest to see their mother

until she takes the necessary steps to control her behavior and her fears.
DATED this 7 ^ day of February, 2007

*=*-

d fay

N. DREDGE
Special Master

ALLYSON JENSEN

HomrMuc'mniivm
226 W. 2230 N. STE 100
PROVO, UTAH S4604
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MAILING CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that on the 7th Day of February, 2007,1 mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Affidavit, to the following:

Rick Green
7390 S Creek Rd, #104
Sandy, UT 84093
Gary Weight
43 E. 200 N.
Provo, UT 84606
Rick Smith (GAL)
32 W. Center, #205
Provo, UT 84601
Fourth District Court
Judge Anthony W. Schofield
125 N. 100 W.
Provo, UT 84601

/*=V

ArvMV J *^C^\p
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Alpine/Highland Police
Incident Report 06AH04636

Nature: SUSPICIOUS

Address: 11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS
LN; N 50i0 WEST
Highland UT 84003

Location: FOUR CORNERS

Offense Reported: SUSP
Offense Observed: SUSP
Offense Codes: Suspicious
Received By: Olson J
How Received: 911 Line
jtgeucy: AHPD
Responding Officers: Turner T Thacker S (AH)
Responsible Officers: Turner T
Disposition: Inactive 10/27/06
When Reported: 21:06:31 10/26/06
Occurred Between: 21:06:20 10/26/06 and 21:0*5.-25 10/26/06

Assigned To:
Status:

Detail:
Status Date: *•/••/••

Date Assigned: ••/••/••
Due Date: *•/••/•*

Radiolog:
Unit: 18/15

Enronte: 21:10:38 10/26706
Completed: 21:40:50 10/26/06

Arrived: 21:15:07 10/26706

Unit: 18J8

Enronte: 21:10:32 10/26706
Completed: 21:40:41 10/26706

Arrtved: 21:13:41 10/26i»6

REPORTEES:
Name: THOMAS, LARUE
Name Number 71008
Race:
Sex:
DOB: 05/15/63 Hght; '"
Weight: 0
Haifc
Address: 11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS LN; N 5020 WEST, HIGHLAND, UT S4QD3
Home Phone: (801)492-1400
Work Phone: ( ) •

Eye

FURTHER DISSEMINATION OF THIS PROTECTED
INFORMATION 1$ PROHIBITED. VIOLATION WILL SUBJECT
THE OFFENDER TO CRIMINAL AN0.CIVH. LIABILITY.

RELEASEOTO:^jP

2yM2M#^

OM/U*~J
OATE.lkiVS
ALPINE/HIGHLAND P O U C H DEFT.

0085
O3004$|alMM
AOKfetla

11/13/0

Incident Report

NARRATIVE:
Barking dog.

06AH04636

Page i

Made contact with owner a l l appeared code 4.

FURTHER DISSEMINATION OF THIS PROTECTED
SUBJECT
INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED VIOLATION WHt
" '"
THE OFFENDER TO CRIMINAL AND.CIVtt.'

LiAeirrv.

RELEASED T O : W ^ M U ^
OATE:
AUPlHe/HlQHLAND'

OJ^Jb

ice ofif»T.
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ATTACHMENT B
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ivioiN n u u i i a i i - lvi^^agc;

MLaRueThomas
< JonahandSa vysMom@klnextions.com >

&

Reply-To:

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com

Sent:

Thursday, November 23, 2006 2:23 AM

To :

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com, "Sandra
Dredge" <sandrandredge@hotmail.com>, "Gary
Weight" <ghweight@hotmail.com>

Subject:

Re: Thanksgiving transitions, Dr. Jenkins appt

(O

\ >C | Q j a c o b s o n v... | E3lnbo:

Sandra/Allyson:
We will be leaving early to make it to our friends' home for a late Thanksgiving
meal. We will be staying with the same friends as we have on our trips to
Montana before, the ones that Ron Wilkinson met. Maria and Peter Stokstad, 501
Crestline, Missoula, 59801. Maria's cell # is 406.550.0687. We will return on
Sunday.
Happy Thanksgiving,
Seize the Day!

LaRue

Original Message

From: "MLaRueThomas" <JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com>
D a t e : Tue, 21 Nov 2006 2 1 : 5 2 : 2 3
To: " S a n d r a Dredge" <sandrandredge@hotmail.COm>,
<ghweight@hotmail.com>,

"Gary Weight"

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com

Subject: Thanksgiving transitions, Dr. Jenkins appt
Allyson:
Confirming our telephone conversation today, the children and I will be spending
the night tonight, 11/21, at our home in Highland. Tomorrow we will leave to
spend the Thanksgiving holiday with friends from Montana. I will email you a
complete itinerary for the children and me as soon as I have the addresses,
hopefully later this afternoon. I will not leave the state with the children
until you have our itinerary through Sunday night, and I have confirmed your
(Sandra's) office nas received it.
I appreciate your diligence. I assume that I will be granted the same
consideration whenever the children are in the custody of their father and he or
their stepmother or nanny choose to have the children spend the night away from
Arne's home in Highland. If this is not the case, please work this through with
Gary Weight.
Per Sandra's previous order and your verbal confirmation today,
I will expect Arne, SuAnne, or their nanny to drop off Jonah and Savannah at
4:00 pm today curbside at my home in Highland. I will drop off Jonah and
Savannah cubside at Arne's home in Highland at 7:00pm on Sunday.
I would like to reiterate that the information you were told regarding my
impending move is wrong. Nothing has changed. All information that I have given
Sandra remains accurate. I will ask my attorney, Gary Weight, to follow up with
Sandra on this issue. It is concerning to me that your voice message stated that
Sandra considered taking away my visitation over the Thanksgiving holiday based
on misrepresentations made to your office. I have been open and forthright with
Sandra and everyone in your office in all regards. I have complied with Sandra's
orders in every detail, and will continue to do so.
It is also concerning to me that Sandra has cancelled the appointment for me to
take the children to see their psychotherapist, Dr. Paul Jenkins. Dr. Jenkins'
office called me to schedule the appointment, and I conveyed all information
both to Sandra and to Dr. Jenkins. Why is it now ordered that I cannot take the
children to Dr. Jenkins, contrary to the doctors' recommendations and Sandra's
order last fall? I will ask Gary to follow up with Sandra on this matter, also.
Thank you for your time. Have a great Thanksgiving with your family.
Regards,

LaRue

0088

MSN Hounail - Message
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EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

P. 01
/

)

yy/P6^^,

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION (PHI)
This section must be completed for all Authorizations
Patient Name:
Birth Date: .

/*/L

Social Security No, idpltonal):

3

^S/1CO36£A/

Provider's Name:
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center

Requester or Authorized Recipient's Name:

5/9*
frfr/fll/9

Phone Number:

Provider's Address:
3i00ChanningWay

Address:

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2077

City

/

J&

n

A'rrX^

<££S>&A~

WJZ7AState:

^LOOO
This authorization will expire on the following: (Fill in the Date or the Event but not both.)
Date:
30 days / 60 days / 00 days (Please circle one)
Events
Purpose of disclosure:

/o&

Zip;

CoCr

Description of information to be used or disclosed
Is this request for psychotherapy notes? • Yes,
16 the only item you may request on this authorization, You must
submit another authorization for other items below.
No, then you may check as many items below as you need.
Description:
Description:
Description?
^

Complete medical record

Laboratory reports

Q Other;

Q Admission form

Q Radiology reports

Q Other

Q Discharge summary

Q Cardiology reports

Q Other

Q

Q EKGs

Q

Q Consultation report

O Physician Orders

Q Nurses notes

Q Operative report

•

Q Labor/delivery summary

Q

Procedure report

D Medication sheets

o

•

Emergency room report

Q

O UB-92

Q

Consents

Q Transfer forms

History & Physical Report

•

Physician Progress notes

Anesthesia report

Therapy (PT,OT,ST)

OB documentation

Q Itemized bill

Date(s) of Service requested:
I acknowledge, and hereby consent to such, that the released information may contain alcohol, drug abuse, psychiatric,
HIV testing. HIV results or AIDS information,
(hiitial)\
% J understand thai:
1 may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary.
If I do not sign this form, my health care and the payment for my health care will not be affected unless stated otherwise in section C.
1 may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if I do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the
revocation. Further details may be found m the Notice of Privacy Practices.
4. If the requester or receiver is not a health plan or health care provider, the released information may no longer be protected by federal
privacy regulations and may be rcdisclosed.
5. 1 understand that I may see and obtain a copy the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, iff ask for it
6. I get a copy of this form after I sign h.

S i g n a t u r e s I J I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I
I have read the above and authorize the disclosure of the protected health information as stated.
Signature of Patient/Guardian/Patlent Representative:
\llfote:

fl

ip^rlnt Name of Patient's Representative;

r

Relationship to Patient:

-0091

EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATI
This section must be completed for all Authorizations
Patient Name:
Birth Date:

ftfytf/Ybrfi/r^frt?

/ w L

Social Security No. (optipnQl)l\A

*r*Sf /J^

Provider's Name:
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center

Requester or Authorized Recipient's Name:

??«/?#/? ^

Phone Number:

Provider's Address:

fr*A

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2077

City:

.//A/*/&,*-

3?/-o3o{r

Address:
JX/~ AS.

3100Channing Way

•

(PHI)

H

S??A

s?SU,/),

A

s~
M*

4L-

State:

/oo
Zip:

*VQ3>
This authorization will expire on the following. (Fill in the Date or Che Event hut not both.)
Pate:
30 days / 60 days / 90 days (Please circle one)
Event;
Purpose of disclosure:

^

Description of information to be used or disclosed
Is this request for psychotherapy notes? Q Yes» thenthis is the only item you may request on this authorization. You must
submit another authorization for other items below. x3l No, then you may check as many items below as you need.
Description:
Description:
Description*

x

Complete medical record

Q

Laboratory reports

Q

Other
Other

Q Admission form

Q Radiology reports

O

Q Discbarge summary

•

Cardiology reports

Cl Other:

Q History & Physical Report

•

EKGs

Q Therapy (PT,OT,ST)

Q Consultation report

•

Physician Orders

a

Nurses nates

Q

Operative report

O

Physician Progress notes

Q

Labor/delivery summary

Q Procedure report

Q

Medication sheets

•

OB documentation

Q

Q

Anesthesia report

Q

UB-92

Q

Itemized bill

Emergency room report

Q Consents

Q Transfer forms

Date(s) of Service requested:
1 acknowledge, and hereby consent to such, that the released information may cintfin alcohol, drug abuse, psychiatric,
HIV testing, IilV results or AIDS information.
(Initial}
I understand that:
1. I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary.
2. If I do not sign this form, my health care and the payment for my health care will not be affected unless stated otherwise in section C
3. I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if I do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the
revocation. Further details may be found in the Notice of Privacy Practices.
4. If the requester or receiver is not a health plan or health care provider, the released information may no longer be protected by federal
privacy regulations and may be redisclosed.
5. 1 understand that (may see and obtain a copy the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, if 1 ask for it.
a
6. I get a copyof
this form after 1 sign it

XI

m

m

S i g n a t u r e s I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I 1 I 1 I 11 I I
I have read the above and authorize the disclosure of the protected health information as stated.

yi

Signature of Patfient/GuardiarVPaticnt Representative-

Njflate:

Print Name of Patient's Representative:

A RAlari,
Relationship to Patient:

0092
Released by:.

Date:

I.D. verified:

DEC-05-2006 TUE 01:28 PH EIRHC I

FAX NO. 208 529
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EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 3100 CHANNING WAY IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404
||SJ-*-V V v» I K S * *

T*?*

^TCTT

\t

Z-Ji, ~ -

s5't^RE6>£Rg

UtrrtK^berOOO

>»«e,\s-

HOMAS, LARUE

SS#: 241-27-5830

UNEMPLOYED

ftf*ittrt>af¥:£R8h4

11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS LN
HHaHLAND.UT 84003
d e l a t i o n : MOTHER
lone Ph: (801)787-8887

NONE
IDAHO FALLS
Work*

SWP'JS^^
IACOBSEN.ARNE
address:
fccupatlon: SALTS

WINDER DAIRY FARM
UNKNOWN , HIGHLAND. UT, 84003

ddress:

'ALMER, SUZANNE AND KIP
lome#: (801)492-0165
delation t o Patient: OT

E R
SS#: 516-74-5018

THOMAS.LARUE
Ho»e#: (801)787-8887
Relation t o Patient: MO

Work*:

CAIDPEN.D MEDICAID PENDING
f a l l To: MEDICAID PENDING
>Ol1cy Number:
777777777
tobscri ber:
JAC085EN. SAVANNAH
t e l a t i o n t o Patient: PATIENT

Group:
008: 06/10/98
Coverage #: Call

IHAPEN.D
CHARITY PENDING SELF PAY 09950
t a i l To: CHARITY PENDING SELF P

IPLAWfc 09950

•olicy Number:
777777777
subscriber:
JAC0B5EN. SAVANNAH
telation t o Patient: PATIENT

Group:
DOB: 08/10/98
Coverage:Call

IN(INSUR
INSUR O UNINSURED DISCOUNT PLAN 09940
lail To: UNINSURED DISCOUNT PLAN

IPUN#: 09940

olicy Number:
777777777
.ubscnber:
JAC08SEN.SAVANN
telation to Patient: PATIENT

Group:
OOfi: 08/10/98
Coverage:Call

•yPE DATE
1
11/26/06

ID 83402

Workf:

s^wawKs

Treat/Precert: N
Ins Verify: N
Rel: Y
Assign: Y
Contact:
Group Name: |

Treat/Percert; N
Ins V e r i f y : N
Rel Y
Assign Y
Contact:
I
Group Name: |

Pro Review: N

:8!3 ( W w a ? ^ ^ ^J&V^&t
Pro Review: N

vM

Treat/Perctrt: N
Ins Verify: H
Rel Y
Assign Y
Contact:
Group Name:

V

'

M

Pro Review: N

*t

TIME

AST HOSPITALIZATION;

Acta Curt;NO ID/INS/INJ/SEE NOTES
„

T„

T

-

y*.

<*%--

-

NtflBORN I D :
urgency

Department Only - A r r i v a l :

I n t o Rooift:

IliH^ffilMIIRIIIIIflllllKKlini

us

ft™ nu. d.ua oda

jb

F. 02

Time of Treatment
AM6

Room

AW ciomonte not dretoa/cifucfc/chocKOfl/nnnoiaiod woro not pwuuom
Level i . 2, 3 Documentation -1 ID 3 e l e m e n t s I Level 4 » 4 * elements or 3 chmntc Of inactive conditions]

Levels- 4*olemewMor-3 QniOPlcoritiacCwe conditions

Chief complain:

Age
Sex

Q Quality

G Symptom/Location

p Duration

Q Seventy/Radiation

m

Level 4 Documentation - 2to• systems

n«tsol drainage, congestion, s.t„
noste bleed, heanng loss, nnomg,
dlff swallowing

( ) Ollered LOC ( I potionUOndKlon ( \ah6f

P Context/Mechanism of injury

Q Associated Signs & Sx

Level 1,2. 3 PocumsntatKHH system, problem pentnent [
~ All systems negative except as noted
*J Unable to fully assess due to

p Modifying Factors

Q Timing

m

[-'

' \

chest pain, palpitation*, racing
heart, onnopnea, pod

loml pain, unable to boar weight
b*c*/lag pom, foot swelling

lever, chlWs. cough, weight loss/gam

cough, trouble breaming, sputum,
hoarseness

rasri, lumps idundice

bKirrod vlalon redno&s Itching, diplopia,
burning discharge

abd pmn, WecK/btoody Moots,
decreased appottte NVO
constipation, cramps, poor appetite

M normal

i»t5!a.;°l

HTN

CAD

CA

Recent Surgery

P

CVA

Tobacco

i

hoJlucKiBling. suicidal thought,
Ingestion, solMniury. agitated,
depressed
excessive urination, swelling, change
In diet/insulin, raver, cbiHS

4

ftOylever, HIV immune disorder

J.bl

blood las;,, swollen glands, bruemg,
heavy period, an ii coagulated easy
bleeding

M

W- ' T ^ l i W r * ^
ALLERGIE$

MEDICATIONS

Hrtsj

TETANUS

Sea Nursos Note*.

Marital Status

Q See Nur&tt Notes.

Teianus UTD7
Q Y(* p No
P Booster loduv u - 1
*""•

ETON Sub Abuse Lrvos Alone 1

G „ F—

Contraception

TIME

ORDERS

clacfcouit nooaoohfl tseUtiio out
1 MfUliuna spoooh proo contiiflon,

« } diaatoow. weelmittffointino*CO

e<powro numbf>6afl
Level 4 Documentation - One ansa

Level 1,2.3 Documentation - Nano

*^veltet>E^^um^^^

menstrual eon pdin on urination,
urnQncy bloody urine, dyauno,
mleaecj period

ORDERS

TIME

TIME

ADDITIONAL ORDERS

TIME

ADDITIONAL ORDERS

CHEM7/13
CARD.ENZ
PT/PTT

AMY/LIPASE
ABG

GKG

CARD PANEL

OD PANEL

TRAUMA

STATflt

STATJ2

UA

G| BLEED

DIP

OD

HOG

0HU

DIG

JUL.

BPUT.CULT^

N6

BCt* " -^S[[ES [

FOLE Y^

XRAYS

OLo'flFCORDS

nxn
osT

PORT

p Templato

ABO

CT

M HI

L I HEAD '.JKUB

. .irrijfll^y ^Ll.Lo

4*KAjJ

M/LlU

J

/JSoSX^tliX

IMPlfl

IS

Pi

IMP#l

UPESSM

CONDITION AT DISCHARGE
UnlPa> HWKKJ uwluw pilitmf s|ablt» dt di$clwq«
1_J tJnstablo |_] H*p"<?a L J Guarded

J

^^

MD SIGNATURE
ED PHYS
A D M PHYS

^

M} , J u

'"rem
'inouwairi r,«

,_DEC-05-2006 TUE 01:29 PH EIRHC fiscal Records
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Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
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Since abuse has become so common, we are now asking all of our
patients, are you in a living situation where you are being threataned
or hurt? CJYes Tj3 No (Document any stated or visualized
observations belowf
ADDITIONAL FINDIf

EMERGENCY NURSING RECORD
General Medicine Complaints

L%Js/tc:/&- ^ / £ 3 ^

NAME:

PLAINT . Zlfott <*#£LE2 jCft

^

f

days ago _ *

M
i blood pressure

_

hign\low blood sugar
fever V chills
problems urinating
back pa^i
diarrhe
headaehi

shortness of breach
cougfk dry productive ~
chest pVin
nausea /Vomiting x —
abdominaVpain.
chemical exposure.

RN Signature

-

>

_ .

TIME TO ROOM:// 3 f ] > .-

^

^
ROOM:_,C^.

INITIAL ASSESSMENT TIME.-_.[-$JL2.
G E N E R A L APPEARANCE
^ n o acute distress
_mlld / moderate / severe distress.,
^-alert
__anxlous / decreased LOC ,
^FUNCTIONAL / NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT
Jjndependenr ADL
_*ss/sced / ratal car©
7~abpearswell
obese/malnourished. ..
nourished / hydrated
recent weight loss / gain.
RESPIRATORY
j£\o resp distress
2^71 ml breath snds

__mild / moderate / severe distress.
whoeiing / crackles / stridor
_.decreased breach sounds

CVS

tachycardia / bradycardia
pulse deficit
... .
Cool / diaphoretic ._
_j>ale / cyanotic.
_j.kin breakdown

>2=Y€gular

rate
^pulses strong & equal
^skin warm & dry
^slcin intact
NEURO
^oriented x 3
4^PERRL

disoriented to person/ploct /time
confused.. „.
^Jjupils unequal R
L
weakness / sensory loss.

INITIAL ACTIONS

INrTj

f^is^LSH^si

M

EENT
jirnfeye mspectfon
_nml 6NT inspection
ABDOMEN
^nnnl inspection
/soft, non-tender
./Bowel sounds nml
EXTREMITIES
^non-cender
Smpves all extrBjnitics
^o
pedal edema

^scleral icterus / pale / red conjunctivae
nasal drainage
epistaxls
tenderness / guarding / rebound
rigid / distended
bowel sounds hyper hypo absent

j dltfobed/gowned
1 bed low position
' calljightini reach

19 ^sAais^mi.-

*•••••!• IkHwillA <|

blajjket proy[ded

^head^of i^ejo? efeya ted

Nurse Signature
* pracoco) available

0095
c*l( tenderness
limited ROM / contractures
pedal edema

JAC0BS£N. SAVANNAH
D000559B02
08/10/98 F/8
0003141MV541 U/*6/0b PRE Eft

i/to-urcuuo lUt ui:dU m hIRttC L . i c a l Records

ACTIONS
"TIME i"

,35

P. 04

VITAL SIGNS

[TIME j BP

.(.WIT

j cardiac monitor
L via
J pulse oximeter
Accu-Chok
1
ready for Dr eval.
notified doctor / seen by Or
: restraints see documentation
I

FAX NO. 208 529

P

RR

SaO? GCS

T

•j

Pain Pupils INIT
/I0
/(O
/I0
/IO

ADDITIONAL NOTES

I
I V STARTS
TIME : # j

gauge I attempts^ i

site

:r

T

complication^

.L.

INIT

1.

P A I N ASSESSMENT / REASSESSMENT

Level [

Description

Time

I

INIT

n

no
/10
/10
_
INTAKE...
_JV / saline lock discontinued:

/10
/10
MEDICATIONS

Medication

! TIME

Response:
Response:

Dose

no change

Route

PROPERTY T O :

Site

INIT !

patient

no change

improved

i _L_

Response no change improved
Response.'

PROCEDURES

tpTT

mi

no thong*

_

improved

INIT

TZZTTLI

wI

"Active
with MO / UN)
D
I. Pt.TimejDui"
ID verified (Verlfled
with 2 identifiers
7 D \- Correct Procedure Verified
"QXCarrect Site Verified
J '^-j?jd EKGgerformed

J -^BS$f£f!... ,.„.

—

see patient belongings list

_Joft AM A / LWBS signed AMA sheet refused.
_phys|e|an notified of;
Will padenc need posc-dJ$fitafge assistance with ADL's / Physical
Functions? [ U Yes EfNo
• Unknown
2. Will assistanc£j»e needed beyond what the family can provide?
• Y o s - Q l S a Q Unknown
3. Does patienrJU^ttllyTiave financial / insurance concerns?
D Y e s E T N O ( J Unknown
A RESPONSE OF YES T O ANY OF THE ABOVE will result in referral
co Case Management / Social Services for further assessment

_

IL

^security ^.safe

DISpfiSITION^-^
^^j^harged^^wflje^ police nursing home ME. funen
^ e r b a j ^ v r i f e n ^ t r i i c t i o n s / RX given to:
patient^
<£verbalized understanding
.^learning barriers addressed
^accompanied by / driver
^admitted / transferred to
.
report to
. time...
transfer documentation completed
notified family / police / ME

improved

Response; no change improved
Response;

family

improved

rzzE
nzr
n

no change

OUTPUT
Total Amt Infused
... Time
Initials.

:j

_

_ ........

L Foley

fr.w

m

j_ NGHt ^

fr.

mL return

„,.

JLr°JfH2L... .-

,,..... 0.

~ - . ,.u, .4

Discharge Vila Is
placement confirmed
i labs drawn /sent

t

ft*
s^flain level at discharge

_

by nurse /lab

results back
UA to lab
^_

1-

Temp__

?e w

to suction tew / intermittent

Sfl02.

CONDJJtON
^-^flnxhanged
^improved
Depart Time 22JL/0
Mode:

Sable
other_
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Sandra N. Dredge, No. 5947
DREDGE & LALLATIN, L.C.
Special Master
226 West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo, Utah 84604
(801)371-0306
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,
Petitioner,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA N. DREDGE
*

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.
STATE OF UTAH

Casfe No.: 044400279
Division: 9
Judge Anthony Schofield
Commissioner Thomas R. Patton

)
:ss.

COUNTY OF UTAH)
I, Sandra N. Dredge, being duly sworn depose and say as follows:
1.

I have been acting as the Special Master for this case since August, 2005.

2.

There are two minor children whom I serve for this case: Jonah Jacobsen
(9) and Savannah Jacobsen (8).

3.

This has proven to be a very acrimonious, litigious case with which I have
had almost weekly involvement.
1
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Following a disastrous exchange on November 29, 2006 in Idaho Falls,
Idaho, I temporarily suspended Ms. Thomas's parenting time (see
Attachment A, Letter to Judge Schofield).
Over the past few months I have worked closely with the Guardian ad
Litem's office, and the children's therapist in order to implement a Safety
Plan that would protect Jonah and Savannah and hopefully resolve the
behaviors I have seen from Ms. Thomas.
I am pleased to report that according to Dr. Paul Jenkins, both Savannah and
Jonah are doing well and they have improved over the past two months.
I have also received positive feedback from Mr. Jacobsen regarding the
children's well being over the past two months. Unfortunately, to date Ms.
Thomas still has not complied with the Safety Plan set in place.
The ordered Safety Plan includes a Parental Visitation Evaluation to be
conducted at ACAFS by Dr. Jay Jensen immediately. As of Tuesday,
February 21, 2007, Ms. Thomas had not made any payments towards the
visitation evaluation. This evaluation needs to be paid in full before any
services can be rendered.
Ms. Thomas has continued to create costly litigation on this case by filing
protective orders in Utah and Salt Lake County and a stalking injunction in
Utah County. The Protective Order filed in Utah County was dismissed by
Judge Anthony Schofield on January 4, 2007 (see Attachment B, Dismissed
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Protective Order). The Stalking Injunction was withdrawn by Ms. Thomas
on Friday, February 9, 2007.
Ms. Thomas has repeatedly tried to work around the orders of the Special
Master, and she has colored her court filings with half truths regarding said
orders, as well as fabricated events and time lines. Specifically, as to the
current Protective Order. Ms. Thomas states,
LaRue is in daily contact with the Special Master and
Guardian ad Litem. The Guardian ad Litem agrees and
orders that LaRue will return the children to Utah on
Wednesday, November 29th, after her vehicle is repaired,
anticipated to be by noon that day (Protective Order 4).

Ms. Thomas refused to contact both the Special Master and Guardian ad
Litem during this time period, even after being instructed to do so by her
attorney. My office exhausted every avenue to contact Ms. Thomas in order
to confirm her and the children's well being, and arrange for an exchange of
the children. Ms. Thomas was ordered to return the children to Utah by
Monday, November 27, 2006. When she failed to return the children to Utah
on Monday, I agreed that it would be in the best interest of the children to
have Mr. Jacobsen make the drive to Idaho to pick the children up, as they
had missed one day of school already. My office contacted Mr. Weight in
order to arrange an exchange time with Ms. Thomas because she would not
return the Special Master's phone calls. Ms. Ttiomas would not allow Mr.

3
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Weight to divulge her whereabouts, but promised with the help of a friend
that she would have the children home by Tuesday morning. By Wednesday,
November 29, 2006, Ms. Thomas was still not home with the children, and
disturbing information concerning the children's well being was beginning
to surface. I ordered the exchange of the children to take place in Idaho
Falls, Idaho immediately. At my request, Mr. Jacobsen agreed to drive to
Idaho in order to pick up the children. Ms. Thomas finally contacted my
office on Wednesday November 29,2006 and the exchange was arranged by
the Special Master. (See Attachment C, Affidavit of the Special Master)
12.

This behavior was very concerning to the Special Master as well as Rick
Smith (GAL), and Dr. Paul Jenkins. This was not the first time Ms. Thomas
had refused to return the children to Mr. Jacobsen as ordered. Referring back
to Ms. Thomas's time line, "June/July of 2005, Arne flew to Georgia
without the Special Master's consent, stalking LaRue and the children and
intending to "take the children" for "his parenting time.".

13.

This was another occasion that Ms. Thomas misrepresented the Special
Master, and distorted the facts. The Special Master ordered Mr. Jacobsen to
fly to Georgia for an exchange of the children after Ms. Thomas failed to
return the children to Utah.

14.

There is a history of this sort of behavior from Ms. Thomas long before I

4
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was appointed Special Master. Ms, Dalton (former Special Master) wrote the
following in a transition letter to myself on June 6, 2005:
LaRue is an expert at litigation and arguing her case in new
forums. She spent all last summer doing litigation motions
irather than parent the children. One day she will run out of
jforums and will have no choice but to do her intervention
Work. Then she will discover the joy ofparenting rather than
the addictive rush of seeking to win in the courtroom. She is
a litigation addict and needs to do intervention work for the
Isake of the children(see Attachment D).
15.

Ms. Thomas continues to demonstrate her unwillingness to work within the
system jto resolve the ongoing acrimony between herself and Mr. Jacobsen in
order to establish a healthy relationship between herself and her children,

16.

I find it) very unfortunate that Ms. Thomas continues the ongoing pursuit of
alternate legal results instead of complying with the recommendations of the
Fourth District Court, Special Master, GAL, and Dr. Paul Jenkins.

17.

In my opinion Judge Anthony W. Schofield was completely accurate when
he stated the following in his order dismissing Ms. Thomas's request for a
protective order:
With her visitation presently suspended, Ms. Thomas now
has filed this application for a protective order. I have read
the petition and all of its many, many attachments. It
demonstrates a continuing, on -going dispute between Ms.
Thomas and Mr- Jacobsen, but does not provide meaningful
evidence that the children are in jeopardy ifthey are allowed
to remain in the custody of Mr. Jacobsen. Further, the
jdocuments do not support afindingthat Ms. Thomas is in
fdanger of abuse or violence from Mr. Jacobsen. In short, Ms.
5
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Thomas is using the protective order proceeding to obtain
different results than she has obtained in the various court
rulings in the parties' contested, multi-state divorce actions.
Further, Ms. Thomas now asks that both the Special Master
and Guardian ad Litem be replaced. This further
demonstrates that she does not want to be instructed or
counseled by other individuals who have authority to deal
with the children. It demonstrates that Ms. Thomas wants to
control this matter without regard to the orders and directives
of the court. In my view she seeks this protective order
without clean hands herself (see Attachment B, pgs. 2-3).
DATED this 22nd day of February, 2007

SANDRA N. DREDGE
Special Master

6
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
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I hereby certify that on the 22nd Day of February, 2007,1 mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Affidavit, to the following:

Rick Green
7390 S Creek Rd, #104
Sandy, UT 84093
Gary Weight
43 E. 200 N.
Provo, UT 84606
Rick Smith (GAL)
32 W. Center, #205
Provo, UT 84601
Terry R. Spencer
140 W. 9000 S. #8
Sandy, UT 84070
Fourth District Court
Judge Anthony W. Schofield
125 N. 100 W.
Provo, UT 84601
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DREDGE & LALLATIN, L.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
226 WEST 2230 NORTH, SUITE 100 • PROVO, UTAH 84604 • (801) 371-0306

December 1,2006
Judge Anthony Schofield
125 North 100 West
Provo, Utah 84601
Re:
Case No.:

Jacobsen v. Thomas Safety Plan
044400279

Dear Judge Schofield,
I am concerned with escalating incidents and problems during the exchanges of the
Jacobsen children over the past few months. I have worked with all parties involved in an
attempt to resolve these problems and continue visitation between Ms. Thomas and her children.
However, due to the events that have transpired over the past week I have temporarily suspended
Ms. Thomas's visitation. I have consulted with Rick Smith the Guardian ad Litem, and Paul
Jenkins, the children's therapist, both of whom agree that there are legitimate safety concerns for
these children at this time. The following is a brief summary of the most recent exchange of the
children:
Recent Events
Ms. Thomas had Thanksgiving visitation scheduled from Tuesday, November 21,
2006 at 4:00 P.M. until Sunday, November 26, at 7:00 P.M. On Sunday,
November 26, at 6:49 P.M., Ms. Thomas left a message with the Special Master's
office that she was having car trouble and would not make the scheduled
exchange of the children. At that time, Ms. Thomas assured the Special Master's
office that she had contacted a friend from Utah who had agreed to pick up Ms.
Thomas and the children in Idaho and have them home by Monday. The children
were not dropped off at home on Monday. The Special Master and Rick Smith
GAL. spent considerable time trying to contact Ms. Thomas to ensure that she and
the children were safe. Ms. Thomas refused to provide the Special Master with
her address in Idaho.
The GAL had a message from Ms. Thomas indicating that she had been to both
the Emergency Room in Idaho, and LDS Family Services because she thought the
children were being abused by their father. These visits took place during the time
that Ms. Thomas refused to contact the Special Master.
On Wednesday November 29th the Special Master was finally contacted by Ms.
Thomas, but only after Gary Weight, her attorney, strongly advised her to do so.
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Ms. Thomas said she was in Idaho Falls, so the Special Master made
arrangements for Ms. Thomas and Mr. Jacobsen to exchange the children at the
Idaho Falls LDS Temple at 6:45 P.M. Both parties agreed they could be to the
Temple by this time and would refrain from any kind of confrontation. When in
fact Ms. Thomas was in Montana and didn't reach the exchange place until 7:30
p.m.
•

The exchange did finally take place that night but not until after 9:30 P.M. Ms.
Thomas had involved Idaho Child Protective Services who later called the police.
Both children were returned to Mr. Jacobsen's car crying hysterically and
completely traumatized. The Special Master and Melissa, a member of her staff,
listened to the events that transpired that night by phone and spoke with the
officers, both parents, and the children. I have enclosed the police report from that
night and will include all affidavits with the petition to be filed at a later date.

•

Therefore, the Special Master has ordered the following safety plan pending a
hearing in your Court.

Safety Plan

•

Ms. Thomas's visitation is temporarily suspended. There will be no contact with
Jonah or Savannah until further ordered by the Special Master.

•

Ms. Thomas is to refrain from going to places frequented by Jonah and Savannah.
This would include Arne and SuAnne's home, Ivy Hall Academy, Dr. Paul
Jenkin's office, and sports events or extracurricular activities the children may
attend.

•

There is to be no phone contact with the children until ordered by the Special
Master.

•

Jonah and Savannah are to continue regular therapy with Dr. Paul Jenkins. Dr.
Jenkins is aware of the events that have transpired and appointments are already
scheduled for the children to meet with him.

•

Ms. Thomas is to obtain a complete Parental Visitation Evaluation with Dr. Jay
Jensen at ACAFS as soon as possible. Ms. Thomas is responsible to pay the cost
of the evaluation.

•

Ms. Thomas is to continue treatment with Dr. Klein on a regular basis until she is
released by Dr. Klein and the Special Master.

•

The Special Master is to have open communication with Dr. Klein, and Dr. Jensen
which will include regular updates as to Ms. Thomas's progress in understanding
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how her behavior negatively effects her children and increases their fears.
After the Parental Visitation Evaluation is completed, Dr. Jensen will meet with
Ms. Thomas, the Special Master, and the GAL and visitation will be re-evaluated.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns .
Sincerely,

Sandra N. Dredge
Special Master
SND/mg
cc:

Rick Green
Gary Weight
Rick Smith, GAL
Dr. Paul Jenkins
Ivy Hall Academy
Fourth District Court
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law Office of

i—FREDERICK M fiBPFM

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

CASE NUMBER: 074400003

MINNIE LaRUE THOMAS,
Petitioner,

DATED: JANUARY 4,2007
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
DISMISSING PROTECTTVER ORDER
-P-ROCEEDBSG

vs.
ARNEJOHN-JACOBSEN, J2,

ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD, JUDGE

Respondent.

This case is before the court on Ms. Thomas' application for a protective order. Because
the parties are involved in other litigation which is assigned to the undersigned judge, this
protective order case also has been assigned to this court for ruling. Having reviewed the entire
file with care, I deny Ms. Thomas' request and therefore dismiss this proceeding.
Ms. Thomas and Mr. Jacobsen are parents of two children, John Jacobsen and Savannah
Jacobsen. Ms. Thomas and Mr. Jacobsen are embroiled in a long-standing, multi-state
proceeding concerning the custody and visitation each should exercise with the children.
Because of the extent of these conflicts, both a Special Master, having authority to make
decisions concerning the children, and a Guardian ad Litem have been appointed by this court in
the custody and visitation case. Those neutral, independent officers have been involved in the
factual situation which gives rise to this application for a protective order.
1
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Ms. Thomas asserts that on November 29, 2006, Mr. Jacobsen threatened to do harm to
the children of the parties. Yet, at that time Ms. Thomas was late in returning the children to Mr.
Jacobsen following their Thanksgiving visitation with her. On November 26,2006, as Ms.
Thomas was returning the children to Utah, her car broke down in the Idaho Falls area. At that
time she alleged that the children were fearful to return to their father, who has custody. As a
result, she took the children for an evaluation at the local hospital in Idaho Falls. Ms. Thomas
asserts that the children made disclosures of fear to the examining psychologist at the hospital.
When he learned of her car troubles, Mr. Jacobsen immediately set out for Idaho Falls to
pick up the children. Ms. Thomas did not allow that pick up by Mr. Jacobsen.
When all of this occurred, both the Special Master and the Guardian ad Litem also
became involved. Both directed the return of the children to Mr. Jacobsen in Utah. That did not
occur as directed and the Special Master directed that the children be turned over to Mr. Jacobsen
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, on November 29,2006. That ultimately occurred, though not until MsThomas had involved the local police in Idaho Falls with claims that Mr. Jacobsen was a threat to
the children.
As a result of what the Special Master believed to be Ms. Thomas7 disregard for the best
interests of the children and her interference with Mr, Jacobsen's custody, the Special Master
suspended Ms. Thomas' visitation.
With her visitation presently suspended, Ms. Thomas now has filed this application for a
protective order. I have read the petition and all of its many, many attachments. It demonstrates
a continuing, on-going dispute between Ms. Thomas and Mr. Jacobsen, but does not provide
meaningful evidence that the children are in jeopardy if they are allowed to remain in the custody

2
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of Mr. Jacobsen. Further, the documents do not support afindingthat Ms. Thomas is in danger
of abuse or violence from Mr. Jacobsen. In short, Ms. Thomas is using the protective order
proceeding to obtain different results than she has obtained in the various court rulings in the
parties' contested, multi-state divorce actions. Further, Ms. Thomas now asks that both the
Special Master and Guardian ad Litem be replaced. This further demonstrates that she does not
want to be instructed or counseled by other individuals who have authority to deal with the
children. It demonstrates that Ms. Thomas wants to control this matter without regard to the
orders and directives of the court. In my view she seeks this protective order without clean hands
herself.
I deny the requested protective order. Based thereon, it hereby is
ORDERED that this action is dismissed.
Any party may seek any appropriate relief from the court in the presently filed divorce
action, case # 044400279. I am providing copies of this ruling to both parties, to each of their
counsel, and to the Special Master and Guardian ad Litem.
Dated this J_ day of January, 2007.

BY THE COURT:

ANTHONYl W. SCHOHELD, JUDGE

3
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed to the following,
postage prepaid, this ^ day of January, 2007:

Minnie LaRue Thomas
11071 North Shadow Lane
Highland, Utah 84003
Arne Jacobsen
5191 West 11100 North
Highland, Utah 84003
GaryH. Weight, Esq.
290 West Center
Provo, Utah 84601
Frederick N. Green, Esq.
7390 South Creek Road, #104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Sandra Dredge
226 West 2230 North, #1W)
Provo, Utah 84604
F. Richard Smith
32 West Center Street, #205
Provo, Utah 84601

LORIWOFFINDEN
CLERK OF THE COURT

By

X\MAA
DfeputV Clerk
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Sandra N. Dredge, No. 5947
DREDGE & LALLATIN, L.C.
Special Master
226 West 2230 North, Suite 100
Provo, Utah 84604
(801) 371-0306

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,
Petitioner,

*
*

AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA N. DREDGE

*

vs.

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

STATE OF UTAH

*
*
*
*

Case No.:044400279/060403495
Division: 9 ~~
Judge Schofield/Judge Hansen
Commissioner Thomas R. Patton

)
:ss.

COUNTY OF UTAH)

I, Sandra N. Dredge, being duly sworn depose and say as follows:
1.

I was asked to serve as Special Master in this case by the parties' attorneys in July

2005. I have served as Special Master since August 2005.
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2.

There are two minor children of record between the two parties. They are Jonah

Jacobsen (age 9, D.O.B. 3/26/97.) and Savannah Jacobsen (age 8, D.O.B. 8/10/98).
3.

This has proven to be a very acrimonious, litigious case in which I have been

mvolved almost on a weekly basis.
4.

Over the past few months I have responded to escalating problems precipitated by

the parents every other weekend. Conflict is a regular occurrence when the parties
exchange the children.
5.

On the afternoon of Friday, November 10,2006 my office received an alarming

phone call from Ms. Thomas indicating that she and the children were staying at the
Crisis Center in Provo for the weekend.
6.

Ms. Thomas stated that her home had been broken into several times over the past

month, and she was in fear for her safety. Ms. Thomas indicated that she had been at the
Crisis Center since Monday, November 6,2006.
7.

I immediately returned Ms. Thomas's phone call that Friday at 2:00 p.m. Ms.

Thomas maintained that her home had been broken into and she had arranged beds and
bedding for the children to stay at the Crisis Center for the weekend.
8.

I asked Ms. Thomas if she had called the police and filed a report on the break -

ins. She indicated that she had filed a report and was staying at the Crisis Center on the
recommendation of the responding police officer.
9.

Ms. Thomas told me that she thought Ame was breaking into her home, or that he

had hired someone to break into her home. Ms. Thomas stated that this was not the first
time Arne had tried to hurt her. Ms. Thomas also maintained that Ame had previously
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burned down her house in Montana and that he had also killed a man in a drive- by
shooting.
10.

The children were scheduled to be dropped off at Ms. Thomas's home at 4:00 p.m.

that same day. As a protective measure for the children, I temporarily held the exchange
of the children in order to contact the children's therapist and the Highland Police
Department.
11.

I consulted with the children's therapist, Dr. Paul Jenkins Ph.D., regarding the

impact that staying at the Crisis Center would have on the children. Dr. Jenkins insisted it
would be absolutely detrimental for the children to stay at the Crisis Center, or to
be exposed in any way to Ms. Thomas's fears or concerns of safety.
12.

My paralegal, Melissa Guercio, called the police station for details regarding the

police report. Melissa spoke with Janet, the victim's advocate, who informed Melissa
there had been no police report filed for Ms. Thomas's address other than a barking dog
complaint filed in October (See ATTACHMENT A).
13.

Janet informed Melissa that she had been contacted by Ms. Thomas earlier in the

week with complaints of harassment from her ex-husband and the Special Master's
office. Janet provided Ms. Thomas with referrals for community resources, including
legal services, that could help her resolve her concerns.
14.

Janet agreed to fax us a copy of all complaints or incident reports filed with the

Highland Police Station by Ms. Thomas over the last 3 months.
15.

I held a conference call with Ms. Thomas, Gary Weight, Ms. Thomas's attorney,

and later with Rick Smith, Guardian ad Litem. During this call I asked Ms. Thomas if she
could arrange to have someone she trusted stay the weekend with her and the children in
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her Highland home.
16.

Ms. Thomas was with a friend who agreed to stay the weekend with Ms. Thomas

and the children at her Highland home. Mike, Ms. Thomas'sfriend,joined the conference
call and confirmed he would be able to stay the weekend.
17.

I ordered Ms. Thomas not to discuss the alleged break in's with the children or

cause any fears regarding their safety. All parties agreed to these terms and the conference
call ended.
18.

I also arranged for Jonah and Savannah to be dropped off at Ms. Thomas's

Highland home as soon as possible on that same day.
19.

On November 21,2006, Ms. Thomas notified my office by phone that she would

be spending the Thanksgiving weekend in Montana. My paralegal, Melissa, asked Ms.
Thomas to provide me with a written itinerary including contact information for the trip.
Ms. Thomas agreed to send this itinerary by e-mail before leaving the state.
20.

During my phone call with Ms. Thomas, she requested she be allowed to take

Jonah and Savannah to their appointment with Dr. Jenkins on November 21,2006. My
understanding from Dr. Jenkins was that services with Ms. Thomas were suspended until
she paid her overdue bill at his office. However, at the request of Ms. Thomas, I made a
courtesy call to Dr. Jenkins to inquire if he would be willing to lift this suspension and
allow her to attend a session at his office. Dr. Jenkins informed me that he would not
make any exceptions to his policy concerning payment, but he would reinstate services
with Ms. Thomas as soon as her arrearage was paid in full.
21.

Ms. Thomas sent me an e-mail on November 23, 2006 that included a vague

itinerary for her trip to Montana (see attachment B). Ms. Thomas indicated in this e-mail
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that she would be in Montana from Thursday, November 23rd, until Sunday, November
26th. Ms. Thomas was directed to return the children to Mr. Jacobsen by 7:00 pm on
November 26, 2006.
22.

On November 26th, 2006 at 6:46 pm., Ms. Thomas left a message on my after-

hours cell phone. She indicated that her car had broken down in Pocatello, Idaho and she
would not make it back to Utah for the 7:00 pm exchange of the children. Ms Thomas
indicated that she would be available to receive calls for one hour, but then would be out
of cell phone range. In this message Ms. Thomas also indicated that a friend from Salt
Lake City, Utah would be coming to get her and the children the next day and she would
get the children back to Salt Lake City by Monday night.
23.

My paralegal, Allyson Jenson, called me while I was out of town on vacation and

relayed Ms. Thomas's message to me at approximately 7:00 p.m. Sunday night, roughly
15 minutes after Ms. Thomas had left her message.
24.

I instructed Allyson to call Ms. Thomas back immediately and instruct her to have

the children back to school by Monday morning November 27, 2006. In that same
message I asked Allyson to tell Ms. Thomas that the timing of her phone call was highly
suspect and questionable. For that reason I would be requiring proof of charges for the
"car repairs" to Ms. Thomas's broken down VW Passat. To date, Ms. Thomas hasn't
forwarded any proof that her car was broken down or repaired while she was in Idaho.
25.

The timing of Ms. Thomas's message was suspicious because, as a part of her

itinerary from earlier that week, she had indicated that she would be staying overnight in
Pocatello on Saturday November 25th as a halfway point on her trip home from Montana
so the children would not have to make the entire trip in one day.
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26.

Allyson Jensen tried to contact Ms. Thomas every hour on the hour throughout the

day on Monday, November 27th, and resumed her attempts on Tuesday morning,
November 28th. Finally on Tuesday I instructed Allyson to leave a strongly worded
message of warning on Ms. Thomas's answering machine requesting that she contact the
Special Master immediately.
27.

My paralegal, Allyson, finally received a message from Ms. Thomas on Tuesday,

November 28,2006. In the message, Ms. Thomas indicated that she would only speak
with the Special Master or her attorney, Gary Weight, with regard to her and her
children's whereabouts. She also indicated that her attorney was aware of her
whereabouts and she was acting under his advoce by staying in Idaho and not releasing
information about her and the children's whereabouts. She stated that "her whereabouts
and the children's whereabouts is privileged information that she has been advised not to
divulge." She also indicated that she and the children "were in a safe place."
28.

My paralegal, Melissa, was able to contact Mr. Weight and discuss the children's

situation with him. Mr. Weight quickly informed Melissa that he did not advise Ms.
Thomas or support her in her efforts to withhold information regarding the children's
whereabouts from the Special Master's office nor did he support her in not returning the
children to their father. I later received documentation from the Eastern Idaho Regional
Hospital that was contrary to the information Ms. Thomas had provided in her messages
(see Attachment C). Not only was Ms. Thomas not in Pocatello like she had claimed, she
was also within cell phone rang during her visits to the emergency room, LDS Family
Services, and Child Protective Services.
29.

Melissa expressed the Special Master's and Mr. Jacobsen's concerns for the
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children's whereabouts and condition. Mr. Weight indicated that he had advised Ms.
Thomas to return her children to their father and contact the Special Master immediately.
However, he did indicate that Ms. Thomas felt she was doing what was best for her
children and he was privy to documentation from Ms. Thomas as to her reasoning, and
would not divulge this information at that time because it may be privileged information
that could be utilized later during custody modification proceedings.
30.

I instructed Melissa to contact Rick Smith (GAL) for an update. Mr. Smith was

out of the office, but his office indicated that Ms. Thomas had just called to inform the
GAL that the children had been interviewed at LDS Family Services in Pocatello Idaho,
and by an intake worker at an emergency room somewhere in Idaho. Mr. Smith's office
indicated that Ms. Thomas would be faxing a release of information form to Rick Smith
in order for him to retrieve information from LDS Family Services in Idaho. Ms. Thomas
informed the GAL's office this documentation contained alarming accusations that the
children had made while in Idaho.
31.

When Mr. Smith called Melissa back later Tuesday afternoon he indicated that

Ms. Thomas had requested that he not divulge any of this information to the Special
Master, or the children's father at that time.
32.

Melissa expressed Arne's concern for his children and his willingness to assist

Ms. Thomas with her car problems by driving to Idaho to pick the children up. Mr. Smith
said that he supported the idea of Arne driving to Idaho and picking the children up, and
agreed that the sooner the children could return home and meet with Dr. Jenkins, the
better off they would be. However, at this point neither my office nor the GAL's office
had contact information for Ms. Thomas. Mr. Smith agreed to notify my office with any
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contact information for Ms. Thomas once he received it.
33.

My office received a call from Mr. Jacobsen to inform the Special Master that he

was on his way to Idaho, and would stay in close contact with our office for updates on an
exchange location. My office did notify Mr. Jacobsen that we did not have an exact
location for Ms. Thomas, and we may be unable to reach her in order to schedule an
exchange. Mr. Jacobsen understood this, but wanted to do what he could to expedite his
children's return home.
34.

Rick Smith contacted Melissa after speaking with Gary Weight and informed her

that he believed the children would be home by Tuesday night and there was no need for
Mr. Jacobsen to drive to Idaho. My office contacted Mr. Jacobsen, who was already in
Ogden, and had him return home with the expectation that Ms. Thomas would have the
children to school the next day. Ms. Thomas did not return the children as negotiated.
3 5.

My office contacted Mr. Weight-again on Wednesday, November 29th-in hopes

that he could assist me in contacting Ms. Thomas or encourage, her to answer my calls.
36.

After strong encouragement from Gary Weight, Ms. Thomas contacted me on

Wednesday November 29th in the afternoon.
37.

Ms. Thomas indicated that her car had been repaired and I instructed Ms. Thomas

to immediately return the children to Utah without any further incident.
38.

Ms. Thomas indicated that the children were terrified to come home because they

were afraid that their father would hurt them.
39.

I asked Ms. Thomas if the children had indicated that their father had hurt them

before. Ms. Thomas said no, but they said Arne yells at them sometimes and it scares

them.
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40.

I assured Ms. Thomas that we had been in contact with Dr. Jenkins and the

children were already scheduled to see him the next week and that we would discuss this
issue with Dr. Jenkins at that time.
41.

Ms. Thomas informed me that the children will not discuss any of their concerns

with Dr. Jenkins because Dr. Jenkins is not trustworthy and he divulges to Arne what the
children tell him.
42.

I assured Ms. Thomas that Dr. Jenkins does not divulge information to Arne, and

once again demanded that Ms. Thomas turn the children over to Arne immediately.
43.

Ms. Thomas again said that she did not feel it was safe to bring the children home

to Arne. I strongly advised Ms. Thomas to return the children to their father, and told her
that she had not given me any information that would lead me to believe the children
were in any kind of danger. I expressed concern that Ms. Thomas was reporting that the
children were afraid of their father hurting them, yet there was no history of abuse.
44.

I asked Ms. Thomas if she had been in to see Dr. Nan Klein (Ms. Thomas's

therapist), but she said she had not. Ms. Thomas was very distraught and reluctant to
divulge her whereabouts or make a commitment to return the children.
45.

I informed Ms. Thomas that her visitation had been temporarily suspended

because of her unwillingness to follow the agreement to return the children to school on
Monday and refusing to return the Special Master's calls concerning the children's well
being.
46.

I informed Ms. Thomas this evasive behavior was not going to be tolerated and

there have been a lot of people very concerned for her and her children. At this point, the
children had missed three days of school and it would be the middle of the n i ^ t or early
9

morning before Arne could get to Idaho and return with the children.
47.

I once again insisted that Ms. Thomas divulge her whereabouts in order for me to

arrange an exchange of the children between Mr. Jacobsen and Ms. Thomas in Idaho.
48.

Finally at 4:10 p.m., Ms. Thomas indicated she was currently in the Idaho Falls

area and agreed to meet Mr. Jacobsen at the Idaho Falls Temple, in the south parking lot,
at 6:30 p.m. that same evening.
49.

I directed Ms. Thomas to transition the children without any incident or undue

stress to the children. I instructed Ms. Thomas to tell the children that they will be fine
and that their dad was coming to pick them up. I also instructed Ms. Thomas to remain in
her car during the transition and allow the children to get their belongings and go with
their father.
50.

At 5:30 p.m., Ms. Thomas called my office to inform me she would not be able to

make the 6:30 p.m. meeting time.
51.

After inquiring as to why Ms. Thomas could not make the scheduled exchange,

Ms. Thomas informed me she was at least 60 to 90 minutes away from Idaho Falls. Ms.
Thomas stated that she was still 100 miles outside of Idaho Falls.
52.

Once again Ms. Thomas's actions were highly suspect and questionable. I

informed Ms. Thomas that I would not be making any exceptions to this order.
53.

I reiterated to Ms. Thomas that she was ordered to exchange the children at the

Idaho Falls Temple by 6:30 p.m., as agreed to earlier in the day.
54.

My paralegal, Melissa, contacted Mr. Jacobsen and informed him that Ms.

Thomas may be late for the exchange. Mr. Jacobsen agreed to wait until Ms. Thomas
arrived with the children. Melissa also instructed Mr. Jacobsen to remain in tjpf Jf^hkle
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during the exchange of the children and allow the children to get out of Ms. Thomas's car
and proceed to his car.
55.

According to Mr. Jacobsen, Ms. Thomas arrived at the Idaho Falls Temple shortly

after 7:20 p.m. and parked about 20 feet away from Mr. Jacobsen's vehicle.
56.

Mr. Jacobsen remained in his vehicle for over ten minutes with the doors open

and his dome light on, Mr. Jacobsen contacted my paralegal Melissa on her cell phone
when Ms. Thomas refused to send the children to his car.
57.

Melissa suggested that Mr. Jacobsen pull closer to Ms. Thomas's car in order to

assure that she can see him.
58.

Mr. Jacobsen pulled closer to Ms. Thomas's car, but she still remained in her car

with the dome light off. Mr. Jacobsen remained in the parking lot with his doors wide
open waiting for the children for over an hour. During this time, Ms. Thomas continually
pulled forward and backward within sight of Mr. Jacobsen.
59.

Mr. Jacobsen remained on the phone with Melissa for most of the exchange. Mr.

Jacobsen told Melissa that the dome light would flicker on and off and he could see Ms.
Thomas on the phone, but he could not see the children.
60.

My paralegal, Melissa, contacted me shortly after Ms. Thomas arrived at the

temple parking lot. Shefilledme in on Ms. Thomas's behavior and I instructed her to call
Mr. Jacobsen back and tell him to remain in his car while I attempted to contact Mr.
Weight, and Ms. Thomas.
61.

I was able to reach Mr. Weight on his cell phone. I explained the situation and he

said that he would contact Ms. Thomas to find out what the problem was.
62.

Mr. Weight called me back and informed me that Ms. Thomas still did not want to
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release the information concerning the alleged abuse to me, but would like to talk to me
and have the children talk to me. I agreed to call Ms. Thomas on her cell phone and asked
Mr. Weight to be available in case I needed his assistance later.
63.

Ms. Thomas answered my phone call and I could hear the children in the

background very upset. Ms. Thomas was very upset and said that she could not send the
children with their dad because he might hurt them. I assured Ms. Thomas that Mr.
Jacobsen was not angry, but that he just wanted to get the children back home so they
could attend school the next day.
64.

Ms. Thomas said she had proof that Mr. Jacobsen was a violent man and had

abused the children. Ms. Thomas adamantly stated that the children could not go with
their father or he would hurt them. Ms. Thomas insisted that Mr. Jacobsen had a gun and
was capable of hurting her and the children. When Ms. Thomas made these statements
the children became very hysterical and Savannah said that she was afraid her dad would
hurt her. I reminded Ms. Thomas that I had asked her earlier that same day if Mr.
Jacobsen had harmed the children and she told me no. I asked Ms. Thomas once again if
Mr. Jacobsen had harmed the children and she again told me no, but stated that the
children were afraid he would. Ms. Thomas then asked me to talk to the children. I agreed
to talk to the children in order to try and calm them down enough to get in the car with
their father.
65.

I talked to Jonah and he said he didn't want to go with dad because he was afraid

his Da$ would be mad at him. I told Jonah that his dad was not mad at him but Jonah still
said he didn't want to go with Dad. I explained to Jonah that he needed to get out of
Mom's car and go to Dad's car.

• "**

66.1 then talked to Savannah who was very distraught and crying uncontrollably.
67. Savannah said she was afraid her dad was going to kill her and wanted to stay
with her Mom. I told Savannah that her Dad was not angry at her and that she needed to
get in her Dads car. Savannah was still crying uncontrollably and refusing to go with her
dad.
68. An Idaho police officer arrived as I was talking to Savannah. As Ms. Thomas was
explaining her view of the situation to the police office, the children continued to cry and
express their fears that dad was going to hurt them. (See Attachment D)
69.1 asked the children to hand the phone to the police officer. I spoke with the police
officer and explained who I was and what my role was as Special Master. I also notified
the officer that I had arranged for this exchange of the children earlier that day, and that
the children should have been returned to their father on Sunday November 26th.
70. The officer gave the phone back to Ms. Thomas and she hung it up and then
turned it off and I was unable to contact her after that.
71. Melissa was on the phone with Mr. Jacobsen during my call with the children, and
informed me that the officer had addressed Mr. Jacobsen in his car and asked if he had
any weapons in the vehicle at that time.
72. Mr. Jacobsen told the officer that he did not have any weapons in his vehicle and
asked the officer what was going on.
73. The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that his children were very upset and they were
scared he would hurt them if they went home with him. Mr. Jacobsen said that he had
never hurt his children and that he loved his children and just wanted to safely return
home with his children. Mr. Jacobsen explained to the officer that he had Melissa from

the Special Master's office on the phone with him and explained that this is a very
complicated divorce that required a Special Master.
74.

The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that he had spoken with the Special Master

and understood that the children needed to return to Utah with him.
75.

The officer went to Ms. Thomas's car briefly then returned to Mr. Jacobsen's car.

The officer informed Mr. Jacobsen that he would be escorting the children to his car, but
asked if he could first search his car for a weapon.
76.

Mr. Jacobsen agreed to have the police officers search his car. Then they brought

the children to his car.
77.

Both children were crying uncontrollably when the police officers got them out of

the car. Jonah stopped crying immediately when he got into his dad's car and Savannah
calmed down and stopped crying within a few minutes of getting in her dad's car.
78.

Mr. Jacobsen said he was going to get the children situated and then drive to a

nearby Wal-Mart for supplies. Mr. Jacobsen hung up the phone with Melissa.
79.

A few minutes later Melissa received a call from Mr. Jacobsen's cell phone,

Melissa kept saying "Hello," but no one would respond. Melissa could hear the children
talking about games and what they wanted to do when they got home. Savannah and
Jonah were giggling and talking to Mr. Jacobsen without reservation or apparent fear.
80.

Mr. Jacobsen called again a few minutes later and informed Melissa that he was

going to purchase a few supplies to keep the kids comfortable on the way home. Mr.
Jacobsen put Melissa on the speaker phone and she said hi to the children and asked how
they were doing. Both children happily said hi and said they were fine. Mr. Jacobsen said
he would call the next day and let the Special Master know how the childreiLwere <k)ing.
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81.

As a result of these events, I suspended Ms. Thomas's parent time with the

children and ordered that she participate in a parental visitation evaluation at ACAFS and
to participate in ongoing therapy with Dr. Klein, her therapist. She was informed she
would not have parenting time until the evaluation was underway.
82.

Because of my concern for these children, my office set up a therapeutic visitation

session for Ms. Thomas and the children at ACAFS with Landon Poppleton. This was the
last appointment available until after Christmas. My office set the appointment and
relayed the information to Ms. Thomas, Gary Weight, Rick Smith, GAL, and Mr.
Jacobsen. We stressed this was the only time available, but at the last minute, Ms.
Thomas indicated she would not be able to make the appointment, as she had car trouble.
83.

Ms. Thomas has continued to ask me to reinstate her unsupervised parenting time

without complying with the directive to have the parental visitation evaluation completed.
She has made no arrangements to have the testing scheduled nor has she made any
payment arrangements with Dr. Jenkiiu1. **&/&&**> *
84.

At mis time, I do not believe it is in the children's best interest to see their mother

until she takes the necessary steps to control her behavior and her fears.
DATED this J ^ day of February, 2007

^jJLk

N. DREDGE
Special Master

ALLYSON JENSEN
HOTAM PUBLIC 'STATS if M M
226 W. 2230 H. STE 106
PROVO, UTAH 84804

COMM. EXPIRES 11-21-2007
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MAILING CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that on the 7th Day of February, 2007,1 mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Affidavit, to the following:

Rick Green
7390 S Creek Rd, #104
Sandy, UT 84093
Gary Weight
43 E. 200 N.
Provo, UT 84606
Rick Smith (GAL)
32 W. Center, #205
Provo, UT 84601
Fourth District Court
Judge Anthony W. Schofield
125 N. 100 W.
Provo, UT 84601

ANLOWJ.

^<V\ocr%>^
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ATTACHMENT A
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Alpine/Highland Police
Incident Report 06AH04636

Nature: SUSPICIOUS

Address: 11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS
LN; N 50i0 WEST
Highland UT 84003

Location: FOUR CORNERS

Offense Reported: SUSP
Offense Observed: SUSP
Offense Code*: Suspicious
Received By, Olson J
How Received: 911 Line
jVgency: AHPD
Responding Officers: Turner T Thacker S (AH)
Responsible Officers: Turner T
Disposition: Inactive 10/27/06
When Reported: 21:06:31 10/26/06
Occurred Between: 21:06:20 10/26/06 and 2l:0k:2S 10/26/06

Assigned To:
Status:

Detail:
Status Dale: ••/••/••

Date Assigned: ••/••/••
Due Date: ••/»•/••

Radiolog:
Unit: 18J15

Eoroote: 21:10:38 10/26/06
Completed: 21:40:50 10/26706

Arrived: 21:15:07 10/26/06

Unit: 18J8

Enroute: 21:10:32 10/26/06
Completed: 21:40:41 10/26706

Arrived: 21:13:41 10/26i)6

REPORTEES:
Name: THOMAS, LARUE
Name Number 71008
Race:
Sex:
DOB: 05/15/63 Hght:"'
Weight: 0
Haifc
Address: 11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS LN, N 5020 WEST, HIGHLAND, UT 84<jo3
Home Phone: (801)492-1400
Work Phone: < ) -

Eyes:

FURTHER DISSEMINATION OF THIS PROTECTED
INFORMATION 1$ PROHI8ITE0. VIOLATION WILL SUBJECT
THE OFFENDER TO pRIMINAL AJJID^CIVIL LIABILITY.
RELEASED TO

^MM^^

DATE-iLlL^
ALPINE/HIGHLAND

LICE OEPT.
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11/13

Page 2 of *

Incident Report 06AH04636

NARRATIVE:
Barking dog.

Made contact with owner a l l appeared code 4.

FURTHER DISSEMINATION OF THIS PROTECTED
INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED VIOlATlOH W U JWSJFCT
THE OFFENDER TO CRIMINAL AND.CIVIl
\.\^...
ma FASPHTn-U* fA .fjJf^ud
y^AlK,
OATE:\\
Alf4i©rtlOHLAND r

OJj^Jb

Mhluh^

suce oePT,
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MLaRueThomas

4 > | O? | >< | CDJacobson v... | Q l n b o

<JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com>
Reply-To:

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com

Sent;

Thursday, November 23,2006 2:23 AM

To :

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com, "Sandra
Dredge" <sandrandredge@hotmail.com>, "Gary
Weight" <ghweight@hotmail.com>

Subject:

Re: Thanksgiving transitions, Dr. Jenkins appt

Sandra/Allyson:
We will be leaving early to make it to our friends' home for a late Thanksgiving
meal. We will be staying with the same friends as we have on our trips to
Montana before, the ones that Ron Wilkinson met. Maria and Peter Stokstad, 501
Crestline, Missoula, 59801. Maria's cell # is 406.550.0687. We will return on
Sunday.
Happy Thanksgiving,
Seize the Day!

LaRue

Original Message

From: "MLaRueThomas" <JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com>
D a t e : Tue, 21 Nov 2006 2 1 : 5 2 : 2 3

To:"Sandra Dredge" <sandrandredge@hotmail.com>,
<ghweight@hotmail.com>,

"Gary weight"

JonahandSavysMom@kinextions.com

Subject: Thanksgiving t r a n s i t i o n s , Dr. Jenkins appt
Allyson:
Confirming our telephone conversation today, the children and I will be spending
the night tonight, 11/21, at our home in Highland. Tomorrow we will leave to
spend the Thanksgiving holiday with friends from Montana. I will email you a
complete itinerary for the children and me as soon as I have the addresses,
hopefully later this afternoon. I will not leave the state with the children
until you have our itinerary through Sunday night, and I have confirmed your
(Sandra*s) office nas received it.
I appreciate your diligence. I assume that I will be granted the same
consideration whenever the children are in the custody of their father and he or
their stepmother or nanny choose to have the children spend the night away from
Arne's home in Highland. If this is not the case, please work this through with
Gary Weight.
Per Sandra's previous order and your verbal confirmation today,
I will expect Arne, SuAnne, or their nanny to drop off Jonah and Savannah at
4:00 pm today curbside at my home in Highland. I will drop off Jonah and
Savannah cubside at Arne's home in Highland at 7:00pm on Sunday.
I would like to reiterate that the information you were told regarding my
impending move is wrong. Nothing has changed. All information that I have given
Sandra remains
accurate. I will ask my attorney, Gary Weight, to follow up with
Sandra on this issue. It is concerning to me that your voice message stated that
Sandra considered taking away my visitation over the Thanksgiving holiday based
on misrepresentations made to your office. I have been open and forthright with
Sandra and everyone in your office in all regards. I have complied with Sandra's
orders in every detail, and will continue to do so,
I£ ,is also concerning to me that Sandra has cancelled the appointment for me to
take the children to see their psychotherapist, Dr. Paul Jenkins. Dr. Jenkins1
office called me to schedule the appointment, and I conveyed all information
both to Sandra and to Dr. Jenkins. Why is it now ordered that I cannot take the
children to Dr. Jenkins, contrary to the doctors' recommendations and Sandra's
order last fall? I will ask Gary to follow up with Sandra on this matter, also.
Thank you for your time. Have a great Thanksgiving with your family.
Regards,

LaRue
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EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

/

]

s//j?c6&

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION (PHI)

ft/L

f This section must be completed for all Authorisations
Social Security No, ftp4(oita!)i

Patient Name:

Birth Date:

Provider's Name:
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Centex

Requester or Authorized Recipient's Name:

Y\

y/y.
Phone Number:

Provider's Address:

1

Address:

3100 Charming Way

/oo

f£*JZ7&+

°&&

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2077

State:

Zip;

1O.0OD
This authorization will expire on the following: (Fill in the Date or the Event but not both.)
Date:
30 days / 60 days / 90 days (Please circle one)
Event;
Purpose of disclosure:

Description of information to be used or disclosed
Is this request for psychotherapy notes? Q Yes,tosajibiflis the only item you may request on this authorization. You must
submit another authorization for other items below. \u No. then you may check as many items below as you need
Description;
DescriptiohrN
Description:
H£ Complete medical record

•

Laboratory reports

Q

Other:

Q

Admission form

Q

Radiology reports

Q

Other:

Q

Discharge summary

O

Cardiology reports

Q

Other:

O

History & Physical Jteport

Q

EKGs

Q

Therapy (PT,OT,ST)

Q

Consultation report

Q

Physician Orders

Q

Nurses notes

Q

Operative report

Q

Physician Progress notes

Q

Labor/delivery summary

Q

Procedure report

O

Medication sheets

O

OB documentation

Q

Emergency room report

Q

Anesthesia report

Q

UB-92

Q

Consents

Q

Transfer forms

Q

Itemized bill

Date(s) of Service requested:
I acknowledge, and hereby consent to such, that the released information may contap alcohol, drug abuse, psychiatric,
HIV testing, HIV results or AIDS information*
flmtagN
I understand that:
1. 1 may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary.
2. If T do not sign this form, my hcaldi care and the payment for my healdi care will not be affected unless stated otherwise in section C.
3. I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but ifl do, U will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the
revocation. Further details may be found m the Notice of Privacy Practices.
Ifthe requester or receiver is not a health plan or health care provider, the released information may no longer be protected by federal
privacy regulations and may be rcdisclosed.
5. 1 understand that I may see and obtain a copy the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, if I ask for it.
6. Jttct a copy of thisformafter I sign it
.
_

*

ft Signatures

il

// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

/ J ! I 1 I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I t I I

I have read the above and authorize the disclosure of the protected health information as stated.
Signature of Patient/Guardiart/Tatient Representative:
\ljfote-

t

rlnt Name of Patient's Representative-

Relationship to Patient:

03.43
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EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

r/t

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION (PHI)
This section must be completed for all Authorizations

Patient Name:

Social Security No. (opttonatfis^

Birth Date:

&<W/VMn/f_frtf *r\$*

Providers Name:
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center

*f

Requester or Authorized Recipient's Name;

Phone Number:

Provider's Address;

Address:

3100ChaiuiingWay

^%g
/food

Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2077

Jffo

4L

S^^jg^State:

/oo
Zip:

This authorization will expire on the following: (Pill in the Date or the Event but not both.)
Date:
30 days / 60 days / 90 days (Please circle one)
Event:
Purpose of disclosures

^
^

Description of information to be used or disclosed
Is this request for psychotherapy notes? t ] Yes, thenthis is the only item you may request on this authorization. You must
submit another authorization for other items below, M No, ften you may check as many items below as you need.
Description:
Description
Description:
Q Laboratory reports

Q Other:

Q Admission form

Q Radiology reports

Q

Other

Q

Discharge summary

a

Cardiology reports

D

Other:

Q

History & Physical Report

•

BKGs

•

Therapy <PT,OT,ST)

a

Consultation report

•

Physician Orders

Q

Nurses notes

Q

Operative report

Q

Physician Progress notes

Q

Labor/deliveTy summary

Q

Procedure report

Q Medication sheets

Q

OB documentation

Q

Emergency room report

Q

Q

UB-92

a

Consents

Q Transfer forms

Q

Itemized bill

tf

Complete medical record

Anesthesia report

Date(s) of Service requested:
I acknowledge, and hereby consent to such, that the released information may cintpin alcohol, drug abuse, psychiatric,
HIV, testing, HIV results or AIDS information.
(Initial;
f understand that:
1. I may refuse to sign this authorisation and that it is strictly voluntary.
2. If I do not sign this form, my health care and the payment for my health care will not be* affected unless stated otherwise in section C
}, J may revoke this authorization at any time in wntmg, but if 1 do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken pnoT to receiving t
revocation. Further details may be found in the Notice of Privacy Practices.
4. If the requester or receiver is not a health plan or hcallh care provider, the released information may no longer be protected by fedcra
privacy regulations and may be redisclosed,
5. J understand that (may see and obmin a copy the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, if I ask for \l
16% I get a copy of this form after 1 sign it

XJ

S i g n a t u r e s / / I I I I I t I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I ! 11 I I I I I I t I I I I 1 I I
I have read the above and authorize the disclosure of the protected health information as stated
M^ate:
Signature of Patient/Guardian/Patient Representative;

"X

11 Print Name of Patient's Representative:

i

Relationship to patient:

014-
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EASTERN IDAHO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 3100 CHANNING WAY IDAHO FALLS. ID 83404

THOMAS.LARUE

SS#: 241.27-5830

Address: 11071 N MOUNTAIN SHADOWS LN
HIGHLAND. UT 64003
Ho** Ph: (801)787-8887
Relation: MOTHER

UNEMPLOYED

m^&^KS^ISS&/Sm

NONE
IDAHO FALLS
Work #:

ID 63402

ifpiliiM
JACOBSEN,ARNE
Address:
Occupation: SALES

SS#: 516-74-5818

PALMER, SUZANNE AND KIP
Home#: (801)4920165
Relation to Patient: OT

THOHAS. LARUE
HOflejf: (801)787-8887
Work#:
Relation to Patient: HO

Work*:

MCAIDPEN.D MEDICAID PENDING
Mail To: MEDICAID PENOIItt

IPlANf: 04235

Policy Nuuber:
777777777
Subscriber:
JAC08SEN. SAVANNAH
Relation to Patient: PATIENT

Group:
DOB: 08/10/98
Coverage #: Call

CHAPEN.D
CHARITY PENDING SELF PAY 09950
Mall To: CHARITY PENDING SELF P

IPlANf: 09950

Policy Number:
777777777
Subscriber:
JAC0BSEN.SAVANNAH
Relation to Patient: PATIENT

Group:
O0B: 08/10/98
Coverage:Call

M H M i D 'UNINSUR© MSGOUNTJLAN\ W M I ? i ^ : 0994*
Hail To: UNINSURED 0ISC0UNT PLAN
Policy Number:
Subscriber:
Relation to Patient:
TYPE DATE
11
11/26/06

777777777
JAC08SEN.SAVANN
PATIENT

R

WINDER DAIRY FARM
UNKNOWN . HIGHLAND. UT, 84003

Group:
DOB: 08/10/98
Coverage-.Call

Treat/Precert: N
Ins Verify: N
Rel: Y
Assign: Y
. Contact:
Group Name:

..Treat/Petrcert;
^^^^mmm^m
t*
Ins Verify: N
Rel Y Assign Y
Contact:
Group Name:

freait/PercertV N
Ins Verify: N
Rel Y
Assign Y
Contact:
Group
ui uuu Name
name.

;

^^m?mm

TIME

LAST HOSPITALIZATION:

fflirainiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi

Pro Review: N

W{
Pro Review: H

\^m
IK I AP

A*nCurt:N0 ID/INS/INJ/SEE NOTES

W0z
urgency Department Only - Arrival:

Pro Review: N

.NSKORNi: IDW

Into Room:

iiifiiininiiimfliiiiiiu

0115

Jim

.AM£

v

.*LjrXvv

,U1

-

u

' 't.^ i n L . I M . iieaicai Records

fHX NU, dW ,

fUdb
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Time of Treatment
Room
AH ototnoftts not c>retoo/6»uctoch&c>tofl/flnnoio>Dd woro not porthwvt
Level 1, 2, 3 Documentation - 1 )o 3 e l e m e n t s J Level 4 • 4 * elements or 3 chronic or Inactive conditions 1 LevelS»i»element*of 3 enJttnlc ortnftotfwe eondlUoflt

Chie f complain:

Age
Sex.

p Quality

G Symptom/Location

D Duration

G Seventy/Radiation

Level 1,2, 3Documemalkjn-1 eyttem. problem penlnent

Q Timing

Q Modifying Factor*

Q Associated Signs & Sx

Q Context/Mechanism of injury

Level 4 Pflcumcniattoft - 2 io o systems

s All systems negative except a& noted t J na»d drainage, congestion, s.t.
Njj nose bleed, hearingtoss,rinoing,
w Unable to fully assess due to:
( ) afterufJ LOC ( I potioni CDfldWon | ) oher T 1 din* swallowing

t H K ^ W ^ i l l o n ^ ^ ayflani*;'••'-.•':'•* 3

menstrual abn. pajn un urination,
urrjoncy. bloody urine, dyauna,
rnleaea pondd

chad pain, palpitations, racing
heart, orthopnea, pno

joint pain, unable to boar weight.
bacK/lag pain, Tout swelling

cough, trouble breathing, sputum,
hoataeneas

rash, lumps. (dundice

abdpnin, plecK/bloady stools,
decreased appetite. NVO.
constipation, cramps, poor appeW*

Qtjckowifi hpoooflho. tnfanei olff
walking, speech prae.. contusion,
cflzzvwts. wooJ«n«ti. tainting. CO

i J E f At normal

lever, cniffe. cough, weight losa/gam
blurred vlaton. rednosS, Kching, diplopia,
burning, discharge

>JBd

m

Level 1. 2 . 3 Documdf»!ai)on - Nano
DM

HTN

CVA

CA

Level 4 Documentation»One area

Ql Bleed

CVA

nobacco

TETANUS

m] I M P

G—

P _

TIME

Contraception

CQC

ORDERS
CHEM 7713

CARD. ENZ
PT/PTT

AMY/UPAS E
ABC

ORDERS

£KG

CARD PANEL

O D PANEL

TRAUMA

STAT/i f

STATH2.

UA

Gl &LESD

DIP

00

HCG

0HU

OIG

IV

SPUT.CULf^

N6

TIME

—"

4 Hi

lJ

blood loss, swollen glands, bruising,
hoavy period. eniicoaauloied. easy
Weeding

fefev;^^ta«^
ALLERGIES
G Sea Nur&rt Notes.

G Sea Nurses Notdft.

Marital S lotus

Q Booster today *-'

*-*

SuDAouaa Livoo Alone

ADDITIONAL ORDERS

TIME

ADDITIONAL ORDERS

<L*)-wJ M/LtU J

UQSS* d

d**f^,2lX

IMP#1

LS

Ta

naylletfer, HIV. immune disorder

U Template

PORT
ABD
CT
L j HEAD

T(M£

fl

n

_

GLORf-CORDS

XRAYS

itOH

n

MEDICATIONS

HTN

Recent Surgery

hailuonaling. suicidal thoughts,
h-Bli Ingestion, soil-Injury, agitated,
oppressed
excessive urination, awe ting. d)*nge
In diet/insulin, fever, cbtHs

CONDITION AT DISCHARGE
LJKUB

r-jfaAU L | L o

J
Lj

UU*a* ffnikwd Uvfuw, pd|i«n? MaW* ut dfSdMfil*
L I Unstable U Expired L J Guarded

~^

/;

6146

MD SIGNATURE
ED PHYS.
ADM. PHYS _.

^

-

-

•1//6/06
HJ

UJ.

fnr.#?n/inif»,i

PHffR

J>EC-05-2006 TUE 01:29 PH EIRi.. fledical Records
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*>J()U/-2006 7-VKH.W ///t Circh m chtfcl a/fir/fwtlwt huiblw>h (\J my/J/iVcs

Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
EMERGENCY NURSING RECORD
General Medicine Complaints

12

Since abuse has become so common, we are now asking all of our
patients, are you in a living situation where you are being threatened
or hurt? Q Y O S T J 3 No (Document any stated or visualized
observations below}
ADDITIONAL FINDlf

*%&&is&%t

NAME:
CHIEF COMPLAINT

tifcfib

*•&£? £ $

^H^Jt

M
blood pressure

_

shotaness of breach
caughidry productive«

h i g h \ low blood sugar
fever Y chills
probfeW urinating
back pa\
diarrhe
headaehi

chest pain
_
nausea/Vomiting x
abdommaVpain „
chemical exposure, ..

RN Signature

^ 5 ^

TIME TO R O O M : / / 3 7

. ROOM:

i^

^

INITIAL ASSESSMENT TIME:.
G E N E R A L APPEARANCE
>^no tcute distress
_ j n l l d / moderate / severe distress.
*-*alert
anxious / decreased LOC
F U N C T I O N A L / NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT
Jjjndependenc ADL
assisted / total c*re
"^appears well
obese / malnourished. .
nourished / hydrated
recent weight loss / gain
RESPIRATORY
j^To resp dhtress
.x^nml breath snds
CVS
«-*r€gular rate
^pulses strong A equal
joskin warm & dry
^ k m intact
NEURO
j<onented x 3
^ERRl

EENT
*^jKt\\ eye inspection
_ f l m * ENT inspection
ABDOMEN
/ ^ n m l inspection
j/Zdlu contender
^^Bowel sounds nml
EXTREMITIES
i^ffion-cender
^Vmpves all extremities
^ n o pedal edema

miJd / moderate / severe distress
wheezing / crackles / stridor
decreased breath sounds

^

tachycardia / bradycardia
pulse deficit
..
cool / diaphoretic _
pale / cyanotic
.
^ s k l n breakdown
disoriented to person /place / time
confused..
Duprfs unequal R
L
weakness / sensory loss.
^scleral icterus / pale / red conjunctivae
nasaf drainage

INITIAL ACTIONS

TiMEjiirrirr. i
IDjfand^pjpjied^ _ _
_ j disrobed / gowned
- J befllpwposition
' call light m reach

J D band verified
blanket provided
sider^ils up x I jc2_
head of bed elevated

~i

INIT

epistaxfc

tenderness / guarding / rebound
rigid / distended
bowel sounds hyper hypo absent

Nurse Signature
* pi OCQCOJ available

0147
calf tenderness
limited ROM / contractures
pedal edema

JAC08SEN.SAVANNAH
0000559B02
06/\Q/% F/8
OOOlHU/^41 U/^b/Ob PRE ER

vw-vv-cuuo

iuc UlUU ffl fclKfu iledical Records

FAX NO. 208 i . 7035
VITAL. SIGNS
P

ACTIONS

[HME" BP

INIT

RR

T

SaO;

GCS

4„

f

~

• ""

i

~' "~

P A I N ASSESSMENT / REASSESSMEN r
Description
Level

I Time

1

r

Pupils INIT 1

/IO

.*««_

/I0
/IO

ADDITIONAL NOTES

i

IV STARTS
! TIME : # j_ site i_g*uge I jittempls i complications
r
!

Pain

no

cardiac monitor
L via
pulse oximeter
(
Accu-Chek
1
ready for Dr eval.
notined doctor / soon by Dr
T reiOTiiS~see^qcomentdt/on
—{

i

P, 04

{NIT

_

T

I

INIT

no
no
/10

no
no
MEDICATIONS
Medication
! TIME I
1
1
1

,

|MMT

1

/Response;

no change

Respcntt:

no change

f
1

1
.J " .r
improved

|
no charge

Response; no change
1

*
1
f

J1

Rtsponsc: no change

I
] Response: no change

improved

r

r.

*
!„._..
1

improved

T

Site

[TNIT !

7"
1.
1,
'I
1

improved

r
1

Response;

I1

1Route

1 Dose
!"" :.;

T . j
H r
improved

improved

PROCEDURES

rff$r:[^ "Acove T/me Out^ (Verified with MP / RN)

j

D I. Pi ID verified with 2 identifiers"" ""
D^Correct Proeedure Verified
"DXCorrecc Site Verified

._,?£„....„..,

NG w w _ ^ fr.
placement confirmed

i^
{

patient

family .^security ^safe _ s e e patient belongings list

nursing homt ME fiinti
^^rbaj^wrifeeri instructi*
RX given to: pavent(.
[?•"" J -^Srbalized understanding
^/teaming barriers addressed^.
^accompanied by / driver
__admltted / transferred to
report to
time.
^transfer documentation completed
^notified family / police / ME
_ > f t AMA / tWBS Signctl AMA sheet refused
.
__phys1c|an noticed of:
TNIT]
1. Will patient r\ee4 post-dJsck3f£e assistance with ADL's / Physical
Functions?C yes 0 N o • Unknown
2. Will assistancejte needed beyond what the family can provide?
D Y ^ s - E r N a Q Unknown
3. Does pztier^JJi^lj^fuv^ financial / insurance concerns/
QYes E j N o Q Unknown
A RESPONSE OP YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE will result in referral
to Case Management / Social Services for further assessment

-I"

| 12-Jead EKG Djftrfdrmed
]
noC//ied
Foley

INTAKE.
__ OUTPUT
_JV / saline lock discontinued:
Total Amt Infused
„„. Tlme_
.Initials
PROPERTY TO:

rnL rocurr^ _

Discharge Vitals
RR
PP ^
HR_
,r<gV TTtmp_
«"
s^Sain level at discharge
L^/JKR

^ _ mL returni u
^
-.a
to suction hw / intermittent

j J^sJrawnJ sent,^, by nurse/lab
j resMlti back
^
^ UA to Jab

....L...J

CONgfWON .^Unchanged ^-improved
Depart Time 2.2J/Q

Mode:

$aOJm

Sable
other...
mtchts WCiirtichtf ambulance

_

Discharge Nur&t Signotu
[^Continuation Sheet

\

! co Xr*y

w/ monitor I nune / 0} /

itch/pert

return co room

1

i to CT
w/ monitor I nurse / 0 , / tech
re
n to om

^ ,jvr

cs .
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GUARDIAN AD LITEIi

80134485V,

P'5

HP LASERJET FAX
I

02/04

BONIS c r y FKosEcirroR

MODI

City Police Crime Report
KtNCattttf
MshDFDklD IS402
?Q»32M20Q-

Report Js)c.2&0SI74aa.1
Report Date: 11/3W0O6

rfofa^
73*4*K*tpft»pa*c»
Cai»topetta«M
OmMn

A - Aptrov#d
IIRSrtobrfcOfeWIN*

ftftd* Bafajaja^)

QataGnttf*
ami**
Malfeftaa
' " ~'

*****

FtM-GOCDtfiG, CHERYL

GOAMfftttCM.
*»

***

1M>f5i

PDA6. coroiEuaoN, OAur

it/wanir^srAm

oti«j

loWUftinofHtPr

1 1 0 * 1 0 0 * 12*3147*1*1
PMfvCOft«tEUiON v OAAV
t l r W I M I t£jl:t4AM

Mt6Cfcvj*c«
Rat***,***?

Aa***dD»

P0Tf-KIUJAH,4CC»TT
PQA4 . PROCTOR, AfcOELU
PDM-TWMM.e.eWAIl

law**

CJirPoilCT

<?a»

OifcarAttnYtl

OffkarCdrhafijort

C?nNo

IHMW i(tria$rijf$100 hour* I oontasord LaRti* Thoftiaajand

ft*#£^

i ^ l r t p ^ p i f r t f t o m t f t a tham to Jicobaon when her
^ m f ^ W ; 3 w ^ n i » b #tt^i Jcnah. wara •opposedto ea
M s ^ i l W N f t * * 19 Waft* few, Savannah and

ym&ri^im!imi&&&*,
'

t d»rn»t,flnd any slarUMrfabuaa.
ibarKJJDr»h.9avann#tWiva»
• was goingto'Wiirwc hat."
i^i^l«^^lpilwrwiftw«t(1i»r. OfftcerKWlan
irfcTbwriaa chiflm^ her hl»tumd hadchojead bar »a ttre
||M;.witt0n^J^;tiiHery- 9 he atatad h* « i t wirtttrry and
N«>lid »j»rt cpOl*i«B nnd out If b« bid fawn cl*trg»d. Sha
ttlifraad;*nUhatt.t^
him. Thoma*ala»clalmad
l&cofetojtH»* e«W(»tttW arton and a driva by ahOottmj. She aakad if I would aaarch his
ear 1© I ba«ir*h» did betftav*afirearmIn tin « r .
<Jfflt6r Kfi»m aaltJ «W kbit calmed down aft»r Mont was removad from tha ear. Ha
iaWlft*l^a w»T*.atr3rta W s u w Jaeobaonyoltadatthem aomaumas. Savannah and
Sthl^^^th^W^nvimrmvt
fcx^tthwn
snd would yell at them oceaalonUr/ but
thaytaKnatt^nrb
f apojjc* wtth Jtcdbaon and ha axplalriad ha waa auppoaa to nave cuatedy and bad
Eidvajn to Idaho Fariajto pick up Savannah and Jonah. I axplatneti the concern of Thomas
ihd wh/bia cftfldrarj win> opaat f aakad tr I oouM aaarch hi« cartora firearm and Ha
:ans*rito*d. Jacobaohartd ha owned a hatidatm but did not have It in Ma poeltion at thla
ima. I did nt* Arid «1h/«arm In tha tar.
Thomas earialwrted to allowing Savannah and Jonah toreturnto Utah In Jacobeon'a
NfrtM*J&***»'

015

07/2007
Dee

04

15:36

H D LRSERJET

2QQG 5 : 3 6 P M

1 1 / 3 0 / 2 0 0 5 14IS9 FAX

PAt»t.
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80134485^
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P-6

FAX
BONN CTY PROSBCUTO*

®002

ttty Police Crime Report
Caaa No. 2006174*9
Report No 2DD*1T4ag.1

Kfrto Fast. ID SU02
20»5»»1ftM

eportDaie:ii/5<waoB
h»2ri|

vohiei*. 9Ha placed both Mdd In Iho bacfcaeatof Jacobaon1* car. Savannah and Jonah
immadlataly eaJmad down altar a few momenta with their father.
Both eutyedta toft the area- Nothing further.
End c»f Report
*
tenaa Detail: 7304-Keep the paae]
»n»«OM«Warv
BflC«fc

7M4«Kt+»t»Mp*ft£*
LMrfffH
O n M I B COfMMtotf?

**AI*

C******!
Urt*
gftt*itfM«v

OOTMtfgVUMftot

aftect 81: Jaoob*on>ArtieJ
•vtfMPMfcK
Wfim

AfU

C4*
••••f^r^Wl*

No

"ypifaM**
TWatf**

apx/tat*

*****<v»

|
0Of
*4*

at

jacoiatii.'ArMJ

4*

fit

irf-M**
*•» w-mn»
fihntf*

*•«»>
Actf**

04 - ehurohfliyna0oou«T««np)ft
fc*. »n«\ InHni
YH
CRtylMM
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msrif" Hotmail6
sandrandredge@hotmail.com

Printed: Tuesday, February 20, 2007 2:45 PM
!

smm**?*<x #^«3^»*^^ 3!N*^^

From:

<!!z@highlandeducation.com>

Reply-To:

<liz@highlandeducation.com>

Sent:

Monday, June 6, 2005 10:22 PM

To:

<sandrandredge@hotmail.com>

Subject:

Jacobsen/Thomas

%^^^^»^m^m^m^»m^mms^^^^^»smmh^wmms^'-

Sandra:
I received a telephone call from Arne Jacobsen this morning with some questions. As I
transition, let me tell you what I advised him as the former Special Master.
He wondered if he should be cooperative with you in experimenting with mid-week visits,
telephone access, etc.
Because I was at both recent hearings and have consulted with Rick Smith, in depth, my
point of view is that the Utah court, like the Montana court, wants the custody and timeshare arrangements to be final. Judge Schofield was even fine with my getting back into
the case as the Special Master again after Patton dismissed me (because the
arrangements were now final). However, my request of the attorneys was to stay
released and put Sandra in for interpretation purposes. I have recently formed a
business with Dr. Brad Chappell, LaRue's life coach, and am working on projects with her
business coach, Ron Zeller. It makes sense for me to stay in an "intervention role" in this
case-not a Special Master.
I reminded Arne that I experimented with mid-weeks, open telephone access, and even
much more extended weekends with LaRue. She did not show up for 3 out of the 4 midweeks. She left Jonah at school, forgetting to pick him up after chess. She ran over the
principal, for heaven's sake, in illegally taking the children and has not made amends for
that.
I like the extreme parallel parenting plan for the children and for the community's wellbeing. So does the Montana and Utah court. The custody arrangements are final. The
Parenting Plan invites LaRue to do "intervention work" as her pathway to earn more time
and access. It is a great plan. She stipulated to it in Montana.
This case is done, final, and for the sake of the kids the parenting plan will work great.
Dr. Paul Jenkins and Rick Smith helped me design the extreme parallel parenting plan.
LaRue is an expert at litigation and arguing her case in new forums. She spent all last "
summer doing litigation motions rather than parent the children. One day she will run out
of forums and will have no choice but to do her intervention work. Then she will discover
the joy of parenting rather than the addictive rush of seeking to win in the courtroom. She
is a litigation addict and needs to do intervention work for the sake of the children.
Liz Dalton, J.D.
Family Mediator
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801-763-7502
liz@highlandeducation.com
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UTAH COUN
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN, II,

CASE NUMBER: 04440279

Petitioner,

DATED: MAY 31, 2007

vs.

RULING ON CHILD SUPPORT

MINNIE LaRUE THOMAS,

ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD, JUDGE

Respondent.

Hearing on Mr. Jacobsen's petition to fix child support came on for hearing on April 9,
2007. I now issue this ruling fixing Ms. Thomas' child support.
Factual Findings
1.

In times past the parties agreed that Ms. Thomas would pay child support of $400

per month, which she did not pay. Thus, as of August 2005, she owed $4,000 in child support
and she committed to pay that amount.
2.

Notwithstanding that commitment, Ms. Thomas only paid $2,500, leaving an

unpaid child support obligation, through August 2005, of $1,500.
3.

Ms. Thomas owes child support for each month after August 2005.

4.

The parties are the parents of two children. Child support should be fixed based

on two children.
1
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5.

Mr. Jacobsen's income for purpose of fixing child support for the months of

September 2005 - December 2005 is based on an annual salary of $70,000 with an annual bonus
of $5,000, or a monthly income of $6,250.
6.

Beginning in January 2006, and for all of the time thereafter, his annual salary was

raised to $90,000 per year or $7,500 per month.
7.

Ms. Thomas has not worked much during the period at issue. Yet she has

significant experience and training making her very employable.
8.

Prior to the divorce, Ms. Thomas worked as a software sales professional making

$50,000 per year.
9.

During the time at issue until November 2006, Ms. Thomas lived in a home

provided by a friend, and for a time, fiance, Keith Lokensgard. This was a very nice, large,
expensive home in Highland, Utah, with significant monthly payments, of which Ms. Thomas
made some payments and Mr. Lokensgard made most.
10.

From July 2004 through August 2006, Mr. Lokensgard paid an average of $1,300

per month for Ms. Thomas' housing expense and $7,784 per month in other financial support,
not including sums he paid on credit cards which Ms. Thomas used but which he paid. Thus, he
paid over $9,000 in average monthly support for Ms. Thomas.
11.

It is not fair that Ms. Thomas be supported at a very significant level while the

parties' children receive no support from their mom. Thus using $9,000 as her income for
purposes of child support during the months of September 2005 through August 2006 is
appropriate.
12.

The combined incomes of Mr. Jacobsen and Ms. Thomas exceed the chart. It is

2
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appropriate, particularly given that Ms. Thomas' income is support from herfriend/fiance,that
the court not exceed the chart in calculating child support.
13.

It appears that Mr. Lokesngard paid nothing to Ms. Thomas for her support after

August 2006.
14.

Since September 2006 Ms. Thomas has been unemployed and has had to rely on

other sources of income for he subsistence.
15.

During the last two years Ms. Thomas has had a number of part-time consulting

jobs, including consulting for USU under a $45,000 grant and other technology consulting for
public schools around the country.
16.

Ms. Thomas has the experience, training and employment connections to be

employed as a technology consultant and to earn not less than $50,000 per year.
17.

Ms. Thomas asserts she has a rare blood disorder which leaves her weak and

unable to function at a meaningful level and thus prevents her from working in any significant
amount. No medical evidence of this was produced. Ms. Thomas also claims she is pursuing a
social security disability on account of her health problems.
18.

While Ms. Thomas did not provide competent medical evidence about the nature

and extent of her health issues, she does appear to have issues which impact her work ability.
Likely she only can work part-time. Thus, she only should be charged with annual income equal
to one-half of her earning capacity, or $25,000 per year, or $2,083 per month.
19.

Given the foregoing, I fix child support for the following periods in the following

3
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amounts:
Dates of
Support

His
Income

Her
Income

Total
Income

Total
Child
Support

His
Percent

His
Share of
Support

Her
Percent

Her
Share of
Support

8- 05 - 12-05

6250

9000

15250

1400

41%

574

59%

826

1-06 - 8-06

7500

9000

16500

1400

46%

644

54%

756

9-06 - present

7500

2083

9583

1361

78%

1062

22%

299

Pursuant to Rule 7(f)(2), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Mr. Jacobsen's counsel is
directed to prepare an appropriate order.
Dated this 3[_ day of May, 2007.

BY THE COURT:
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed to the
following, postage prepaid, this ^ I day of May, 2007:
Frederick N. Green
7390 South Creek Road, #104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Terry R. Spencer
140 West 9000 South # 9
Sandy, Utah 84070
Sandra Dredge
226 West 2230 North, #100
Provo, Utah 84604
F. Richard Smith
32 West Center Street, #205
Provo, Utah 84601

LORIWOFFINDEN
CLERK OF THE COURT
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FREDERICK N. GREEN (1240)
Attorney for Petitioner
7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Telephone: (801)401-0185
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,

ORDER

Petitioner,
vs.

Civil No. 044400279

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

Judge Anthony W. Schofield
Commissioner Thomas R. Patton

The above entitled matter came on regularly for hearing on April 9, 2007 before the
Honorable Judge Anthony W. Schofield, presiding, the parties appearing in person and
represented by their counsel of record, Terry Spencer appearing for the Respondent, Frederick N.
Green for the Petitioner and Rick Smith appearing as Guardian ad Litem for the children. Sandra
N. Dredge, Special Master, also appeared. The Respondent was also represented by Christian
Burg, her attorney in bankruptcy who participated in the proceedings. The Court entertained the
argument of counsel as well as the testimony and evidence, the hearing was convened to consider
numerous matters including the Petitioner's Motion for Child Support, the Guardian ad Litem's
Motion to adopt the Order of the Special Master suspending Respondent's visitation, and the
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most recent Motion made by Respondent in open Court for the Court to overrule the Special
Master's Order and have the Special master removed for reasons set forth at the time of the
Hearing. The Court limited the issues in light of the Respondent's pending bankruptcy. Based
thereon, and in good cause otherwise appearing, it is, hereby,
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

The Court finds that it has jurisdiction over these proceedings notwithstanding

the Respondent's bankruptcy.
2.

For purposes of establishing child support the Court finds that the Petitioner's

income is $90,000 gross per year.
3.

For purposes of establishing child support the Court takes under advisement its

ruling regarding the Respondent's income and whether the same must be imputed given all of the
evidence and circumstances.
4.

The Court reserves in its ruling any decision regarding retroactive child support

going back to August 2005 which was the last time there was a child support order or agreement
in place.
5.

The Court finds that the Special Master has conducted her duties in a

conscientious and reasonable manner. Even if the standard of review applied by the Court was
not an "arbitrary and capricious" review standard, it would find that the Special Master's
discharge of her duties has been exemplary. The Court does not find that there has been any
'breech of the expected performance of the Special Master or the discharge of her duties. The

2
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Motion made in open Court to amend the Special Master's Order and to discharge the Special
Master is denied.
6.

The Special Master has issued recommendations that are contained in afilingof

the Court dated February 26, 2007. The Court adopts all of those recommendations with the
addition that the Special Master's authority be altered to allow her to suspend visitation until the
evaluation is complete. At the conclusion of the evaluation, the Court expects to receive an
updated recommendationfromDr. Jensen as well as inputfromthe Special Master and Guardian
ad Litem. At that point, the Special Master or Guardian ad Litem may request an additional
hearing if necessary.
DATED THIS / ^ d a y of

/^//^-^

2007.

BY THE COURT:

ANTHONY W. SCHOFIE^
DISTRICT COURT JUD

3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a member or and/or employed by the law firm of Frederick N
Green, 7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104, Sandy, Utah 84093, and that in said capacity and
pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
ORDER was served upon the following on this 1*1 day of May 2007:
Teny R. Spencer
140 West 9000 South, Suite 9
Sandy, Utah 84070

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

F. Richards Smith
Guardian Ad Litem
32 West Center Street, #205
Provo, Utah 84601

\f^

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

Sandra N. Dredge
DREDGE & LALLATIN
226 West 2230 North, Suite #100
Provo, Utah 84604

jflf~ U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

{^Mrti^lPirniJUaAj
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FREDERICK N. GREEN (1240)
Attorney for Petitioner
7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Telephone: (801)401-0185
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,
Petitioner,
vs.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT
Civil No. 044400279

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

Commissioner Thomas R. Patton
Judge Anthony W. Schofield

The above entitled matter came on for hearing before the Honorable Judge Anthony W.
Schofield, presiding, April 9, 2007, based upon the Petitioner's motion for various relief.
Inasmuch as the Respondent had filed bankruptcy the Court limited the scope of the hearing to
the determination of child support. The Petitioner and the Respondent were present and
represented by counsel. The Petitioner was represented by Frederick N. Green and the
Respondent was represented by Terry R. Spencer. Also appearing were Sandra N. Dredge, the
Special Master and F. Richard Smith, the Guardian ad Litem. T. Christian Burridge also
appeared on behalf of the Respondent and, in spite of his participation in the hearing in some
respects, will not be deemed counsel of record for purposes of this hearing. The Court
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entertained the pleadings, evidence, exhibits, testimony and arguments of counsel. Based
thereon, and in good cause otherwise appearing the Court does hereby make and enter its
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

In times past the parties agreed that Ms. Thomas would pay child support of $400

per month, which she did not pay. Thus, as of August 2005, she owed $4,000 in child support
and she committed to pay that amount.
2.

Notwithstanding that commitment, Ms. Thomas only paid $2,500, leaving an

unpaid child support obligation, through August 2005, of $1,500.
3.

Ms. Thomas owes child support of each month after August 2005.

4.

The parties are the parents of two children. Child support should be fixed based

on two children.
5.

Mr. Jacobsen's income for purposes of fixing child support for the months of

September 2005 - December 2005 is based on an annual salary of $70,000 with an annual bonus
of $5,000, or a monthly income of $6,250.
6.

Beginning in January 2006, and for all of the time thereafter, his annual salary was

raised to $90,000 per year or $7,500 per month.
7.

Ms. Thomas has not worked much during the period at issue. Yet she has

significant experience and training making her very employable.
8.

Prior to the divorce, Ms. Thomas worked as a software sales professional making

2
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$50,000 per year.
9.

During the time at issue until November 2006, Ms. Thomas lived in a home

provided by afriend,and for a time, fiance, Keith Lokensgard. This was a very nice, large,
expensive home in Highland, Utah, with significant monthly payments, of which Ms. Thomas
made some payments and Mr. Lokensgard made most.
10.

From July 2004 through August 2006, Mr. Lokensgard paid an average of $ 1,300

per month for Ms. Thomas' housing expense and $7,748 per month in other financial support,
not including sums he paid on credit cards which Mr. Thomas used but which he paid. Thus, he
paid over $9,000 in average monthly support for Ms. Thomas.
11.

It is not fair that Ms. Thomas be supported at a very significant level while the

parties' children receive no support from their mom. Thus using $9,000 as her income for
purposes of child support during the months of September 2005 through August 2006 is
appropriate.
12.

The combined incomes of Mr. Jacobsen and Ms. Thomas exceed the chart. It is

appropriate, particularly given that Ms. Thomas' income is support from her friend/fiance, that
the court not exceed the chart in calculating child support.
13.

It appears that Mr. Lokensgard paid nothing to Ms. Thomas for her support after

August 2006.
14.

Since September 2006 Ms. Thomas has been unemployed and has had to rely on

other sources of income for her subsistence
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15.

During the last two years Ms. Thomas has had a number of part-time consulting

jobs, including consulting for USU under a $45,000 grand and other technology consulting for
public schools around the country.
16.

Ms. Thomas has the experience, training and employment connections to be

employed as a technology consultant and to earn not less than $50,000 per year.
17.

Ms. Thomas asserts she has a rare blood disorder which leaves her waek and

unable to function at a meaningful level and thus prevents her from working in
any significant amount. No medical evidence of this was produced. Ms. Thomas also claims she
is pursing a social security disability on account of her health problems.
18.

While Ms. Thomas did not provide competent medical evidence about the nature

and extent of her health issues, she does appear to have issues which impact her work ability.
Likely she only can work part-time. Thus, she only should be charged with annual income equal
to one-half of her earning capacity or $25,000 per year, or $2,083 per month.
19.

Ms. Thomas has paid no child support since July 2005.

BASED UPON the foregoing Findings of Fact the Court now makes and enters its
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Court has jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter hereof.

2.

The Court, in light of the Respondent's bankruptcy, has confined the scope of this

hearing to child support issues.
3.

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact the Court will set the forth the child
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support obligation of the Respondent for different periods of time as follows:

Dates of
Support

His
Income

Her
Income

Total
Income

Total
child
Support

His
Percent

His
Share of
Support

Her
Percent

Her
Share of
Support

8/0512/05

6250

9000

15250

1400

41%

574

59%

826

1/068/06

7500

9000

16500

1400

46%

644

54%

756

9/06Present

7500

2083

9583

1361

78%

1062

22%

299

Grand Total:
4.

13,168

Based upon the foregoing assessment of child support during the periods of time

indicated Judgement shall enter for unpaid amounts commencing in August 2005, and pursuant to
the above in the sum of $13,168 through June 2007, together with pre-judgement interest on all
delinquent installments.
5.

Prospective child support commencing September 2006 and beyond the entry of

this Order shall be at the rate of $299 per month.
6.

The Court has heretofore entered an order based upon the other Rulings of the

Court or stipulations of the parties based upon the April 9, 2007 hearing which was entered by the
Court June 12,2007.
7.

Any other issues raised by the Petitioner shall be resolved when permissible and

0177
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should not be deemed as denied by the Court.

0178
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DATED THIS

day of July, 2007.
BY THE COURT:

HONORABLE ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

Approved as to form:

TERRY R. SPENCER
Attorney for Respondent

KELLY M. PETERSON
Guardian ad Litem

SANDRA N. DREDGE
Special Master
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a member or and/or employed by the law firm of Frederick N
Green, 7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104, Sandy, Utah 84093, and that in said capacity and
pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW REGARDING CHILD SUPPOF
was served upon the following on this

day of July 2007:

Terry R. Spencer
140 West 9000 South, Suite 9
Sandy, Utah 84070

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

Kelly M. Peterson
Office of the Guardian Ad Litem
Fourth District
32 West Center Street, Suite 205
Provo, Utah 84601

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

Sandra N. Dredge
DREDGE & LALLATIN
226 West 2230 North, Suite # 100
Provo, Utah 84604

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail
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FREDERICK N. GREEN (1240)
Attorney for Petitioner
7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104
Sandy, Utah 84093
Telephone: (801)401-0185
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ARNE JOHN JACOBSEN,

ORDER REGARDING CHILD
SUPPORT AND JUDGEMENT

Petitioner,
vs.

Civil No. 044400279

MINNIE LARUE THOMAS,
Respondent.

Commissioner Thomas R. Patton
Judge Anthony W. Schofield

The above entitled matter came on for hearing before the Honorable Judge Anthon> W.
Schofield, presiding, April 9, 2007, based upon the Petitioner's motion for various relief.
Inasmuch as the Respondent had filed bankruptcy the Court limited the scope of the hearing to
the determination of child support. The Petitioner and the Respondent were present and
represented by counsel. The Petitioner was represented by Frederick N. Green and the
Respondent was represented by Teny R. Spencer. Also appearing were Sandra N. Dredge, the
Special Master and F. Richard Smith, the Guardian ad Litem. T. Christian Burridge also
appeared on behalf of the Respondent and, in spite of his participation in the hearing in some
respects, will not be deemed counsel of record for purposes of this hearing. The Court
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entertained the pleadings, evidence, exhibits, testimony and arguments of counsel. Based
thereon, and in good cause otherwise appearing it is, hereby,
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

The scope of this Order, due to the Respondent's bankruptcy, has been confined to

child support issues.
2.

Child support obligations of the Respondent for different periods of time are

as follows:
Dates of
Support

His
Income

Her
Income

Total
Income

Total
child
Support

His
Percent

His
Share of
Support

Her
Percent

Her
Share of
Support

8/0512/05

6250

9000

15250

1400

41%

574

59%

826

1/068/06

7500

9000

16500

1400

46%

644

54%

756

9/06Present

7500

2083

9583

1361

78%

1062

22%

299

Grand Total:
3.

13,168

Based upon the foregoing assessment of child support during the periods of time

indicated, Judgement shall enter for unpaid amounts commencing in August 2005 and pursuant
to the above in the sum of $13,168 through June 2007, together with pre-judgement interest on
all delinquent installments.
4.

Prospective child support commencing September 2006 and beyond the entry of

2
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this Order shall be at the rate of $299 per month.
5.

The Court has heretofore entered an order based upon the other Rulings of the

Court or stipulations of the parties' based upon the April 9, 2007 hearing which was entered by
the Court June 12,2007.
6.

Any other issues raised by the Petitioner not resolved already shall be resolved

when permissible and will not be deemed as denied by the Court. This may include claims for
medical insurance premiums, out of pocket medical expenses of the children, and other claims of
Petitioner under the Utah Uniform Civil Liabilities for Support Act.

3
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DATED THIS

day of July, 2007.
BY THE COURT:

HONORABLE ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

Approved as to form:

TERRY R. SPENCER
Attorney for Respondent

KELLY M. PETERSON
Guardian ad Litem

SANDRA N. DREDGE
Special Master
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a member or and/or employed by the law firm of Frederick N.
Green, 7390 South Creek Road, Suite 104, Sandy, Utah 84093, and that in said capacity and
pursuant to Rule 5(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
ORDER REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT was served upon the following on this J._ day
of July 2007:
Terry R. Spencer
140 West 9000 South, Suite 9
Sandy, Utah 84070

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

Kelly M. Peterson
Office of the Guardian Ad Litem
Fourth District
32 West Center Street, Suite 205
Provo, Utah 84601

U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail

Sandra N. Dredge
DREDGE & LALLATIN
226 West 2230 North, Suite #100
Provo, Utah 84604

^_2_

. . ^
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U.S. Regular Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile Transmission
E-Mail
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ADDENDUM "O"
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4TH DISTRICT COURT - PROVO
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ARNE J JACOBSEN vs. MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
CASE NUMBER 044400279 UIFSA

CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE
LYNN W. DAVIS
Division 8
CURRENT ASSIGNED COMMISSIONER
THOMAS PATTON
PARTIES
Respondent - MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Represented by: TERRY R SPENCER
Petitioner - ARNE J JACOBSEN
Represented by: FREDERICK N GREEN
ACCOUNT SUMMARY
TOTAL REVENUE

632.50
632.50
0.00
0.00

Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Credit:
Balance:

BAIL/CASH BONDS

300.00
0.00
0.00
300.00

Posted:
Forfeited:
Refunded:
Balance:

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: FOREIGN TRANSCRIPT
Amount Due:
25.00
Amount Paid:
25.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

0.50
0.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:

0.50
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Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

0.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

24.25
24.25
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: DIVORCE MODIFICATION
Amount Due:
40.00
Amount Paid:
40.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
10.00
Amount Paid:
10.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: POSTAGE-COPIES
Amount Due:
3.00
Amount Paid:
3.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
10.00
Amount Paid:
10.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
10.00
Amount Paid:
10.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: POSTAGE-COPIES
Amount Due:
3.00
Amount Paid:
3.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
10.00
Amount Paid:
10.00
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Amount Credit:
Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

0.00
0.00
2.25
2.25
0.00
0.00

0190

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: DIVORCE MODIFICATION
Amount Due:
40.00
Amount Paid:
40.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

53.25
53.25
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: MISCELLANEOUS
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

FEE
3.75
3.75
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

4.50
4.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
10.00
Amount Paid:
10.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
205.00
205.00
0.00
0.00

Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
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Balance:
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

0.00
13.50
13.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES
Amount Due:
2.50
Amount Paid:
2.50
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION
Amount Due:
4.00

0191

Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

4.00
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

3.50
3.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: AUDIO TAPE COPY
Amount Due:
20.00
Amount Paid:
20.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFIED COPIES
Amount Due:
7.50
Amount Paid:
7.50
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION
Amount Due:
12.00
Amount Paid:
12.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:
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REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: COPY FEE
Amount Due:
Amount Paid:
Amount Credit:
Balance:

92.50
92.50
0.00
0.00

REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: POSTAGE-COPIES
Amount Due:
3.00
Amount Paid:
3.00
Amount Credit:
0.00
Balance:
0.00
BAIL/CASH BOND DETAIL - TYPE: CASH BOND: Appeals
Posted By: MICHAEL J. SERABIAN
Posted:
300.00
Forfeited:
0.00
Refunded:
0.00
Balance:
300.00
PROCEEDINGS
02-&9-04 Filed: Petition
02-11-04 Commissioner THOMAS PATTON assigned.

0192

02-11-04 Fee Account created
Total Due:
25.00
02-11-04 FOREIGN TRANSCRIPT
Payment Received:
25.00
Note: Code Description: FOREIGN TRANSCRIPT; Mail Payment;
04-02-04 Filed: Notice of Filing of Foreign Judgment (Mailed today)
04-20-04 Filed: Request for Hearing
04-20-04 Fee Account created
Total Due:
0.50
04-20-04 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
0.50
06-01-04 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 1794049
PRETRIAL is scheduled.
Date: 06/24/2004
Time: 02:00 p.m.
Location: Second Floor, Rm 202
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
06-01-04 PRETRIAL scheduled on June 24, 2004 at 02:00 PM in Second
Floor, Rm 202 with Commissioner PATTON.
06-02-04 PRETRIAL rescheduled on August 19, 2004 at 02:00 PM
Reason:
Conflict in attorney schedule.
06-02-04 Note: Mr. Dolowitz will send notice of continued hearing.
06-07-04 Filed: Notice of Continued Hearing
07-19-04 Filed: Notice of Change of Address of Defendant LaRue Thomas
11071 N 5020 W Highland UT 84003
07-28-04 Filed: Notice of Substitution of Counsel (L. Fowlke for Pet.)
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08-02-04 Filed: Notice of Substitution of Counsel for Petitioner / Lori
Fowlke and Paul Waldron
08-04-04 Filed: Motion to Continue Pretrial
08-16-04 PRETRIAL scheduled on November 18, 2004 at 10:00 AM in Third
floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
08-23-04 Filed: Notice of Continuance
11-18-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
joyc
PRESENT
Audio

HEARING
No one appearing for this matter, this hearing is stricken.
Filed: Order from Montana
Filed: Order from Montana
Filed: Motion to Strike Pretrial
Fee Account created
Total Due:
0.50
COPY FEE
Payment Received:
0.50
Minute Entry - MINUTE ENTRY
Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
Clerk: shawnh
This matter came before the Court on Petitioner's Motion to Strike
Pretrial. This motion is now moot, the hearing having been
stricken on November 18, 2004 when no one appeared on the matter.
12-10-04 Fee Account created
Total Due:
24.25
12-10-04 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
24.25
fi
1 9 *R
Note: Record Number: 011
U±0
0
11-19-04
11-19-04
11-19-04
11-30-04
11-30-04
12-07-04

12-10-04 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on December 21, 2004 at 03:00 PM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
12-15-04 Filed: Notice of Hearing 12/21/04
12-20-04 Filed: Appearance of Counsel for Respondent / Ron Wilkinson
12-21-04 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel (W.T.Jennings for Res.)
12-21-04 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
emilyp
PRESENT
Attorney for the Respondent: RON D WILKINSON
WILLIAM T JENNINGS
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
04#13RM303
Tape Count: 3:10-3:15
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HEARING
TAPE: 04#13RM303
COUNT: 3:12
The Respondent is present and represented by counsel. The Court
notes that Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Jennings are both present. The
Court sets this matter for a telephone conference on January 3,
2005 @ 8:30 a.m. to set a hearing date.
The Respondents costs and attorneys for appearing today are
reserved.
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 01/03/2005
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: Third floor, Rm 303
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
12-21-04 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on January 03, 2005 at 08:30 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
12-21-04 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on January 19, 2005 at 09:00 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
01-03-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
joyc
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: LORIE D FOWLKE
Attorney for the Respondent: RON D WILKINSON
Audio
Tape Number:
05-1 303

HEARING
Ms. Fowlke and Mr. Wilkinson have participated for this telephone
conference.
It has been established and confirmed Utah does have jurisdiction

M

0194

over this matter. There are no pending issues before the Court at
this time.
An order will be prepared by the attorneys to confirm the outcome
of this telephone conference.
01-13-05 Filed: Notice of Hearing 1/19/05
01-13-05 Note: ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE calendar modified. Hearing time
changed from 10:00 AM to 09:00 AM. Appearance on 1/19/2005.
Reason: Correct calendar
01-14-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE rescheduled on January 26, 2005 at 08:30 AM
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Reason: Conflict in attorney schedule.
01-21-05 Filed order: Order (Hearing date: December 21, 2004)
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed January 21, 2005
01-25-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on January 26, 2005 at 08:30 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
01-25-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled.
Reason: Correct calendar
01-25-05 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on January 26, 2005 at 08:30 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
01-25-05 Filed: Notice of Withdrawal of Counsel for Petitioner / Lori
Fowlke
01-26-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on February 14, 2005 at 10:00 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
01-26-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
emilyp
PRESENT
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Other Parties: LIZ DALTON
Attorney for the Respondent: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
RONALD D WILKINSON

HEARING
COUNT: 8:30
Mr. Wilkinson addresses the court stating the status of this case.
This Court finds that it does have jurisdiction. Mr. Jacobsen
addresses the court. The Court orders that both parties will be
held accountable for all existing order, and this court
will not change any orders at this time. Both parents are held
accountable with the orders of the Special Master also. The Court
approves Lori Fowlke*s Motion to Withdrawal as counsel for Mr.
Jacobsen.
01-26-05 Filed: Notice to Appoint Counsel or Appear in Person
01-31-05 Filed order: Order (Hearing January 3, 2005)
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed January 31, 2005
02-04-05 Filed: Entry of Appearance of Counsel for Petitioner /
Frederick Green
02-04-05 Filed: Notice of Hearing 2/14/05
02-04-05 Filed: Petitioner's Motion for Discovery Protective Order and
Court Supervices Scheduling Conference (Exhibits A-E attached)
02-07-05 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause
ftl
02»p07-u5 Filed: Affadavit of Larue Thomas in Support of Motion for Order

Q t:
-i-^U

to Show Cause
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02-07-05 Filed return: Certificate of Service (Order to Show Cause)
Party Served: Frederick Green
Service Type: Mail
Service Date: February 07, 2005
02-07-05 Filed: Petition to Modify
02-07-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
40.00
02-07-05 DIVORCE MODIFICATION
Payment Received:
40.00
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE MODIFICATION; Record
Number: 042
02-08-05 Issued: Order to Show Cause Respondent
Judge JAMES R TAYLOR
Hearing Date: February 14, 2005
Time: 10:00
02-09-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on February 23, 2005 at 02:00 PM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
02-10-05 Filed: SuppLement to Petitioner's Motion for Discovery
Protective Order and Other Relief
02-11-05 Filed: Certificate of Attempt to Confer Regarding Discovery
Issues
02-14-05 Filed: Objection to Notice of Hearing
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
02-14-05 Filed: Objection to Supplement to Petitioner's Motion for
Discovery Protective Order and Other Relief
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
02-14-05 Filed: Special Master's Report and Recommendations
02-14-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled.
Reason: Court Ordered
02-14-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
10.00
02-14-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
3.00
02-14-05 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
10.00
Note: POSTAGE-COPIES
02-14-05 POSTAGE-COPIES
Payment Received:
3.00
02-14-05 GAL REPORT scheduled on March 21, 2005 at 02:00 PM in Third
floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
02-14-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for Order to Show Cause
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
melissls
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Other Parties: ELIZABETH DALTON
Attorney for the Respondent: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
RONALD D WILKINSON
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
05-7 303
Tape Count: 10:33-11:10
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HEARING
TAPE: 05-7 303
COUNT: 10:33-11:10
The Court addresses the Special Master report submitted by
Elizabeth Dalton. Mr. Green presents a history regarding the case
on appeal in Montana. Mr. Wilkinson addresses the Special Master's
report.
As to the jurisdiction, the Court finds both parties have resided
in Utah for over one year. A competent Court of Montana has given
Utah jurisdiction. Utah is the appropriate forum for all future
hearings concerning custody of the children.
Mr. Green requests the Special Master be allowed to do her job
before the Court rules. Mr. Wilkinson addresses rescheduling his
Order to Show Cause. Mr. Wilkinson serves his paperwork to Mr.
Green in open court.
Due to ongoing litigation and parental warfare, the Court appoints
Sharon White as Guardian Ad Litem for the minor children. This
hearing is continued to 3/21/05 at 2:00 p.m. Until that time, the
order is the order.
All issues are reserved for the next hearing. Mr. Wilkinson will
prepare the appropriate order.
GAL REPORT is scheduled.
Date: 03/21/2005
Time: 02:00 p.m.
Location: Third floor, Rm 303
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84601
Before Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
02-16-05 Filed return: Certificate of Service (Order to Show Cause)
Party Served: Frederick N. Green
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: February 09, 2005
02-17-05 Filed order: Order Appointing Guardian Ad Litem
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed February 17, 2005
02-18-05 Filed: Video Tape Mailed Out on 2/15/05
02-18-05 Filed: Opposition to Petitioner's Motion for Discovery
Protective Order and Court Supervised Scheduling Conference
02-22-05 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel for Minor Children / F.
Richard Smith
03-07-05 Filed: Objection to Order of hearing 2/14/05
03-07-05 Filed: Objection to Special Master's Report and Recommendations
03-09-05 Filed: Notice of Hearing
03-09-05 Filed: Motion to Dismiss Petition to Modify and Memorandum
03-15-05 Filed: Supplemental Affidavit of Larue Thomas in Support of
Motion for OSC
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03-15-05
03-15-05
03-15-05
03-16-05
03-16-05,

Filed:
Filed:
Filed:
Filed:
Filedf

Objection to Notice of Hearing
Notice to Submit for Decision
Special Master's Report and Recommendations
Affidavit of Arne John Jacobsen, Dated March 16, 2005
Petitioner's Response to Respondent's: (1) Objection to

~ .. Q ^
U JL J f

Notice of Hearing; and, (2) Notices to Submit for Decision
03-16-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Respondent's Supplemental
Affidavit
ARNE J JACOBSEN
03-17-05 Filed: Affidavit of Torian Donohoe, Dated March 17, 2005
03-18-05 Filed: Letter from Clare E. Anderson 3/15/05
03-18-05 Filed: Opposition to Petitioner's Motion to Dismiss Petition to
Modify
03-18-05 Filed: Respondent's Ex Parte Motion for Leave to File an
Over-length Memorandum
03-18-05 Filed: Objection to Special Master's Report and Recommendations
Dated March 15, 2005
03-21-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for GAL REPORT
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
joyc
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
RONALD D WILKINSON
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
05-13 303
Tape Count: 2:04

HEARING
Mr. Smith addresses the Court stating his summarization and
recommendations. Mr. Smith refers to Liz Dalton, Special Master,
regarding her intention to resign. Ms. Dalton had informally
expressed her intention to resign in February of this year.
Mr. Smith continues and refers to the existing court ordered
parenting plan which went into effect the end of last year. Mr.
Smith does not believe a custody evaluation is at all necessary at
this time. Mr. Smith believes another evaluation with the
children would cause a long term disturbing effect.
Mr. Wilkinson addresses the Court opposing Mr. Smith's
recommendations and requests an additional evaluation expert be
appointed by this Court. Mr. Wilkinson states there has not been
any interaction between the Special
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Master and the children, therefore, it is in the best efforts of
the children's interest for the Court to appoint an expert.
Mr. Green is asked by the Court if there is any additional
information, besides what he has filed in his affidavits, he
wishes to proffer.
Mr. Green responds only by stating he is in agreement with Mr.
Smith. Mr. Green reiterates it is unnecessary for any additional
evaluations, experts, etc. to be appointed at this time.
COUNT: 2:28
The Court takes this matter under advisement.
COUNT: 2:35
The Court resumes. All parties are present and are ready to
proceed.

0

The Court orders the Special Master be released as of today.
As stated by the guardian ad litem, the Court agrees there is an
extreme wealth of information. The Court finds the order out of
Montana is a permanent order. Without a substantial change of
circumstance, that order cannot be modified.
The Court finds the respondent has failed to meet her burden of
proof.
Mr. Wilkinson readdresses requesting the Court order an expert
evaluator for individual examinations of the parties.
Mr. Green opposes and states the rules need to be followed and
requests the Court denies Mr. Wilkinson's request.
This case has been assigned to Judge Schoefield, Division 8.
Pending rulings will be heard before Division 8.
Attorney fees are reserved. Make-up visitations are denied,
however are reserved. Mr. Green to prepare the order from today's
hearing.
COUNT: 2:46
End time.
03-21-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
10.00
03-21-05 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
10.00
03-21-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
10.00
03-21-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
3.00
03-21-05 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
10.00
Note: POSTAGE-COPIES
03-21-05 POSTAGE-COPIES
Payment Received:
3.00
03-22-05 Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD assigned.
03-24-05 Note: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
03-25-05 Filed: Tape Request Completed
03-25-05 Filed: Answer Reply Memorandum in Support of Objection to
Notice of Hearing
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
03-29-05 Filed: Respondent's U.R.C.P.60(b) Motion to Set Aside Judgment
03-29-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's U.R.C.P. 60(b)
Motion to Set Aside Judgment
03-29-05 Filed: Response to Petitioner's Objection to Respondent's
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Supplemental Affidavit
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
03-31-05 Filed: Respondent's Objection to Commissioner's Recommendations
from the Hearing of March 21, 2005
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
04-07-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's U.R.C.P. 60(b)
Motion to Set Aside Judgment (Second submission; attorney's
think some pages were missing from the first submission)
04-11-05 Filed: Motion to Enlarge Time
04-11-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's U.R.C.P. 60(b)
Motion to Set Aside Judgment
04-13-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 9036710
TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 04/28/2005
Time: 08:30 a.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601

0199

Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
This matter is being scheduled for a telephonic status conference.
The clerk will initiate the call.
04-13-05 TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE scheduled on April 28, 2005 at
08:30 AM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
04-14-05 Filed: Respondent's Reply to Petitioner's Motion to Enlarge
Time
04-25-05 Filed: Petitioner's Status Report
04-25-05 Filed: Petitioner's Partial Responsive Memorandum in Opposition
to Respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion
04-25-05 Filed: Petitioner's Memorandum in Response to Objection to
Commissioner's Recommendations
04-28-05 ORAL ARGUMENTS scheduled on May 31, 2005 at 03:00 PM in Fourth
floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
04-28-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for STATUS CONFERENCE
Judge:
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk:
jennyc
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: RONALD D WILKINSON

HEARING
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This matter comes before the court for a status conference
telephonically. Mr. Wilkinson has not yet had the opportunity to
review Mr. Green's memorandum. The matter is set for oral
arguments on all pending motions.
ORAL ARGUMENTS is scheduled.
Date: 05/31/2005
Time: 03:00 p.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
05-13-05 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 9059978
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE is scheduled.
Date: 05/17/2005
Time: 08:45 a.m.
Location: Third floor, Rm 303
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
Call Rick Smith at the Orem Court House!!!
05-13-05 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE scheduled on May 17, 2005 at 08:45 AM in
Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
05-16-05 Filed: Faxed Copy of Motion to Quash and for Discovery
Protective Order
05-17-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for TELEPHONE CONFERENCE

0209

Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
emilyp
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
RONALD D WILKINSON
Tape Number:
05 21 303

HEARING
TAPE: 05 21 303 All parties are represented by counsel and present
by phone. Ron Wilkinson addresses the Court and states the status
of this case. Both Rick Smith and Mr. Green respond. The Court
certified all issues to Division 8
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currently Judge Schofield until he rules on the Motion to Dismiss.
05-18-05 Filed: Motion to Quash and fo Discovery Protective Order
05-20-05 Filed: Motion for Order Shortenting Time, for Expedited Rule
and Request for Telephone Conference
05-20-05 Filed: Notice of Hearing 5/31/05 G 3:00
05-26-05 Filed: Declaration of Daniel J. Rybicki PSY.D, D.A.B.P.S.
05-26-05 Filed: Reply to Petitioner's Partial Responsive Memorandum in
Opposition to Respondent's Motion to Set Aside Judgment
05-26-05 Filed: Petitioner's Rule 7 Reply Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Dismiss
05-27-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision Regarding Petitioner's
Motion to Dismiss Petition to Modify and Memorandum
05-27-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision Regarding Respondent's
URCP 60b) Motion to Set Aside Judgment
05-27-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision Regarding Respondent's
Objection to Commissioner's Recommendations from the Hearing of
March 21, 2005
05-31-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for ORAL ARGUMENTS
Judge:
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk:
jennyc
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: WILLIAM T JENNINGS
RONALD D WILKINSON
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
05-18 401
Tape Count: 3:07-4:45

HEARING
This matter comes before the court for oral arguments. Mr. Green
addresses his motion to dismiss. Mr. Smith addresses. Mr.

Wilkinson addresses. Discussion ensues.
The motion to set aside the courts order is denied. The motion to
dismiss the petition to modifyis granted, the petition to modify is
ordered dismissed. Mr. Green is to prepare an appropriate order.
A recess is taken to allow parties time to discuss the special
master.
The parties stipulate to Sandra Dredge as the special master. The
parties are to contact her and fully cooperate with her in moving
this case forward. The issue of attorneys fees is reserved.
06-23-05 Filed: Tape Request Submitted by Fax
06-24-05 Filed: Objection to Order (Expedited Hearing Requested)
06-24-05 Filed: Tape Request Completed
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06-24-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
10.00
06-24-05 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
10.00
Note: #031
07-01-05 Filed: Order of the Special Master and Agreement of the Parties
07-11-05 Filed order: Order
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed July 11, 2005
07-14-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision
07-14-05 Filed: Faxed Letter from Counsel Frederick Green
07-14-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Respondent's "Notice to Submit
for Decision"
07-18-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Form of Proposed "Order"
08-04-05 Filed: Copy of letter from Sandra Dredge, Special Master, dated
August 5, 2005 re; minor children's hospital test
08-08-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection To Respondent's "Notice To Submit
For Decision"
08-08-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Respondent's "Notice to Submit
for Decision"
ARNE J JACOBSEN
08-09-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on August 17, 2005 at 10:30 AM in
Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
08-09-05 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause
08-09-05 Filed: Affidavit of Larue Thomas in Support of Motion for Order
to Show Cause
08-11-05 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision and Request for Expedited
Ruling
08-12-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE rescheduled on August 25, 2005 at 09:00 AM
Reason: Counsel's request..
08-15-05 Filed: Ex Parte Motion to Quash Subpoena
08-15-05 Filed: Subpoena - Susan Durham
08-15-05 Filed: Subpoena - Paul Jenkins
08-17-05 Filed: Petitioner's Objection to "Notice to Submit for
Decision"
08-22-05 Filed order: Order to Quash Subpoena
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed August 22, 2005
08-22-05 Filed: Reply To Petitioner's Objection To "Notice To Submit For
Decision"
08-22-05 Filed: Rule 60(b) Motion to Set Aside Order
08-22-05 Filed: Memorandum in Support of Respondent's Rule 60(b) Motion
to Set Aside Order
08-24-05 Minute Entry - MINUTE ENTRY
Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk: jennyc

The court denies Ms. Thomas1 objection to the form of the order
signed July 11, 2005. That form of order appears to the court to
reflect the ruling of the court of May 31, 2005. Accordingly, the
July 11, 2005 order will stand as executed.
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Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
08-24-05 Filed: Affidavit Of Arne John Jacobsen, Dated August 23, 2005
08-25-05 Filed order: Order (Stipulated Order)
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed August 25, 2005
08-25-05 Minute Entry - Minutes for Order to Show Cause
Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
robynk
PRESENT
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: RONALD D WILKINSON
Audio
Tape Number:
05 29 303
Tape Count: 9:18-9*20

HEARING
TAPE: 05 29 303
COUNT: 9:18-9:20
Counsel for the Respondent is present, and counsel for the minor
children is also present. Mr Wilkinson submits a stipulated order
to the court, and it is signed in open court. Copies are made and
given to counsel.
08-26-05 Filed: Subpeona (Paul Jenkins for 8-25-05)
08-29-05 Filed: Petitioner's Response to Rule 60(b) Motion
ARNE J JACOBSEN
August 26, 2005
09-12-05 Filed: Summary Of Care Conference
10-05-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
2.25
10-05-05 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
2.25
10-19-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE scheduled on November 17, 2005 at 09:00 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
10-25-05 Note: Unable to process phone request made on 10-14-05 due NSF
10-27-05 Filed: Motion for Order to Show Cause
10-27-05 Filed: Appearance of Counsel for Respondent / Susan Bradford
10-27-05 Filed: Affidvit of Larue Thomas in Support of Order to Show
Cause
10-27-05 Filed: Verified Petition for Modification of Decree of Divorce
10-27-05 Fee Account created
Total Due:
40.00
10-27-05 DIVORCE MODIFICATION
Payment Received:
40.00
Note: Code Description: DIVORCE MODIFICATION, Mail
Payment;
11-02-05 Filed: Faxed Copy of Letter from Sandra Dredge to Dr. Goldstein

0203
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11-02-05 Filed: Faxed Letter to Parties from Sandra Dredge
11-07-05 Filed return: Corrected Certificate of Service
Party Served: all parties
Service Type: Mail
Service Date: November 03, 2005
11-08-05 Filed return: Summons
Party Served: JACOBSEN, ARNE J
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: October 27, 2005
11-08-05 Filed return: Order to Show Cause
Party Served: JACOBSEN, ARNE J
Service Type: Personal
Service Date: October 27, 2005
11-09-05 Filed: Expedited Motion For Continuance
11-14-05 Filed: Affidavit Of Arne John Jacobsen, Dated November 14, 2005
11-14-05 Filed: Notice to Submit And Request For Commissioner's Ruling
11-14-05 Filed: Petitioner's Motion To Continue Hearing And Request For
Expedited Telephonic Hearing
11-14-05 Filed: Notice Of Withdrawal Of Counsel (W Jennings For
Respondent)
11-15-05 ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE Cancelled.
Reason: Continued without date.
11-17-05 Filed: Notice Of Continuance (From 11/17/05, To Be Continued
Without Date)
11-17-05 Filed: Motion To Dismiss Petition To Modify And Memorandum
11-18-05 Filed: Order Of The Special Master Re: Dr Goldstein
11-21-05 Filed: Motion To Dismiss Petition To Modify And Memorandum
01-25-06 Filed: Letter form Dr. Dettenmeir RE: Savannah care conference
02-16-06 Filed: Order of the Special Master
02-21-06 Filed: Notice of Withdrawal of. Counsel (S. C. Bradford)
03-13-06 Filed: Guardian Ad Litem's Affidavit of Attorney's Fees
03-13-06 Filed: Motion for Interim Award of Attorney's Fees
03-16-06 Filed: Respondent's Response to Guardian ad Litem's Motion for
Award of Attorney Fees
04-03-06 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision
04-03-06 Filed: Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Interim Award
of Attorney's Fees
04-06-06 Filed: Courtesy Copy: Petitioner's Response to Guardian Ad
Litem's Request for Fees
04-13-06 Filed: Petitioner's Response to Guardian Ad Litem's Request for
Fees
ARNE J JACOBSEN
04-14-06 Minute Entry - RULING ON GUARDIAN AD LITEM'S REQUEST FO
Commissioner: THOMAS PATTON
Clerk: dennisd
This matter came before the Court on the Guardian Ad
Litem's Motion for Attorney's Fees. The Court has considered the
Motion and the Responses thereto. The Court finds the fees of the
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Guardian Ad Litem to be reasonable for the services performed. The
Court believes that the services of the Guardian Ad Litem were

necessary in this case to help protect and represent the rights of
the minor children. In that respect, the Court considers the fees
of the Guardian Ad Litem to be similar to the fees of
other professionals who provide services for the children (such as
doctors and dentists). As such, said fees are within the "family
debt doctrine" which has been codified in section 30-2-9 of the
Utah Code. The Guardian Ad Litem is awarded his
attorney's fees and costs. Because the fees are within the
"family debt doctrine," the Court finds that the Guardian Ad Litem
may collect the entire amount from either party in that they have
joint and several liability. However, as between the
parties, the Petitioner shall pay 50% of said fees and the
Respondent shall pay 50% of said fees. If either party must pay
more than their assigned percentage; then, they may seek a judgment
against the other party for the payment in excess of the
assigned percentage. The Guardian Ad Litem shall prepare the
appropriate order. TRP

Judge THOMAS PATTON
05-03-06 Filed: Respondent's Objection to Commissioner's Ruilng of April
14, 2006
05-05-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 9326993
ORAL ARGUMENT is scheduled.
Date: 05/31/2006
Time: 01:30 p.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
This matter is being set for 30 minute oral arguments on the
objection to the commissioner's recommendation.
05-05-06 ORAL ARGUMENT scheduled on May 31, 2006 at 01:30 PM in Fourth
floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
05-12-06 ORAL ARGUMENT rescheduled on July 05, 2006 at 08:30 AM
Reason: Conflict in attorney schedule.
05-16-06 Filed: Petitioner's Memorandum in Opposition to Objection to
Commissioner's Recommendation
05-19-06 Filed: Notice of Continued Hearing of Oral Argument
05-22-06 Filed: Motion for Continuance and Request for Expedited Ruling
06-12-06 Filed: Dr. Lloyd's Reccomendation
07-05-06 1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on September 25, 2006 at
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01:30 PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
07-05-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for ORAL ARGUMENT
Judge:
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk:
jennyc
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Attorney for the Respondent: RONALD D WILKINSON
Audio

0205

Tape Number:

06-74 401

Tape Count: 8:39-8:45

HEARING
This matter comes before the court for oral argument. Mr.
Wilkinson addresses. Mr. Green addresses. This matter is set for
evidentiary hearing.
1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING is scheduled.
Date: 09/25/2006
Time: 01:30 p.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
07-21-06 Filed: Special Master Order
09-18-06 Filed: Notice to Submit
09-19-06 Filed: Objection to Notice to Submit
09-20-06 Filed: Motion for Withdrawal of Counsel (R. D. Wilkinson for
Respondent)
09-22-06 Filed: Joint Motion for Continuance of Evidentiary Hearing
09-22-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 9431882
1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING.
Date: 11/27/2006
Time: 01:30 p.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
The reason for the change is Counsel's request.
09-22-06 1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on November 27, 2006 at
01:30 PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
09-26-06 Filed: Joint Motion for Continuance of Evidentiary Hearing
10-06-06 Minute Entry - MINUTE ENTRY
Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
I deny without prejudice the motion of Mr. Wilkinson to withdraw
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as counsel for Minnie Thomas until such time as the guardian ad
litem has been served with the motion and has had the opportunity
to respond. Thereafter a new notice to submit should be
filed.

Dated this

day of
"20

Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
10-12-06
10-13-06
10-26-06
10-26-06

Filed: Notice to Appear or Appoint Successor Counsel
Filed: Request for Clarification and Order
Fee Account created
Total Due:
53.25
Fee Account created
Total Due:
3.75

0206

10-26-06 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
Note: MISCELLANEOUS FEE, 60.00 cash tendered.
3.00 change given.
10-26-06 MISCELLANEOUS FEE
Payment Received:
10-27-06 Filed: Notice to Submit
11-02-06 Notice - NOTICE for Case 044400279 ID 9463632
SPECIAL MASTER HEARING is scheduled.
Date: 11/20/2006
Time: 01:00 p.m.
Location: Fourth floor, Rm 401
FOURTH DISTRICT COURT
125 N 100 W
PROVO, UT 84 601
Before Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD

53.25
3.75

This matter is being scheduled for a 45 minute hearing on the
special master's request for clarification.
11-02-06 SPECIAL MASTER HEARING scheduled on November 20, 2006 at 01:00
PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
11-08-06 Minute Entry - MINUTE ENTRY
Judge: ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
No objection having been filed, and good cause appearing, the
motion to withdraw as counsel is granted. Mr. Wilkinson is to
notify his client that the hearing set for 11-20-06 on the request
for clarification will proceed and Ms. Thomas should attend
that hearing. If she wishes to have counsel, her counsel also
should attend.
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Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
11-14-06 Filed: Order of the Special Master
11-14-06 Filed: Notice of Appearance of Counsel (G. H. Weight for
Respondent)
11-15-06 Filed: Notice of Deposition Deces Tecum
11-15-06 Filed: Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum
11-15-06 Filed: Petitioner's Response to "Request for Clairification and
Order"
11-15-06 Filed: Affidavit of Arne John Jacobsen, Dated November 15, 2006
11-20-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for SPECIAL MASTER HEARING
Judge:
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk:
teria
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Other Parties: SANDRA DREDGE
Attorney for the Respondent: GARY H WEIGHT
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
06-97-401
Tape Count: 1:06-1:24

0207

HEARING
COUNT: 1:06
This matter comes before the court for a special master hearing.
COUNT: 1:07
Ms. Dredge addresses and needs guidance from the court.
COUNT: 1:08
Mr. Green addresses the court.
COUNT: 1:18
Mr. Weight addresses the court.
COUNT: 1:19
Mr. Smith addresses the court.
COUNT: 1:21
The court is of the view not to change anything until a party
seeks relief here with a filing of documents. Counsel is to
prepare an order.
11-21-06 Filed: Petitioner's Motion for Child Support and Other Relief
11-21-06 Filed: Notice of Hearing
11-21-06 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge Order of the Special Master
11-26-06 Note: The clerk received a phone call from Mr. Green's office
requesting that this matter be continued due to a death in the
family. Counsel will contact the court to reschedule.
11-28-06 Filed: Faxed Copy of Letter in Re Order of Special Master
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12-06-06 Filed: Letter from Special Master
12-07-06 1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on January 09, 2007 at
01:30 PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
12-12-06 Filed: Notice of Continued Evidentiary Hearing
12-14-06 1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on March 05, 2007 at
01:30 PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
12-14-06 Filed: Motion to Continue Hearing
12-19-06 Filed: Notice of Continued Evidentiary Hearing
12-21-06 Filed: Parentl Visitation Evaluation from Sandra Dredge
01-05-07 Filed order: Order Continuing Evidentiary Hearing
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed January 05, 2007
01-05-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
4.50
01-05-07 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
4.50
Note: 5.00 cash tendered.
0.50 change given.
01-12-07 Filed: Respondent's Written Request for Evidentiary Hearing; to
Dissolve Temporary Civil Stalking Injunction; to Consolidate
and for an Award of Attorney's Fees
01-16-07 Filed: Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum
01-22-07 Filed: E-Mail from Special Master
02-05-07 Filed: Notice to Submit
02-07-07 Filed: Notice to Submit for Decision
02-08-07 Filed: Affidavit of Sandra N. Dredge
02-08-07 Filed: Affidavit of Sandra N Dredge
02-09-07 Filed: Notice of Deposition Dueces Tecum as to Keith Lokensgard
02-22-07 Filed: Request for Expedited Hearing
02-26-07 Filed: Recommendations of the Special Master
02-27-07 Filed: Affidavit of Sandra N. Dredge
03-02-07 Filed: Motion for Review of Spec ial Master Order
Filed by: JACOBSEN-THOMAS, MINNIE L
03-06-07 1/2 DAY EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled on April 09, 2007 at
01:30 PM in Fourth floor, Rm 401 with Judge SCHOFIELD.
03-27-07 Filed: Substitution of Counsel (Terry R. Spencer for G. H.
Weight for Respondent)

n O A1
U<ivJ<

04-02-07 Filed: Motion to Continue Deposition
Filed by: SPENCER, TERRY R
04-04-07 Filed: Petitioner's Response To "Motion To Continue Deposition"
04-09-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Judge:
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Clerk:
jennyc
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: F. RICHARDS SMITH
Other Parties: SANDRA DREDGE
Attorney for the Respondent: TERRY R SPENCER
T CHRISTIAN BURRIDGE
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
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Audio
Tape Number:

07-24 401

Tape Count: 1:41-4:32

HEARING
COUNT: 1:48
This matter comes before the court for an evidentiary hearing.
Opening statements by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 1:53
Opening statements by Mr. Spencer.
COUNT: 1:54
Arne Jacobsen is sworn in and questioned on direct by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 2:10
Discussion on the bankruptcy issue. Mr. Burridge addresses, he
represents Ms. Thomas in the bankruptcy case. Discussion ensues.
Direct continues by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 2:21
The court will not accept exhibit 14. There is no cross of this
witness. The witness steps down.
COUNT: 2:21
Minnie Thomas is sworn in and questioned on direct by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 3:12
Court is in recess.
COUNT: 3:31
Court resumes. Direct continues.
COUNT: 3:42
Cross by Mr. Spencer.
COUNT: 4:01
Re-direct by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 4:08
The witness steps down. The petitioner rests. The defense took
care of his evidence in cross. Argument by Mr. Green.
COUNT: 4:10
Argument by Mr. Spencer.
COUNT: 4:11
The court will issue a ruling after the next argument. The next
issue is the Guardian Ad Litems request. Mr. Smith addresses.

COUNT: 4:14
Ms. Dredge addresses.
COUNT: 4:18

Q209

Mr. Spencer addresses.
COUNT: 4:20
Mr. Burridge addresses. Ms. Dredge responds.
COUNT: 4:21
Mr. Green addresses. Mr. Spencer addresses.
COUNT: 4:23
Court is in recess.
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COUNT: 4:30
Court resumes. The court adopts the recommendation of the special
master and approves the requirements with the addition that she may
suspend visitation until the evaluation is complete.
The issue of child support is taken under advisement. Ms. Dredge
and Mr. Green are to prepare an order.
04-09-07 Filed: Exhibit List
04-10-07 Note: CD request for Arne Jacobsen of 4/9/07 hearing completed
04-10-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
10.00
04-10-07 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
10.00
Note: AUDIO TAPE COPY, Record Number 011
04-11-07 Filed: Receipt of Requested Audio from Hearing Dated 4/9/07 for
Arne Jacobsen
04-18-07 Filed: Transcript Request Form for hearing 4/10/07; requested
by SuAnn Jacobson
04-26-07 Filed: Order Of The Special Master
04-30-07 Filed: Guardian Ad Litem's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
to Terminate Special Master and Other Temporary Orders
04-30-07 Notice - Final Exhibit List
05-04-07 Note: CD copy request for 4/9/07 Evidentairy hearing (Special
Master).
05-08-07 Note: CD request for Sandra Dredge (special master) of 4/9/07
hearing completed
05-09-07 Note: CD picked up by Melissa Guercio.
05-09-07 Filed: Tape Request Complete
05-14-07 Filed: Notice of Lodging
05-31-07 Filed order: Ruling on Child Support
Judge ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD
Signed May 31, 2007
06-01-07 Judge LYNN W. DAVIS assigned.
06-07-07 Filed: Substitution Of Counsel (K Peterson For F. Richards
Smith)
06-12-07 Filed order: Order
Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
Signed June 12, 2007
06-19-07 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge Order of the Special Master
06-25-07 Filed: Notice Of Entry Of Order
06-27-07 Filed: Motion for Judicial Order Regarding Mother's Summer
Parent Time
Filed by: JACOBSEN-THOMAS, MINNIE L
07-02-07 Filed: Request for Transcript
07-02-07 Filed: Notice of Posting/Filing of Supersedeas Appeal Bond
Under Rule 6 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure
07-02-07 Filed: Notice of Appeal
07-05-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
205.00
07-05-07 APPEAL
Payment Received:
205.00
Note: Code Description: APPEAL
07-05-07 Bond Account created
Total Due:
300.00
07-05-07 Bond Posted
Payment Received:
300.00
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07-05-07 Filed: Guardian Ad Litem's Objection To Respondent's Motion For
Judicial Order Regarding Mother's Summer Parent-Time
07-09-07 Note: Certified Copy of Notice of Appeal Sent Via State Mail
Tracking #55500048049
07-09-07 Filed: Order Of The Special Master
07-11-07 Filed: Order Of The Special Master
07-17-07 Filed: Affidavit of Larue Thomas Re: Statements of Children at
Wilwin
07-17-07 Filed: Affidavit of Larue Thomas Re: Statements of Minor
Children at ACAFS
07-17-07 Filed: Letter from Utah Court of Appeals (case 20070560) to Ms.
Thomas re: Notice of Appeal
07-17-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
9,25
07-17-07 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
9.25
Note: 50.25 cash tendered.
41.00 change given.
07-18-07 Filed: Petitioner's Response to "Motion for Judicial Order"
08-09-07 Note: the final documents have been submitted and sent to the
judge. The judge has 60 days to make a ruling on the decree.
08-15-07 MOTION HEARING scheduled on August 16, 2007 at 10:00 AM in
Third floor, Rm 301 with Judge DAVIS.
08-28-07 Filed: Objection to Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law and Proposed Order Regarding Child Support
08-28-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
13.50
08-28-07 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
13.50
Note: 20.00 cash tendered.
6.5 change given.
08-31-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
2.50
08-31-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
4.00
08-31-07 CERTIFIED COPIES
Payment Received:
2.50
Note: 10.00 cash tendered.
3.5 change given.
08-31-07 CERTIFICATION
Payment Received:
4.00
09-13-07 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge Order of the Special Master
09-17-07 Filed: Petitioner's Response To Pro Se Objection
09-28-07 Filed: Notice to Submit
10-03-07 Filed: Original transcript of evidentiary hearing 4-9-07;
transcribed by Penny Abbott
10-09-07 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge Re: Order of the Special
Master
10-15-07 Minute Entry - REQUEST BY COURT OF CHALLENGED PROPOSED
Judge: LYNN W. DAVIS
This Court is attempting to rule on Respondent's "Objection to
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Proposed Order
Regarding Child Support." The court has reviewed that objection
and "Petitioner's Response to Pro Se Objection." On September 28,
2007, Petitioner filed his "Notice to Submit for Decision." While
the pleadings reference the challenged "Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Proposed Order Regarding Child Support," no
such pleadings have been submitted to the court. The exhibits
were not attached to petitioner's response. This is probably a
simple oversight, but the court cannot compare the wording of the
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pleadings with the ruling of Judge Schofield. Counsel for
petitioner is instructed to submit, forthwith, the proposed
pleadings in original form, not faxed. Upon receipt, the court can
carefully examine the wording and rule on the objection.

Dated this

day of
, 20

Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
11-05-07 MTN FOR TFMP ORDERS scheduled on December 06, 2007 at 10:00 AM
in Third floor, Rm 303 with Commissioner PATTON.
11-06-07 Filed order: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Regarding
Child Support
Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
Signed November 06, 2007
11-06-07 Filed judgment: Order Regarding Child Support and Judgment
Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
Signed November 06, 2007
11-08-07 Judgment #1 Entered
Creditor: ARNE J JACOBSEN
Debtor:
MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
13,168.00 Total Judgment
13,168.00 Judgment Grand Total
11-08-07 Case Disposition is Judgment
Disposition Judge is LYNN W. DAVIS
11-08-07 Filed order: Ruling on Objection to Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law and Proposed Order Regarding Child
Support
Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
Signed November 08, 2007
11-15-07 Filed: Notice of Hearing
11-15-07 Filed: Motion to Terminate Special Master and Other Temporary
Orders
Filed by: THOMAS, MINNIE LARUE
11-16-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
3.50
11-16-07 COPY FEE
Payment Received:
3.50
Note: 5.00 cash tendered.
1.5 change given.
11-26-07 Filed: Order Of The Special Master
11-28-07 Filed: Guardian Ad Litem's Opposition To Motion To Terminate
Special Master And Other Temporary Orders
11-29-07 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge
12-03-07 Filed: Affidavit of Special Master Re Motion to Terminate
Special Master and Other Temporary Orders
12-03-07 Filed: Petitioner's Verified Response To "Motion To Terminate
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Special Master..."
12-05-07 Filed: Notice of Lodging
12-0,5-07 Filed: Reply to Response to Motion to Terminate Special Master
and Other Temporary Orders
12-06-07 Filed: Motion and Affidavit for Waiver of Court Fees
fi
Filed by: THOMAS, MINNIE LARUE
12-06-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for MTN FOR TEMP ORDERS

2 1 2
w £, X £,

Commissioner:
THOMAS PATTON
Clerk:
emilyp
PRESENT
Petitioner's Attorney: FREDERICK N GREEN
Petitioner(s): ARNE J JACOBSEN
Attorney for the minor: KELLY M PETERSON
Other Parties: SANDRA N DREDGE
Attorney for the Respondent: TERRY R SPENCER
Respondent(s): MINNIE L JACOBSEN-THOMAS
Audio
Tape Number:
07-30-303
Tape Count: 10:25-10:38

HEARING
TAPE: 07-30-303
COUNT: 10:25
All parties are present and represented by counsel. Each counsel
state what issues are on appeal and what is before the court today.
Mr. Spencer presents his arguments. Mr. Peterson presents his
recommendation to the Court and does not.
recommend that the Court does not grant the motion. The Court
denies the motion to terminate the Special Master.
The Court does
not find that there is not an immediate or irreperable harm at
this time.
Mr. Spencer is instructed to prepare the appropriate order.
12-06-07 Filed: Judgment Roll and Index
12-06-07 Filed: Clerk's Certificate of Transcript
12-06-07 Filed: Clerk's Certificate
12-13-07 Note: Received fax from Karen Bingham w/ Ray, Quinney & Nebeker
requesting audio copy of evidentiary hearing on 04/09/07. CD
request has been completed and is ready for pick-up.
12-13-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
20.00
12-13-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
7.50
12-13-07 Fee Account created
Total Due:
12.00
12-13-07 AUDIO TAPE COPY
Payment Received:
20,.00
7,.50
12-13-07 CERTIFIED COPIES
Payment Received:
12,.00
12-13-07 CERTIFICATION
Payment Received:
12-18-07 Filed order: Court Order of Motion for Waiver of Court Fees
Granted
Judge LYNN W. DAVIS
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12-19-07
12-26-07
12-28-07
01-11-08
01-15-08
01-28-08
01-28-08
01-29-08
01-29-08
01-29-08
.>
?
t
01-29-08
03-20-08

Signed December 18, 2007
Filed: Petitioner's Objection to Form of Proposed Order
Filed: Letter From Sandra Dredge Re: Letters from Jay Jensen
Filed: Response To Objection To Commissioner's Recommendation
Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge: Order of the Special Master
Filed: Notice of Records Depsotion
Fee Account created
Total Due:
9.75
COPY FEE
Payment Received:
9.75
Note: 20.00 cash tendered.
10.25 change given.
Fee Account created
Total Due:
92.50
Fee Account created
Total Due:
3.00
COPY FEE
Payment Received:
92.50
Note: POSTAGE-COPIES
POSTAGE-COPIES
Payment Received:
3.00
Filed: Letter from Jay Jenson, Ph.D.

0213

03-25-08 Filed: Notice of Lodging of Parent Time Evaluation
03-27-08 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge ORDER OF THE SPECIAL MASTER
04-21-08 Filed: Letter from Sandra Dredge Re: Order of the Special
Master
05-19-08 Filed: Letter From Sandra Dredge Re: Respondent's Request For
Information
06-03-08 Note: Record sent to Court of Appeals via State mail, tracking
# 55500042424.
06-06-08 Filed: Recommendations Of The Special Master And Guardian Ad
Litem
06-09-08 Filed: Motion To Adopt Recommendations Of The Special Master
Filed by: PETERSON, KELLY M
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